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PUPOSE
 

This study examines the evclution of problem-solving agricultural
 

Institutions in 'enezuela, beginning with the first designation
 
of agriculture as a problem area for public policy.
 

The realization by political decision-makers that a "problem"
 

exists involves ideological and subjective elements. In Venezuela
 

these elements have often prevented the problem from being framed
 
in a context of optimality or even economic rationality.
 

Certain authors, such as IMrschman and Anderson, have suggested
 

that in Latin America many present day major economic problems have
 

persisted for a long time despite various ideologica:ly motivated
 

attempts at finding definite solutions. The strategies utilized
 
by the different governments to solve agriculture's problems were
 

not able to make substantial progress toward finding adequate
 

solutions.
 

In Venezuela, policies for attacking problem areas have been
 
in charge
strikingly similar through time even though the actors 


of making decisions have changed rather rapidly. In other words,
 
despite change and instability in the political (ideological)
 

arena, stability, continuity and incrementability have prevailed
 

for economic Dolicy questions. The explanation for this can be
 

found in the complexity of major economic problems which derive
 

in part from the historical and institutional past, and in part
 

from circumstances outside the national political economy.
 

Thus, if Dresent-day economic oolicy is to be understood and
 

analyzed within a problem-solving context, its institutional as
 

well as political evolution through time has to be considered.
 

This does not mean historical determinism is operatively influencing
 

the presont. It indicates that past experience by decision-makers,
 

as well as established institutions and mechanisms, will exercise
 

profound influence on the present. Change, quite often, can come
 

about only gradually.
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CIPTER I: HISTORICAL ROOTS OF THE RURAL PROBLEIM 
I'l VE.'EZUELA 

Introduction
 

During the first two decades of the present century, Venezuelan
 
agriculture and its accompanying rural institutions acquired
 
characteristics which were the end result of a slow evolutionary
 
process. The situation that emerged during these years was
 
rather similar to that experienced by many other countries in
 
South America. It was largely shaped by the Spanish colonial
 

inheritance, the political instability that followed the Iars of
 
Independence, and the solid establishment of an export-oriented
 
agriculture. During this period, the country was a typical
 
underdeveloped economy of the ''traditional type" and most of its
 
population lived in a "vicious cycle of poverty." It was
 
basically a rural society, since agriculture was the main economic
 
activity and the only means of sustenance of the people. The
 
only changes that disturbed the achieved equilibrium were induced
 
by fluctuations in the world market demand for export crops,
 
weather conditions that affected harvest size, the almost con
tinuously recurring eoidemics, and internal political turbulence.
 
Since productivity in every sense, physical and economic, was
 
very limited, a hi"*; proportion of available resources had to
 
be dedicated to agricultural activities. :ost resources had to
 
be applied by the population to merely subsist; the remaining
 
resources were directed to export crops, mainly coffee, and the
 
few and scattered nonagricultural activities, such as commerce,
 
cottage industries, and some light manufacturing.
 

From this low productive agricultural structure, a stratified
 
society emerged which did not allow major vertical mobility.
 
The extended family determined to a large extent the organization
 
of the society, access to po.er, and distribution of economic
 
re.ards. Since prooerty was highly concentrated in the hands of
 
a few, the majority did not share in the fruits of what little
 
progress occurred. A large rural mass existed at extremely low
 
living standards, barely able to survive and without much hope
 
to improve its lot. This rur3l, uneducated, and undernourished
 
proletariat developed a fatalistic attitude towards life that
 
did not permit it to break out of the vicious cycle of poverty
 
inwhich it found itself.]
 

The traditional society precluded any type of political
 
mass participation. As could be expected, political power was
 
in the hands of those who controlled and owned productive resources.
 
Since most of these resources were agricultural, it followed
 
that ownership of productive land was synonymous with political
 
pc.er. lost productive land was dedicated to the growing of export
 
commodities--coffee and to a lesser extent cacao--and this land
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was 
limited to specific climatic regions. Consequently, regions
 
in which these crops were grown exercised great influence on the
 
political affairs of the country. 
This is why the three Andean
 
states of Tachira, Merida, and Trujillo in the eastern part of
 
the nation, became dominant in thc central government in Caracas.
 
At the beginning of thie 
twentieth century, the Venezuelan economy

depended heavily on coffee revenue, which was 
subject to pronounced
 
fluctuations on the world market. 
Adverse price conditions trans
lated themselves into major hardships for the population. In
 
addition, the relatively high population concentration in coffee
 
areas, accompanied by deficient tenure arrangements and low pro
ductivity, caused emergenca of a rural 
institutional problem in
 
terms of a minifundia-latifundia polarization. 
At the same time,

large extensions of the national 
territory were completely unused,

remaining virtually in their virgin state. 
The gradual and spon
taneous colonization w'lich probably was occurring during the
 
beginning of the nineteenth century came to a standstill first
 
during the 'tars of Independence, and later after the rapid spread
 
of malaria.
 

Thus a paradox emerged. In'a relatively unpopulated country,

with large extensions of unexplored land, a "rural problem" appeared.

It manifested itself 
in the well known high concentration of rural
 
property in te hands of a few landowners ",jho were able to pursue
 
an af'luent life, while the rural masses lived in the most abject
 
poverty. The masses lived 
ina "vicious circle of poverty,"
 
where undernourishment caused poor health, and this condition
 
did not allow more intensive work, which determined low income,
 
which in turn meant insufficient purchasing power to acquire more
 
food, and so on. 
 An economy based on low productivity, reduced
 
disposable income for the population, and high affluence of the
 
wealthy holders of a pre-capitalist mentality, naturally had to
 
adversely affect the process of capital accumulation. Venezuela
 
became the prototype of a stagnant and traditionally-oriented
 
economy where income per capita hardly increased, 2 and population,
 
because of the high death rate, remained virtually stab!e.3
 

Political Stability and Its Effects
 

Though economic :onditlons did not show major departures

from the position of a "loi-level equilibrium trap" path in the
 
first two decades of the twentieth century, the political situation
 
evolved differently. An almost century-long struggle of regional

caudillos, all of them fighting for control over 
the nation,
 
culminated during this period.
 

'y the beginning of the century, General Cipriano Castro
 
emerged out of this chaotic political situation. Castro was a
 
self-made general from the Andes who became President of the Republic

after waging an armed campailn that put him firmly into power,

initiating what has been called the "iegemony 
of the Andinos"
 

4
which lasted for almost sixty years.




ly far the most notorious of these Andean presidents was
 
General Juan Vicente 'omez, who became the undisputed ruler of
 

the country in 19039, after ousting his predecessor and comrade

in-arms, Cipriano Castro. Iiemaintained himself in power until
 

he died in 1135.5 Gomez' lonq and highly autocratic regime came
 

to exercise a orofound influence on the socio-political development
 

of the country, contributing in a substantial and particular way
 

to the crystallization of the "rural problem." The reign of
 

this Tyrant of the Andes' created internal peace and tranquility,
 
which are indispensable for any type of investment activity. Also,
 

there was social pearr; and the state's finances and administration
 
.began to recuperate from a century of chaos and disorder. But
 
Gomez ruthlessly persecuted those who disagreed ,jith his own
 

economic Interests. The net result was financial solidarity but
 

also discouragement of national creativity and experimental social
 

attitudes which are prerequisites for evolving a modern twentieth
 
century society.
 

'Security of expectations" was created during the Gomez regime.
 

Investors were either foreign companies interested mainly in
 
or they were
exploitation of the country's natural resources, 


favorites of the president interested in personal enrichment,
 
without regard for the welfare of the great masses.
 

The oil companies which began exporting petroleum in U20
 

Increased revenues of the government substantially. This was a
 

determinino element in the consolidation and maintenance of
 
Gomez' rule, and was directly responsible for the regime's fiscal
 

prosperity. "'ut strangely enough, fiscal prosperity produced
 

economic daformation and plunged the country into poverty. This
 

Is still the real situation: 'hile the state has great wealth,
 
the nation, tie people, liv in poverty. 'r This, probably more 

than anything else, is the really tragic ethos and inheritance
 

of Gomez' rule. lecause of its conservative and autocratic views
 

that were nothing more than an extension of rural fundamentalist
 
values of a small isolated agricultural society, basically pater

nalistic in its context, the potentialities of the newly discovered
 

national wiealth -ere simply not grasped.
 

A basic aspect of the Gomez regime that was to exercise strong
 

influence upon the rural scene in years to come was the high land
 
and rural property concentration that took place, especially in
 

the central part of the country. Gomez, his immediate family,
 

and other trusted persons of the regime accumulated huge properties.
 

Since lomez was not at ease among the Caracas sophisticated upper
 
classes, he moved the seat of his government to nearby :aracay,
 

in the Vaiancli Lake watershed. Gradually, all agricultural land
 
in its vicinity was incorporated into his personal domain and was
 

administered by exact methods that did not permit any deviation
 
from the master's will.
 



Gomez utilized all types of coercive methods to obtain titles
 
for these lands. Purchiase at depressed prices, outright expropria

tion, usurpaticn of municipal lands (ejidos), title transfer of huge
 

land tracts of the public domain (baldios), and other similar
 

procedures ,,,re used to accumulate an extremely large landed
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property.
 

Comez was the government--he was frec to use any type of
 

forceful methods to obtain the required labor at the lowest price
 

possible. The most common of these procedures employed were forceful
 

recruitment during harvest time, use of army soldiers for agri

cultural work, establishment of hacienda stores, the enforcement
 

the worker and his family, or the establishment
of hereditary debts on 


of sharecropping systems that kcpt the farrmnjorker eternally in
 

debt to the landholder.
 

0 

The Imiact of Petroleum: l20ln9Y
 

,hile the Venezuelan government granted the first oil concessions
 

to foreign companies at the beginning of the century, these con

cessions did not lead to systematic exploration of the subsoil
 

Four main reasons account for this slow response.
petroleum wealth. 

First, antagonistic policies of General Castro's regime towards
 

foreign companies became a hindrance to any type of systematic
 

Second, world demand for hydrocarbons was still
Investment plans. 

Third, other countries (especially Mlexico, with
relatively small. 


)iaz) inspired greater confidence,
the stable governmient of Porfirio 

Fourth,
so that oil investment was directed toward that country. 


although existence of petroleum in Venezuela had been known for a
 

long time, the commercial value of the fields was uncertain.
 

Friendly
All these negative factors were reversed by 1915. 


and encouraging policies of General Gomez' government toward
 

foreign investors, increased demand.for oil during World Jar I,
 

arrival of the "automobile age" in the United States, and internal
 

strife, upheaval, and uncertainty tht followed in Mexico after
 

Diaz' downfall resulted in intensive oil prospecting activity
 

to the commercial and systematic exploitation
which led after 1920 

of Venezuela's fabulous oil wealth.3
 

By 1920 the first petroleum was exported (69 thousand metric
 

tons). In the ten years thereafter, Venezuela became the world's
 

second largest producer, with total exports of over 20 million
 

tons in 1930. During this short period the country passed from
 

being mainly an agricultural exporter to an oil export economy.
 

The impact of the petroleum sector was so profound on the economy
 

that within a short period of ten years the whole structural
 

foundation of the Venezuelan economy was radically modified.
 



Direct benefits obtained by the nation were initially rather
 

small because of a very primitive, crude, and highly regressive
 

taxation system that did not take into account the income received
 

by the companies. The tax took the form of a simple, low rate
 

imposition on exports and soma additional resource use royalties.
9
 

According to Venezuelan law, underground resources are not the
 
The government
property of the land owner but belong to the Stata. 


grants ri,'ts to exploit these resources under specified conditions.
 

During the 1920's this peculiar circumstance led to a wholesale
 

granting of oil concessions to foreign companies without any pre

determined plan considering conservation of the resource or fiscal
 

needs of the government. In addition, corruption of high government
 

officials and their friends, General Gomez included, enabled them
 

to enrich themselves immensely. The most frequently used form of
 

corruption was to grant concessions to Venezuelan friends who sold
 

them to foreign companies at a much higher price than they had
 

paid. This led to establishment of a rnw wealthy group closely
 

associated with the personalistic government of Gomez. This group
 

did not use its newly acquired wealth for productive investment
 

in new economic enterprises, but employed it for speculative
 

purposes, purchase of land holdings, and to pursue a life of
 
affluent leisure. The concentration in rural land that took place
 
during the regime of General Gomez was in great part associated
 

with this new wealthy group and with the means that were used to
 

obtain their fortunes from petroleum.
 

The fifteen years that followed the first petroleum exports,
 
from l920 until the death of Gomez in 1935, resulted in steady
 

improvement of the government's fiscal position. Agriculture
 

came to be replaccd by the oil industry as the most important
 

income-generating activity. The increase in government revenues
 

was so large that finally it became possible for the official
 

sector to intervene directly in the economy of the country in
 

order to correct existing deficiencies. In other words, the
 
means to pursue direct economic policies.
government had tl. 


That the governilnt was not abln to respond properly to existing
 
in the following sections. Policy response
stimuli will be seen 


toward agriculture was so disarticulated and weak that after
 
1930 it not only worsened the position of the already-suffering
 
export-oriented segments of agriculture, but also failed to
 
visualize the long range implications for rural conditions of
 
depressed incomes and poverty, lack of access to basic resources,
 
and general low productivity.
 

Despite the failure of many of the country's agricultural
 
policies, the very fact that such policies existed was somewhat
 

unusual in Latin 'merica at that time. The existence of such
 

policies can be explained in large part by huge petroleum revenues.
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'-"Viewed in relation to Latin America as a whole, the case of
 
Venezuela isexceptional in almost all aspects of recent economic
 
development. Itmay at least be said that no other country
 
in Latin America . . . departs in so many aspects from what
 
constitutes the general tendency or line of development experiences
 
common to the majority."lO The reason for this exception is the
 
peculiar role played by the petroleum sector within the economy,
 
the impulses it generates, and their magnitude and longevity.
 

Four basic characteristics are indicative of the above
mentioned peculiarity of Venezuela's economic development.
 

The first Is its continuous (since 1935) and intensive
 
economic growth. nrobably no other country has had a similar
 
record. Annual growth rates of the economy since 1937 (the earliest
 
date for 	which there are figures available) indicate that the Gross
 
National Product has been expanding at rates far above population
 
growth. The estimates of these annual growth rates indicate that
 
the economy has persistently exnanded at rates above six percent,
 
showing a more intensive expansion for the period 1937-1957 than
 
for the followinj ye-brs. From the following table these growth
 
rates can be observed for different time periods.
 

TALE 1-1
 

VEMlEZUELA: ECONO!IC GRO T.Tl RATES FOR 
DIFFERE,!T TIME PERIODS 

Inter-annual orowth r-tes of the 

gross :ational Product
 

l506, 	 1960-64
117-50 145-5 1'J 1953-65 

Annuil 
cumulative 1.1,l 	 7.3 ,..
 
rate in % 

Source: 	 For 1937-50, 1950-60, and 1960-64, G. PIMTO COHEW, 
Ajiculturay Desarrollo: El Caso Venezolano. 
It;or -7 -95, . El osarrollo6Reciente de la 
LEconomi.a Venezol ana.
 
For "i.-1 - au'thor-s own calculation, on
9 based data 
published !;y the Danco Central de Venezuela, in its 
yearly, reports. 



As a result of this rapid growth, the old traditional and
 

agricultural economic structure was replaced by a structure
 

dominated by the petroleum sector and the rapid expansion of
 

urban-based activities. Commensurately, there was a steady improve

ment of the average income per capita which reached averages
 

similar to those prevailing in some industrial economics of Europe
 

in the 1950's. By 1964 Venezuela had the highest income per capita
 

in Latin America, amounting to around U.S.$700. ilevertheless,
 

the distribution of income is and has been highly uneven, not only
 

in terms of total distribution, but also geographic distribution.
 

The second major characteristic of the Venezuelan economy
 

is that it has become highly dependent on petroleum. This sector
 
a
not only provides, its main dynamic impetus on the economy as 


whole, but also furnishes about 65 percent of government revenue.
 

Petroleum exports have made intensive development possible without
 

the balance of payment difficulties that have plagued many other
 

Latin American countries.
 

Thirdly, a rapid transformation has taken place in the demo

graphic structure of Vene.tuela. ;'1ot only has population growth
 

been extremely high since 1940--above three percent per annum--but
 

also extensive internal migration has occurred which transformed
 

a largely rural society in 1936 into a highly urban one in 1960.
 

In the mid-1931's around 80 percent of the population resided
 

in towns with fewer than 5,000 inhabitants. Ily 1960 only 40 percent
 

of the people could be classified as non-urban. Rural population
 

experienced a relative decline and hardly increased in absolute
 
terms.
 

The last major peculiarities of the Venezuelan economy are:
 

the relative "backwardness" of its agriculture as manifested in
 

generally primitive technology employed even by a great number
 
of "commercial" farmers; a high number of subsistence farmers;
 
slow responsiveness to a rapidly altering demand structure after
 

1936; inability (for many years) to provide basic staple foods
 

even with generous governmental stimuli; and generally depressed
 
personal income. This pattern results from structural inter

relations between the petroleum sector and the rest of the
 

economy which merit closer examination. The petroleum sector is
 

controlled by foreign companies which receive long term leases
 
from the government for exploration and extraction. In turn,
 

they "purchase" concessions to ex;loit oil from the government
 
and are subject to a royalty payment, a prescribed percentage of
 

production (approximately one-sixth of total production). The
 

oil companies are also subject to a progressive surface and
 
income tax. Imports, except for a few capital equipment items,
 
are taxed. Further, the companies receive a special exchange
 
rate, thus buying each doilar brought into the country for less
 

than the official rate. Since the bulk of sales take place
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outside the country, income taxes are paid in dollars. This
 
taxation scheme has been subject to several-modifications since
 
1945. Presently (19), the oil industry pays around sixty
 
percent of its total income In taxes to the government. In this
 
manner the government receives about sixty-five percent of its
 

11
 total revenue.


Other than through taxation, the oil industry has little
 
linkage with the rest of the economy. It is a highly capital
 
Intensive activity requiring Inputs not provided by Venezuelan
 
industry. Since the 1U50's, the industry has employed approxi
mately 40 thousand Venezuelan workers, a mere two percent of the
 
total national labor force. The industry has been classified as
 
an 'enclave activity.'
 

The basic difference between the Venezuelan situation and
 
.other countries with large mining or agricultural export.-based
 
activities is found in the following characteristics:
 

1) 1-forld demand for the basic resource, in this case,
 
petroleum, has been subject to a continuous and steady increase
 
since the 1930's without major fluctuations (except during the
 
1930 depression and the Korean liar adjustment periods). For the
 
30year period--1931-1961--the annual rate of oil output increased
 
7.6 percent.1 2 This contrasts with severe price fluctuations
 
of such basic'commodities as coffee, cacao, tin, copper, etc.
 

2) The experience of Venezuela 'istotally different from
 
other Latin American countries, which developed their mining
 
export economies during previous eras. In these latter cases,
 
the benefits of productivity increases reverted almost completely
 
in capital benefits and in a general way, were withdrawn from
 
the country."13
 

At this point it Is possible to outline a general scheme of
 
the major elements of the Venezuelan economic structure and to
 
trace the sequence of the dynamic impulses that have promoted
 
its growth:
 

a) A highly capital intensive export-oriented Industry
 
facing a growing world demand through an oligopolistic market
 
structure, receives a relatively free access to the basic resource
 
in the country;
 

b) A fiscal mechanism is established that obligates the
 
industry to leave over half of its profits in the country in the
 
form of taxes paid to the government;
 

c) The government transfers this:capital to the rest of
 
the economy through the budget, and thus the fiscal sector becomes
 
the mechanism that transmits the economic impulses that originated
 
with the petroleum industry to the remaining segments of the economy.
 

http:percent.12
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Ifile these taxes were relatively low, the economic Impulse
 

of the petroleum Industry to thorest of the economy was
 
proportionally small. But as the fiscal system was modified in
 
the early 1940's, and as world'. demand for petroleum became
 
more pronounced after UJorld ',ar II, availability of revenues
 

Increased and the economic role of the official sector became
 
more pronounced.
 

The role of agriculture In Venezuela's oil-dominated economy
 
was different than inother Latin American countries. Recent
 
economic models which deal with the overall development process
 

of an economy through time point out the strategic role played
 

by agriculture as provider of a "surplus," to be employed outside
 
of the agricultural sector for capital formation purposes.
 

The Venezuelan development experience, however, because of
 

the predominant role played by the petroleum sector, has not had
 

to rely on a squeeze of its agriculture. On the contrary, agri

culture has been the recipient, vYa the government sector, of
 
benefits in terms of investment subsidies, generous capital assist
an:e, nondateriorating terms of trade and other perquisites.
 

This rculiar growth experience made it unnecessary :'to develop
 

agriculture to the point where itwould leave a surplus for the
 
development of other activities. Even today a large percentage
 
of the agricultural labor force does not know the use of the plow
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and of animal traction.11


The "Golden Age' of Agricultural Exports
 

Throughout the decade that followied Vforld !tar I, no major
 

changes occurred within the agricultural sector. The value of
 

exports of coffee and cacao expanded and attained their highest
 

plateau in history during these years. The exports of coffee
 

reached an average of around 49 million kilograms per year although
 
they shord pronounced yearly fluctuations. Cacao also attained
 

Its highest export peaks during the mid-twenties. Unevertheless,
 

Its oscillations were less pronounced than those of coffee.
 
It was not until after 1930 that the volume of these two crops
 
began a downward trend. (See Table 1-2)
 

"hile exported volume tended to stabilize in the 1920's,
 

aggregate value almost continuously increased, because of the
 
The fourpronounced rise of coffee prices in the world market. 


year average price for coffee for the periods 1900-1905 and 1906

1910 was 0.71 Bs./Kg. and 0.86 Ss./Kg., respectively. For the
 
period 1921-1930, coffee prices did not fall below 1.50 Us./Kg.,
 
and for five years of this time-span (1925-1929) the prices exceeded
 
2.00 Gs./Kg. Cacao prices were not as favorable. Cacao prices
 
remained stable from 1900-1930 and took a marked plunge after 1930.
 
The value of these two crops combined represents over ninety percent
 

of the total value of agricultural exports.
 

http:traction.11


TABLE 1-2
 

VENEZUELA: VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS
 

Two-year Averages--Million of Bolivares 

Coffee Cacao Forest Cattle & 
I ides Other TotalProducts"'S.- -70'-" - Uss .Bs_ - " - -'" - B- -. "-S . _ 

2.0 2.6 2.9 1.7 1.9 8".2 100.01921-22 61.9 69.4 21.2 23.8 1.8 

2.1 1.9 103.4 133.0I223-'24 10.0 73.1 22.3 20.3 2.2 2.0 2.3 2.1 

,. 1.3 3.3 2.2 1.4 0.9 147.7 IO.I:1.25-16 116.4 73.? 21.7 IS. 

0.1 120.7 130.0
1 27-23 1-0.8 75.2 24.5 21.3 1.) , 4., 3 . 

0.1 * 131.5 i00.'.Z1-21-31i 105.0 7 ." 22.4 17.3 -. $ 0.- 3.4 2.6 

1.3 1. 0.1 * 72.5 100.0
i-31-32 -2.2 79.2 14.5 18.5 0.4 0.7 

0.1 , .3.3 100.011.1 0. 1..31.0 2.11133- 37.7 78.1 ".2. 

30.5 7).4 7.2 1-.3 0.3 0.3 1 . 2.5 * * 35.4 103.0n3 3, 

*Insignific3nt
 

Source: R. r = IRD2EZ '-PF:,RiUA!DEZ, Reforma Agraria en Venezuela.
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Traditional export crops experienced their 'golden age'
 

during the period following !orld 'ar I. Not until the adverse
 
effects of the Great Deprossion started to affect incomes in
 

industrial countries, did enozuelan agricultural export industry
 
feal the price depressive influences c- a rapidly contracting
 
world demand.
 

This analysis is in direct contradiction to the generally
 
accepted hypothesis that stagnation of traditional Venezuelan export
 

crops originated in the loss of Venezuela's traditional German
 
from which coffee was never able
market after the First "orld 'far, 


to recover. Evidence indicates the German market was never a
 
major outlet for the country's coffee exports, especially during
 

the period before '!orld !ar 1.15 By 1910, the United States had
 

become the most important client for Venezuclan coffee, absorbing
 
around 50 percent of its total exports.
 

Of greater relevance for the present analysis is the fact
 

that during this period the country's agricultural exports did not
 

expand substantially. The plateau of export volume during the
 
O20's indicates that the coffee,and cac-ooindustry had ceased to expand.
 

Since obviously unfavorable prices could not have bean the cause
 
unless a pronounced deteriorating balance of trade took place,
 
one has to search for other causes. It hardly seems plausible
 
that intornal production costs were increasing within the Venezuelan
 

economy at this time. The inherent characteristics of Qxisting
 
tenure arrangements (sharecropping of the colono variety) precluded
 

any ,iag*e rises, even if inflationary forces viere operating within
 

the economy. Coffee and cacao agriculture during the first part
 
of the present century did not use any complex and capital-intensive
 
production methods. Labor undoubtedly was the determining factor
 
in its cost structure. 

Since the exnansion of coffee exports throughout the second 

half of the last century and during the first decade of the present 

century rested chiefly on the extension of the cultivated area and 

not on the introduction of yield-increasing technologies, it is most 

Probable that during the 1920's no morc suitable coffee-growing
 
land vias available in t~e mountainous part of the country. In
 
other words, an ecological constraint made its appearance.
 

Other countries in the hemisphere producing coffee of a
 
similar quality did not seem to be subject to these restrictions.
 
During the 1920's, Colombia and some Central American republics
 
(Guatemala, Salvador and Costa Rica) increased their production
 

and cxports steadily, thus replacing Venezuela as the second
 
largest world producer.
 

There is also limited evi-ence thot coffee producers had
 
financing difficulties durinq this period. In publications during
 

the early 1121's, the Chamber of Commerce of Caracas voiced the
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need for the establishment of government-sponsored financial
 
institutions, to make credit available to the coffee growers at
 
more favorable terms than those of the free market. This seems
 
to have been the first expression of an organized pressure group
 
making demands for government intervention in the agricultural
 
situation.
 

Although coffee and cacao prices did not begin to deteriorate
 
before 1930, in 1928 the government had established a specialized
 
agricultural credit agency, The Agricultural and Livestock Bank
 
(Banco Agricola y IPecuario, hereafter to be named by its Spanish
 
initials BAP), Its installation became the first overt policy
 
response of the government towards the agricultural sector. This
 
policy cannot by any means be interpreted as a response to the
 
disequilibrium caused by the depression within the Venezuelan
 
coffee and cacao industries, since it preceded the first effects
 
of the "Great Crash."
 

Most probably, the founding of 3AP was a response to two
 
basic factors:
 

1) Continuous pressure exercised by commercial agricultural
 
sectors of the country that had direct access to the highly cen
tralized government of General Gomez;
 

2) The availability of public funds duo to rapidly expanding
 
petroleum exports.
 

Until 1935 the credit policy of DAP was a reflection of the
 
pressures that established it. It was, inother words, a policy
 
instrument catering exclusively to large landholders.
 

The '.AP received an Initial capitalization of 30 million
 
bolivares, and the following year another 50 million bolivares
 
were added. During its first years the BAP limited Its credit
 
activities to the granting of loans, with a mortgage guarantee.
 
Of course, coffee and cacao growers were the initial beneficiaries
 
of this new lending agency. The campesino and other small-scale
 
farmers were excluded. Only those with easy access to the
 
officinl power clique were granted use of available funds.
 

Tahle 1-3 shows that during the first years of the BAP's
 
existence, most of Its basic capital was lent out. As the agri
cultural sector began to feel the adverse effects of a rapidly
 
deteriorating price situation in the world market, lending acti
vities of the bank became more restricted. ;ianaged strictly
 
along commercial lines, DAP's funds could not 5e used as long
 
range developmentil assistance to the depressed commercial farm
 
sector.
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TAUJLE 1-3
 

CREDIT ACTIVITY fF TOE IACO AGRICOLA Y PECUARIO
 
1721-35
 

(Thousands of bolivares)
 

Year 	 Paid-in capital Paid-out loans
 

1928 	 30,000 22,034
 

1929 	 50,000 6,512
 

1930 	 -- 19,287 

--	 4,8801931 


600
1932 	 --

5881933 	 --

59
1934 	 --

210
1"35 


Source: 	 T. E. CARRILLO 3ATALLA, Moneda, Danco yCr dito en
 
Venezuela, Vol. 2.
 

Recipients of initil mortgage loans from the BAP weve simply
 

unable to repay the accumulating debts. The GAP was forced to
 

embargo the properties and eventually auction them to the highest
 
bidder.16
 

As world demand for Venezuelan agricultural exports started
 
they had
to contract after 1930, prices began to olummat until 


reached almost incredible depths. The value of total agricultural
 

exports decreased from a yearly average of [s. 131.5 million for
 

the 1929-30 period to Bs. 39.4 million in 1935-36--a seventy
 
percent drop. Since coffee and cacao were the two main export
 

crops, regions in which these two products were grown felt the
 

economic depression hardest. Commercial farmers became insolvent
 
by the hundreds since they ware incapable of repaying their
 

financial obligations. Dependent farm labor also experienced a
 
contraction of their already menger incomes. Where hacienda storas
 

existed It became common practice to suspend credit to the peons
 

http:bidder.16
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altogether, and to impose new and increasing delivery quotas of
 
basic crops to the hacienda owner. Forced recruitment of labor
 
became common on the farms of favorites of the Gomez regime.
 
In certain pnrts of the country, hacienda owners rencted to
 
shrinking incomes by expanding tau area under the plow, always
 
employing the colono system on new acreages, but with even more
 
unfavorable obligations and conditions than before. Large
 
Impoverished masses of peons and campesinos in coffee and cacao
 
areas experienced a true deterioration of their already low living
 
standards.
 

Early Attempts at Agricultural Policy .Formation
 

By 1932 the Impact of the Ireat Depression had been fully
 
felt throughout the Venezuelan economy. ;lot only had more and
 
more farmers become insolvent as the prices of the basic agri
cultural commodities deteriorated rapidly, but petroleum exports
 
began to diminish. From the export peak of 864 million bolivares
 
reached In 1930, by 1933 the total value of oil exports amounted
 
to only 214 million bolivares, indicating a significant reduction
 
in government revenue. After a decade of continuous surpluses,
 
the first budget deficits appeared.
 

Since agriculture was the sector most acutely affected,
 
"'something" had to be done. For a government completely inex
perienced with economic policies, this was difficult. iOot only
 
did it lack the needed technicians and administrators, but the
 

scope and content of rational economic policies were completely
 
foreign to the paternalistic administration of General Gomez'
 
regime. Public economic affairs were approached with the mentality
 
of a small storekeeper: no more pennies could be spent than those
 
that enter the till. The powers of fiscal or monetary policies
 
in a :eynesian sense were completely unknown.
 

The Immediate public policy response to agriculture's plight
 
consisted of granting a direct subsidy with repayment obligations
 
to coffee and cacao farmers. In June 19311, the government approved
 

expenditure of 10 million bolivares -to be distributed in a pro
portional manner for production among needed coffee and cacao
 
farmers. A policy of this type, during a period of rapidly
 
deteriorating world prices was nothing more than a simple ameliora

tive measure that ignored the real causes of the existing problem.
 
It resulted from pressures exercised by groups seeking quick relief
 
of adverse conditions. This subsidy antedated a long string of
 
payments that were granted to agriculturnl export crops after 1935.
 

Another response to the deteriorating agricultural situation
 
was the establishment of a bureaucratic service within public
 
administration to deal specifically with agriculture. In July
 
1933, the Ministry of Sanitation and Agriculture was established.
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According to the ordinance that established this new Ministry,
 

It had the following mandate: 'research, development, immigration, 

colonization and agricultural educotion."17 The agency within 

the Ministry in charge of agriculture was called Direccion de 

Agricu ltura y Cria, and had a rather simple organizational structure. 

It was divided into six survices or offices, each with specific
 

functions: research, agricultural and cattle-raising development,
 

which was in charge of domonstration plots; immigration; coloniza

tion and tourism; pubiic lands administration; forest and water 

services; and agricultural vocational school. The administrative 

services of the !Direcciondo Ajricultura (Agricultural Bureau) 

were jointly used bytheureau of Public lanitation. 

Since the country did not have trained technicians in agronomy,
 
the scope and content
animal husbandry, resource management, etc., 


The newly-created
of the linistry's programs vas extremely limited. 


vocational school presented a two-year curriculum for grade schcol
 

inwhich they were instructed on the most fundamental
graduates 

elements of scientific agriculture. The so-called development
 

services identified plant diseases and indicated the oest manner to
 

combat them. The development service distributed some imported
 

seeds gratis and had a small insemination station with imported
 

There was an attempt to carry out a cadastral survey in
animals. 

the central part of the country.
 

the programs of this first
From the information which exists on 

influence
agricultural agency, it san be conciuded that it had little 


roots
on the development of agriculture. Ignorance of the real 


and causes of the problem, the lack of even the most essential
 

administrative resources needed for the functioning of a bureau

cratic agency, and the existence of landed-oligarchical forces
 

which dominated government v,,re factors that precluded a prio__ri
 

the enforcement of any effective "probl.m-solving" approach by
 

public-officiai policy.
 

.hile the government was groping towards the formulation of
 

a policy that would brinq about improvement in the depressed
 

export area of agriculture, it undertook a major decision that
 
The government did not devaluate
neutralized these weak efforts. 


the bolivar in 1934, when the gold content of the U.S. dollar was
 
This amounted to a
reducad, to which it was closely linked. 


revaluation of the official ;xchange rate which placed Venezuelan
 
than those
agricultural production costs on a much higher level 


At the same
of other competinq countries in the world market. 


time, it became one of the key factors in est.blishing the very
 

high price level for which Venezuela is commonly known.
 

This appreciation of the bolivar, however, -was not followed 

by a fall in tho domestic price level relative to the levels prevail-
Rather, the internaling inVenezuela's major trading partners. 


price level continued to move upq*ard more or less in line with
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price changes in the United States during 1935-50. Obviously,
 

the revaluation of the bolivar destroyed the previous competitive
 

situntion of Venezuelan export crops in the world market. The
 

exchange rate was a strong determinant in the stagnation of tradi

tionn] coffee and cacao agricu!ture during the next twenty years.
 

Its negative impact was recognized at a later date.
 

By 1935, .hen the era of Gomez came to an end, 
the agricul

sector was inmost serious difficulties. initial attempts
tural 

policy to deal with the agricultural situation
 to formulate a 


did not recognize the fundamental factors that determined its
 

productive structure. '!eak attempts to bring relief to the
 

troubled export crops were rendered ineffective by 
the refusal
 

the
 
of the qovernment to devaluate the bolivar at a time when all 


other countries in the world were devaluating. That a redLct!rn
 

in income for thei commercial coffee and cacao farmers spelled an
 

equal reduction In living standards for the great mnss of already
 
But what isusually


impoverished rural laborers is rather obvious. 


overlooked in the finol outcome of this rapid impoverishment of the
 
determining factor in the
agricultural sector Is that itwas a 


disappearance of the once powerful landed oligarchy, especially
 

the groups that found the source of their wealth inprofitable
 
The decision of the 3overnment to
coffec and cacao exports. 


appreciate the axchnnge rate contained the seeds of destruction
 Economic

of the political power of these landed interest groups. 


policy, then, quite unwittingly contained the elements that con

tributed to the removal of a traditionally-oriented class, 
paving
 

the road for future economic policies that were directed towards
 

rural masses. The true and far-reaching effects
Improvement of th 

of this decision of the Gomoz government undoubtedly were 

not fully
 

grasped at the time.
 



CHIAPTER 2: THE SEARCH FOR HiEI! AGRICULTURAL POLICIES:
 
193S-1140
 

Political Transition-from Autar _.toP .lltY
 

The death of General Juan Vicente Gomez in 1935 signified
 

the passing away of highly cantraiized eclsion-making procedures.
 

not mean Gomez' deith !4as fol'owed by a democratic
This does 

regime based on universal election and installment of a parlia

mentary system, but It meant that a now government came into
 

being which employed procedures oermitting a certain amount of
 

freedom. The new government took into account existing social
 

pressures and acquired a positive attitude toward problem-solving.
 

It also allowed the emergence of communication channels to policy
 

makers through which discontent could be brought to the attention
 

of the responsible authorities. This signified, then, that
 

national problems in all of their dimensions were perceived
 

within a framework of public discussion.
 

This does not mean the conception of problems was in every
 

instance accompanied by adequate Insights into the real circum

stances that were causing the problem. This would have been a
 

little too much to ask from a new administration completely ir

experienced in the difficult and precarious art of policy formula

tion. !iational antecedents did not oxist to give guidance in this
 

respect. Experience feedback in policy formulation was precluded.
 

Further, the lack of an adequately-trained and technically competent
 

administrative apparatus made it even more difficult to reach
 

meaningful policy formulations along 'rational" lines. it is
 

difficult to understand iihy the government which replaced the Gomez
 

Regime attempted to redefine and deal with public problems unless
 

one considers the social upheaval which occurred at the time
 

General Eleazar Lopez Contrerns came to power. Lopez Contreras,
 
under General Gomez, was nominated President of the
Minister of 'ar 


Republic by the council of ministers, according to the existing
 
ratified by the rubberconstitution. A few months later he was 


stamp parliament. A smooth transition in the executive arca had
 

taken place. A much-feared power struggle was avoided. Everyone
 

expected unabated continuation of tho old order. Then, in a sudden
 

and spontaneous way, open violence broke out in the major cities
 

of the country. Rapidly these gatherings degenerated into
 
The army hnd to be called out to
uncontrolled .mobactions. 


restore order.
 

To the surprise of everyone, all the properties of Gomez and
 

his relatives were confiscated, becoming "1estituted properties
 

to the nation" (Bienes Restituidos a la i!acion). As this measure
 

did not have the tranquiizing'effect-exp-cted, the direct heir of
 

General Gomez took an unprecedented step: a full granting of civil
 

liberties. The press was unmuzzled. Freedom of association and
 

speech were permitted. Political prisoners were freed and exiles
 

were allowed to return to the country, and with them came the
 

famous "Generation of 28."1
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In 1928, during an annual frivolous university celebration,
 
discontent with Gomez' government was voiced, which rapidly spread
 
into organized meetings of the students. Freedom for the country
 
was demanded and the excesses of the regime were openly criticized.
 
The leaders of these student manifestations were immediately
 
arrested by the ever-watchful police. Some were thrown in jail,
 
while others were put to forced labor on roadbuilding with common
 
criminals. Eventually, they were released and sent into exile.
 
The significance of this incident was not only that it became the
 
first and only public manifestation against Gomez, but out of these
 
exiled students the future political leaders of the country emerged.
 

Among the more famous members of the "Generation of 28" the
 
following present-day politicians can be counted: Romulo Betancourt
 
and Raul Leoni, both to become presidents eventually, Jovito
 
Villalba, head of the powerful URD party, and Gustavo Machado,
 
chairman of the Communist Party.
 

This unexpected eruption of public discontent that occurred
 
during the first months of 1936 served as a catalytic element
 
for the formulation of a completely new government program that
 
tried to tackle the many ills confronting Venezuela. It became
 
known as the "February Program" (Programa de Febrero). Lopez
 
Contreras, in order to demonstrate his willingness to bring about
 
change, asked pnrlianient to reduce his term of offica from the
 
stipulated seven years to a four-year term. Then he proceeded
 
to announce a broad national program of investment and general
 
development. Ills affecting the country were spelled out in
 
detail, and measures to be undertaken to ameliorate these ills
 
were delineated. The country raceived, in present-day jargon,
 
an economic d3volopment plan.
 

The fundamental Philosophy of the government's economic
 
policies consisted of using the national budget for betturing
 
overall living conditions. Public funds were to be applied in
 
a 11rational" way.
 

Amona the many policies the government intended to pursue,
 
according to the Programa.d. Febroro, agriculture and rural areas
 
were accorded top priority.
 

More specifically, lands expropriated from the Gomez family
 
were to be subdivided amon.j the landless campesinos. Agricultural
 
credit was to be made more accessible to "tillers of the soil.'
 
A modification of the existing labor code was mentioned, which
 
would explicitly prohibit forced rural labor. !Iorkars had to be
 
naid in cash. The need for agricUltural education was stressed.
 
It favored "offici.l intervention" in distribution of basic staple
 
foods inorder to counteract rising prices. The need for establish
ing policies to aid traditional export crops ias also included.
 
The promotion of an immigration policy was emphasized to populate
 
the vast underutilized national territory.
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Other equally important aspects of the "February Program"
 

were the following:. anational sanitation campaign with special
 

focus on malarla, expansion of educational facilities, general
 

infrastructural investments, reform of the electoral system, granting
 

autonomy to the municipalities and local governments, a strict
 

accountability of the public finances, the revision of the petroleum
 

taxation arrangements, and th,3 modernization of the armed forces.
 

None of these items seem at present to be novel or even original.
 

But, in view of the overall lack of any type of public policy that
 

in power, they certainly can be regarded
existed when Gomez was 

as a most significant advancement.
 

Identification of Campe.sino and Commercial Sector Problems
 

The general social commotion and open public discussion that
 

were allowed in V.:nezuela during the years that followed the death
 

of General Gomez brought the 'rural problem" into the limelight
 

of public attention. fight from the beginning, this problem was
 

regarded as contnining two larrje problem areas: on the one side,
 

the poverty-stricken suhsistance or campesino sector, and on the
 

other, the inefficient and financially-castigated commercial sector.
 

This basic problem conception has shown a most remarkale3 

persistnce in agriculturil policy formulation and in the specific
 

programs undertakon since its formulation. These two problem
 

areas have been conceived as interrelated. All the other gbvernments
 

no matter w'hat their idaologies, from the '"evolutionarysince 1930, 

Contreras government to the 'experimentalconservative LoDez 

revolutionary" Accion Democratica regime of 1)45-43, so.,.ht to
 
by attacking it simultaneously
solve the 'agricultural proin 


on twjo fronts.
 

The campesino sector generally has been regarded as containing
 

most of the people classified statistically as rural. They are
 

the small farmers, employing backward technology on small parcels
 

of land. Generally they are not the owners of their own plot but
 

have to rely on soma type of unsatisfactory tenure arrangements,
 
or
such as aarceri. (sharecropping), medianeria (equal sharing), 


simple pisatario (squatters) on public or private lands. Their
 

type of agricultural enterprise isgenerally referred to as
 

conuco, meaning in its broadest sense, subsistenc, agriculture
 

relying on the slash-and-burn method of cultivation, with its
 

adverse effects on soil fertility. Howevmr, in this group we
 

also find small farmers specializing in certain commercial crops
 

There is a general consensus that the
(coffea, cacao and cattle). 

is the rural segment of the population that is
campesino sector 


extremely poor, illiterata, inadequately fed and housed, and
 
Its overall living standards are
subject to a high disease rate. 


extremely lo,, especially ,,an compared to those prevailing in
 
urban areas.
 



!Ihile the overall composition and content of the campesino
 

sector has probably not been subject to major modifications during
 

the last three to four decades, the so-called commercial sector
 
It has been subject
is more difficult to delineate and define. 


to major modifications ddring the last thirty years. The main
 

common denominator is that almost all of their production goes
 

to the market and the income received from it allows the farm
 

operators higher living standards than the ones observed with
 

the campesinos. This, of course, is a vaguo and ambiguous differ

enciation, pointing at the already well-known fact that the classi

fication commcrci:fl-subsistence agriculture is actually a
 

continuum, making itdifficult to distinguish where one starts
 
and where the other ond ends.
 

Another common charactristic of the commercial sector is
 

easier access to credit sources--private and official--than their
 

campesino counterparts have because their assets can be used
 

as a guarantee:. A third characteristic is that land, as a factor
 
their production
of production, is not as limiting a constraint on 


function as it is for fie car-posino farmer. Inother words; keeping
 

existinn land resources and croo patterns fixed, and recombining
 
the other f3ctors of production, substantial increases inoutput
 
can be obtained. This does not iean that in campesino farms
 
production increases could not be obtained by applying modern
 

technology, but it means the size of available land precludus
 
tak'ng advantage of certain basic economies of scale that are
 
technologically determined, imposing in this sense a production
 
and income ceiling that is reached soon after the new technologies
 
hav been applikd.
 

%espite common characteristics, this comrrcizli se:ctor is most
 
heterogeneous. At one extreme.we find latifundia, employing most
 
extensively the:ir disoostblo resources Tnd reacting little to
 
market prices. At the other extreme are farms using the latest
 

technology, which are quite sensitive to price fluctuations. The
 
type and the size of their productici is largely determined by
 
input-output price relationships.
 

"hile dichotomous classification into commercial and campesino
 
units hardly seems adequate for rigorous analytical purposes
 

because of the riany variations noted, it has been perceived in
 
those terms by decision makers whh:in formulating economic policies
 
and specific action programs. 18
 

At this point a basic question shoulu be asked in regard to
 
this problem perc2ntion--was it the outcome of certain insights 
obtained through analysis (formal, systematic or otherwise), or 

was it the outcome of discontented communications to policy makers 
by organized or unorganized actions? 1Iithout a doubt, both of these 

elenents played a role. The latter element became gradually the 
determinin- one in nroblem perceptions and thus for agricultural 

policies, 3s authorities became more sensitive to protests amd 
pressures.
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The government of Lopez:Contreras in 1936 tackled, on a broad
 

front, the agricultural problem which It had inherited, but
 
limitations existing in almost every sphere did not allow much
 
.progress to be made.
 

These limitations were of a most diverse nature. First,
 

there was little that could be done in the short run to improve
 

the economic conditions of the traditional exports for some very
 

obvious reasons. Second, the country did not have the human
 
technical resources necessary to develop and carry out consistent
 

and rationall"-planned agricultural programs. Third, the scope
 

and depth of the problem were'not fully perceived. Fourth, the
 
budget of the government was so smalI it did not permit large scale
 

investmnt and development programs. Fifth, the "coffee and cacao'
 

oligarchy was still entrenched, and thus was able to obtain most
 

of the attention from the government. Sixth, social unrest which
 

followed the death of riomez requ.ired the concentrated attention
 

of policy makers for almost two years, leaving little time for
 
broad development progrzms. Finally, the reaction of the adminis
tration toward .rolam-solving policies was greatly limited by its 
excessive preoc,,,-,ntion .ith legalistic procedures, which precluded 
experimentation t:at mi.;jt have shown more immgdciate rosults. 

'1
evertheless, a number of policies werG put into effect during
 

this period, som3 of which became the foundation for later ambitious
 
programs. The type of policies enacted during this time can be
 
categorized into three broad areas: 1) immadiate stop-gap measures,
 
designed to bring relief to overt pressures that came to the surface
 

after Gomez' death; 2) enactment of laws that served to establish
 
needed administrativo structure through which programs could be
 
handled; and 3) continuation of already existing programs, but at
 

a more accelerated pace than previously.
 

Let us then discuss and review each of these in turn.
 

jI)!s o2:a a. suros" 

During 1936 and 1937 several incidents-of rural unrest 
received publicity in the newspapers, including invasions of private 
propertie-s, squatting on lands of the former Gonez haciendas, 
spontaneous persocutions of hacienda overseers, refusal to 
recognize old established shtarecropping arrangements, sznding 
delegations to the capital city to protest undesirable situations, 
rapid unionization in th. larger sugar cane plantations with 

accompanyinj wcrk stoppages, etc. The government's reaction to 
expression of discontent by rural sector groups varied all th-.way 
from promises to meet demands to open repression through force. 
Farmer delegations with ione-worded petitions were promptly 
received by the 'linister of Agriculture and in some instances 
even by the 71resident. 1roups wore usually sent home with a promise 
that the government would look into the matter of their concern. 
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Certain land Invasions of former Gomez properties were tolerated,
 
giving the cam~pesinos de facto occupancy rights, such as in the
 
case of the coffee ;iaclenda ci Tromq...)_O_, where some 2,000 farmers
 
received credits from the AGricultural ;ank. But at the sama time,
 
there were reports indicating the government employed open force
 
to remove squatters, or moved in the army to quell open viotnce
 
and disturbances, such as those in the state of Lara.19
 

A second manifestation of discontent by the peasantry 
consisted of moving into the cities, where they hoped to find better 
livin. and employment opportunities. The rural environment was 
becoming increasingly less tolerable to the campesino because of 
t,wo basic circumstances: worsening economic conditions and the 
operation of what has come to be known as the "demonstration 
effect." Policy responses to this new phenomenon of rural unrest 
were weak, uncoordinated, and ineffective. The government first 
decreed an 'Emer3ency Plan,' which had two major elements: the
 
initiation of an urban public works plan to provide work for the
 
unemoloyed; and the establishment of rural colonies into which
 
new arrivals could be resettled. The Ministry of Public Works
 
was responsible for the program. Since it was designed under
 
pressure by inexp.:riencad bureaucrats, productivity considerations
 
were disregarded. In the later part of 1 36, the recently
 
established 4inistry of Agricultura proceeded with establishment
 
of two additional colonies, and assumed administrative control
 
of the other three projects.
 

Available information on these five colonies is incomplete,
 
indicating that they were exactly what they were intended to be-
namely, emergency measures to relieve urban unemployment. The
 
number of people settled in them was relatively small. At most
 
a counle hundred families received land. chools and health centers
 
were built in them. The farmers received a family subsidy.
 

A year later (1937) in four of th(ese colonies, the governmen
 
suspended the subsidy payments and the farmers were given "inde
pendence" from the official administration.
 

Thus it becomes clear that the agricultural colonies were
 
nothing more than policy responses based on lack of insight into
 
the rel causes that were promoting urban unemployment. Using
 
lirschman's terminology, :"motivation raced ahead of understanding."20
 

(It is interesting to notice in this respect, that when Venezuela
 
faced a similar urban unemployment twenty years later after the
 
downfall of Pcrez Jimenez' government, official problem-solving
 
policies followed quito similar paths to the ones just described.)
 
Also, it is quite clear that the creation of these agricultural
 
settlement projects was completely irrevelant and inadequate
 
In dealing with tha serious rural exodus.
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Another policy response that was a direct outcome of overt
 
public pressuros consisted of confiscatir.g all the properties of
 
General Gomez' heirs and of their closest collaborators. Although
 
the initial intention was to expropriate outright these properties
 
without compensation, at a later date, because of legal objections
 
and other juridicnl entanglements, itbecame necessary to compensate
 
the owners. Tho total area of those farms reached 12.36 million
 
hectares, of which only 120.5 thousand hactare.s weru classified
 
as cropland. Although the Lopez Contreras government had promised
 
in its Prograna de Febra:ro that lands of tho dictator would be
 
subdivided among the ladTless pe.asantry, excnpt in the few cases
 
where the c-ampi-sinos forcefully occupied the land, no such massive
 
distribution ever took ilace.
 

The reasons for this are not hard to find. On the one hand,
 
the insistence of thu government on adhering strictly to legal-

Istic orocedures precluded any such action, espccially when there
 
ivere no precedents to who'lsilc subdivision of government land.
 
Inaddition, the rithcr consorvative outlook of decision makers
 
toward public affairs ingAeral, and absence of organized
 
discontent in rural areas, were by themselves sufficiently strong
 
reasons prevcntini such a radical and unprecedented step.
 
Camipesinos w-ere still viewed as incapable of administering their 
ovn affairs. 

2) New Policiis
 

The second type )fpolicy directed towards solution of the 
1'rural nroblem, '.and ,nact.ed *during tbosc years, came to exercise 
more lasting lnfluonc=. 

Itconsisted basically of anactment of new laws, leading to
 
establishment of new government agencies. Thus the foundations
 
were established upon which continuity of official policies was
 
assured. Since all new inencies came into being during i.36-3,3
 
and were a direct outcome of the new government's intention to
 
deal ina more or less systematic manner with rural problems,
 
they can be rao.rded as the starting point of the rural problem
solving process that hs chiracterized Venezuela's concern with
 
its agricultural hackk-ardness. 

The first of these laws was the new Labor Law (Lyde-I 
Trabajo) of February 2., 13-. "ew-averal of its clauses prohibited 
continuation of practices on haciendas that bound the peon 
directly to the existing ow:ner. ;tore specifically, the new law 
made itr.eandatory that wages should be paid incash at least
 
once a month. Tus, the widcly iccepted oractice of paying
 
agriculturi workers with ,arivatecurrencies (fichas or vales) 
came to an nnd. Second, Article 21 of the nc'-., law stipulated 
that tha debts incurrrd by the w;orkers with the employers for 
the supply of food and merchandise on a credit basis . . . 'ave 
to be amortized, weekly or monthly, in quantities that cannot 
exceed 50 percent of the .quivalent of n we.ek's or month's 
w ges, iccording to the c..e. 
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With thi.s clausa, one of the major powers that the hacienda 
owner had inhis hands 
to assure obedience of the workers--namely,

the threat of wage payment refusal under the pretext of cancelling

outstanding debts-.was abolished. 
 This contributed to the
 
weakening of the direct exploitativo systam of rural labor, and
 
at the same time the much-hated iacic.nda store lost its function
 
within this semi-feudjl system. 

Third, the nu,, law insisted wagus could not be paid in11recreational places, inns, coffee houses, taverns, canteens or
 
stores" (Article 57), putting an end to the widely-used practice

In haciendas to inebriate the peons on payday inorder to even

further incrdase his Indebtedness. Fourth, the employer was 
obligated to nrovida for his workers certain minimum health and
 
safety conditions. 
And last, the law authorized the establishment
 
of unions and syndicates, accordin3s 
to cert3in specific stipulations.
 

Although this n.~w labor law was enacted principally for non
rural workers, Itcontained tiie needed provisions to stop many

of the semi-faud.l labor exploitation practices existing in rural
 
areas. Erasmus indicatus that abolishmenE of th, hacienda labor
coercion system was followed by an intensive form of sharecropping
employed by large landk.ners to insure the neded labor supply
durin;: harvest periods.21 This observation probably isaccuratc,

sinca tenur.; arrangements of this type -ire still common for many
 
years afterward inconmmercial farm areis where the requirement

for 'labor inputs is not evenly distributed throughout the year.
 

The second of the new laws, which influenced rural problem
solving activities, was related to the abolition of the iinistry
of 'Sanitation and Agriculturo, to bh replaced by two new agencies:
tinisterio de ,,jricultura y Cria (Hinistry of Agriculture and
L'i;7c!!Ts-oc--, hereaft, r by its Spanish Initials 
MAC), and the *Ministrio de Sanijady Asistncia Sociai (:Ainistry
of Health and Social Assistance :x:cutive D-ecree of February
25, 1936, and Reg1amcnto de IaLey_
" ,tinisterios of ;larch 1 and1, 1)36)yAugust 

To the letter ministry, .3 new autonomous institute .as 
attached--namly, the Instituto dr, Aalarilolia-.-created s;ecific3l!y
'o eradicate malaria in the country. This institute was another 
-iolic, Instrument whicui co.,triuted to national .:Fforts to solve

the rural probl:. Its initial campaigns ,r.. rather simple,
consistinj basically of fr.,, distrihution of medicines and drus 
to neopl-1 3ifected .Y t C -13lady and the drainag.e of sw-nplends
close to urt*an cente:rs. :ut It also elaborated in 3 systeaatic
way ' ..vlth statistics that showed the alarmingly hij:-, incidence.
of t'% disease. ",ortflity attribut.:.d to this dise-ase, in 1:'3
reach:d the amezin-:l, hiryh Figure of I"! per 1T),.'Y inh.3bitants. 
,y !'7, d.ue to an intense -ind -ell-2lanned canpaitjn aftsr 1-15,
the death rate of malaria was reduced to only 0.3 per !qTh,)30 .22 
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The impact and imoortanci3 of thlmalaria environmental sanita

tion camp)ftln for the futuri of 'Vent.uela'sagricultural development 

has been of t'a utmost mafjni tuz1k. Itonone v3st areas of the 

country to !iu.qan settlemeint anI thus to agriculture and economic 

In later years, tvse ne,; frontier areas s'-rved to
daveloor-!nt. 
 . 

expand a naw 3'ricultural activity freo from institutional con

straints t'Ot surround:d nricutur.. in the- lold" oarts of the
 

count ry.
 

of th-- few
The rminria eradic-ition cam.ailn has be.;n Onz 


policies t),at could ;,., c.-rri,.d out without o'jection of vst,,,
 

almost .wveryone had som'thing to jain fro;.i it.
intrests, sinc its
It I, to formula.te th,- nroqrim and to carry out 
ecame possibl 

div,-rre activiti,s free frori vested inter:;sts and Jroup influences.
 

.,r the detlrminant factors of
Strict t,;chnical criteri: 

it is -roba'Ay for this reason,


implementation and fornulation. 

achievd such 3
 norn than ,nythinj cls,, thot !..l_.ri logi. 


distinluish-aJ r.acord.
 

The crrcition of the 'linistry of Agriculture (;4AC) inFebruary 
toward the general rural problem

1936, was another important ster in

solving activities initiated in 1 36, although its effects, 


the long run, have not been as visible 3nd impressive as the ones
 
This might be due
achieved by the nalaria eradication campaign. 

to the vagueness of the problem at which the activities of this
 
The functions of the Ministry
newly-created agency werei directed. 

most diverse nature, all of them supof AgriculLure were of a 

-amore harmonious and
posedly coordinated inorder to achieve 


vigorous development of the country's agriculture, and at the same
 

time Insure an adequate supply of foods at equitable and just
 

prices to t'e producor a)nd to the consumer.
 

new buruaucratic organization wer
J
 

Thus, the goals of this 

formulated In th.e usu'l gqn.ral nonocritive terms which :re
 

characteristic of governmcntal organizations, leaving it to the
 
Intcrpret these goals and to
discretionof the decision maker to 


m,;ans through which theselect the most appropriate operationai 
overall obj,-ctivs could be reached.
 

'1hi le th-..re existed general consensus as to the abstract
 

goals of the iAC, conflicts started to arise when the time came
 

to specify them in con-:rete nnd operational terms. ;iut a greateor
 

pro',blm than the resolution of how to operationalize the abstract
 

goals was the lack of sufficient trained personnel to carry out
 

any projects which night be s.lected.
 

first years of its existence the effectiveness ofDuring th.= 
the 3lmost total abserice
4AC's policies was sevrely limited by 

of trained t-::.niciens in the diverse agricultural specialty
 
There were simply no agronomists, veterinarians and
fields. 
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other specialists available in the country that could have scien
tifically oriented some of the initial programs. To cope with 
this problem, the new ndministration reorganizzd the existing 
vocational school hy revisino tha curriculum and increasing its 
budget substantially. It also created in 1 38 the Schools of 
Agriculture and of Veterinary scionces, which depended adminis
tratively on th, Ministry's xncrimantnl station. By 1)44 these
 

two institutions -.tare absoro:ed as reiular faculties by the Central
 
University of Venezuela.

2J
 

Fight from the boginning, the internal organization of the 
IC was conceived along wel1-defincd specilization-functionae 
lines---i conception whichn has 5znsically subsisted until the 1960's. 
3esides having had the reular administrative and coordination 
offices like every other ministry within the public administration 
--office of the 'linister, )iraccion d, riabinete in charge of 
everyday coordination activities and policies, administratie 
direction, and the leqal office, called Consultoria Juridica--the 
Ministry of Agriculture %,as or!aniz:d along the followino special
ization areas: agriculture and crops, r.nimil husbandry, conservation 
ot resources, and economics. 

Initi3ll'y, this wtas a hasic reflection of viewing the problems
 
affecting agriculture within a nacessary specialization framework
 
of four large problem areas. Thus, animal husbandry was kept
 
separated from economics, and so also was generl rfesource conserva
tion and crop agriculture. In later yeirs, as university graduates
 
of th,. sevral specialization areas organized themselves into interest
 
groups---the so-called colegios do orofusionalos--the initial
 
specialization conce pt received such a strong ally that several 
attempts to break this organization w..re doomed to failure.
 

This functional subdivision of tasks might have been justified 
durin3 initial years of the Ministry, when thor.. were obvious 
and svere t-!chnolooicnl problems affecting agriculture., but it 
has become a hindrance during the last decade as problem-solving,
 
on iccount of 3 morc sophisticated economic structure of agriculture
 
in general, required a multi-dimensional approach. For example,
 
agricultural i,-xtension or technical assistance has been the
 
responsibility of the Direccion de Agricultura--renamed in 1964
 
Extension 3irection--buft farra, i.anagmont research and studies hav 
been carried out by the Economics lanning Direction. Thus, many
 
of the practices advocated by extension agents do not assure
 
highe;r income to th farmer, because the adoption of new practices
 
implies higher factor costs, but not nccessarily a higher propor
tional product. This, of course, points toward the lack of proper 
coordination within the- "linistry. 

A third law onacted during this poriod which exercised 
considerable influence on the rural problem-solving process in 
later years was enactment of a new irmigration and colonization 
law (L :y de InmijgrcionN, Colonizacion of July 22, 1)36). 
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It was basically a revision of previous existing legislation.
 
ilevertheless, it departd significantly from older legislation in
 

that colonization was to be regarded as a public utility for the 

country, oermitting the government to uxnropriatQ private properties 

for that purpose. Further, this nuo law became the lrgal base 

for the establishment of the Instituto Tecnico do Inmigrncion y 
Colonizacion (iTIC--Tchnical institute for Imnijration ind 

Colonization), created two years later. 

This law put forth the underpopulation thesis, which con

sisted of the following argument: Venezuela is ) country abounding
 
Nevertheless,
with plentiful natural resources, mainly fertile land. 


it does not have sufficient population to fully take advantage of
 

this most promising situation. To correct this deficiency, immi

gration of Europeans has to be promoted. Their industriousne.
as the naedeJ transand agricultural experience will then act 


At the same time, the backwardness of thu native
formation agent. 

human elements
population will benefit from the ncw productivw 


through some type of "demonstration effect.' In Venezuela this
 

century, and became a detcrminant
reasoning piarsistcd for over a 

in the formulation of agrarian policies after 1936.
 

The ITIC came into existence by special presidential decree
 

of Sentember 15, 1938. The performance of the new autonomous
 

Institute during its first years of existence was far from impressive.
 

Besides the administration of the 
two colonies It had inherited
 
ones.
from the 'tinistry of Agriculture, it created five additional 


"By 19145, the accomplishments of the ITIC consisted of 

establishment and administration of seven colonies, with 2,730
 

hectares under cultivation and 310 colonists, most of them immi-


Cost of 's. 11,524,838.37 invested as
grants, and with a total 

Honfixed capital in the colonies and in the Central Office. 


recoverable investments amounted to 's. 16,409,331.97 until June
 

The orevious source comments further that the
of that year." 24 


settled farmers had 3 debt to thu ITIC of over 860,000 bolivares,
 
Thus, an
while their properties amounted to only Bs. 546,000. 


annual report of the Ministry of Agriculture concludes that "it
 

that It is not unjust to
represents a disaster . . . and . . .
 
state of affairs to the
attribute a great part of such a pitiful 


poor administration in the colonies. '25
 

This expcri'mce with colonization schemes again points at the
 

persistent reoccurrence of similar problem-solviny patterns in
 

Venezuela--namely, once the problem had been stated within an
 
tackle the problem
analytical framework and the policy tools to 


had been established, no inventory of the available resources
 

was undertaken in a realistic manner, so that the policies pursued
 

amounted basically to paying lip service to the tenets.
 

http:16,409,331.97
http:11,524,838.37


Moro specifically, in the case of the "underpopulation thesis"
 
the financial and administrativu rasourccs ne:eded to implement a
 

broad colonization schomo thiat would actually brinj about the
 

expected results within a relatively short span of time were not
 

takcn Into account. Hirschman -attrIL-utes this style in problem

solving to societi,-.s that are becoming conscious of their backward

ness, and look to the mor :'advanced' countries for inspiration
 

and guidance in problem-solving ;nethods. In these societies the
 

problem-solving path "is narkel by the tendency of motivation to
 

pull ahead of understanding.'2* Since motivation outruns under

standing of the true dimensions and scope of the problem to be
 

solved, obviously th.e required resources are more often than not
 

underestimatcd.
 

But cven more often it is not simply a case of resource under

estimation, but also a failure to comprehend the real causes of
 
the problem toward ,.hich policies are directed. Thus, the problem
 
area is conceived wtithin a precetermined intellectual framework
 

that found its justification in the exporience of other nations
 

and cultures. As n consequence, the national problem is not
 
analyzr.d and perceived by th internal ;,xperience and the root
 

causes that originnted it. In the more soecific case of the colo

nization policies, the experience of Argentina and thie United States
 

were the :xamples that induced the problem perception and the
 

solution. That there were severe limitations of an ecological and
 

institutional content that acted against the attraction of European
 

immigrants towards the settlement of Venezuela was simply not
 

taken into account nor properly understood.
 

Besides the e;stablishment of new agencies, the Lopcz Contreras
 

government promulg,ated a series of nr-,w laws which cr,-ated a new
 

legal framework for policy actions. Among th,-se new laws, the
 

followinC can ha cited as exarnpl,s of the scope of tho inte-nded 

policy framework: Lav on ';e3et.1 and Animal Sanitation 03fense 

(1936), La;.von [Fertilizcrs, Insecticides and Fungicid.-s for
 

Agricultural and Livestock Use (1H3,), llunting La'. (MO36), Fisheries
 
Law (1136~), Low on carl Fishing 1936), two Laws on Regulating
 

the Banco 1gricoln y Pecuario (1237 and I39), Law on Castration
 
and Livestock FTncing 0(i , and sevral other minor decrees 

dealing with specific problem areas. Although very few of these
 
legal instruments werc strictly enforced, mainly becausu of the
 

lack of resources--monet.ry and personnel--they served as the base
 
of the very corilox legislation that came gradually into being
 
after l-4A).
 

3) Emergence of -r-issur Groups 

The third type of governm.nt policy pursued during this
 

period was simply continuation of already existing policies, but
 

this time in a more intensive manner. lost of these policies were
 
directed toward relieving th burdens of adversely affected coffee
 
and cacao f3rmers.
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For cxample, credit activities of the Agricultural Bank (BAP)
 

:?ot only did the DAP continue to loan
were considerably expanded. 

funds with a mortgago guarantee, as during the previous eight
 

years, but it also instituted a new credit lin,'--namily, yearly
 

production credits with Harvested croi guarantee. Interest rates
 

were lowered considerably from 8 1'2 percent to 5 percent.
 
o Gs. 10,000 limit.
Pevertheless, these credits ;)ad 


even further expanded and
During 193P the credit system was 


liberalized, by Introducing a completely new feature--the Ca.as
 

These wore basically credit cooperatives based on the

r1urales. 

German Raiffoisen system. Their purpose was to make credit
 

available to the small campesino who could not offer the needed
 

guarantees. As such, they worc quite a novelty in the country,
 

and very high hopes were placed on them Ly the sponsoring institu

tion, the ranco Aoricola y Pocuario.
 

Individual farmers associated themselves with the Caja Rural
 

by paying what was considered a small subscription fee of Bs.
 

Fach credit cooperative had its own administrative board
10.00. 

elected by the associates. Thy received from the 5AP a Bs. 5,000
 

loan, which %was distributed according to individual nueds among
 

its mambers. The purpose of the credit was'solely for covering
 

the most essential production inputs. The minimum amount of
 

Zs. 5,0Of was gradually increased, until reaching the sum of
 

Bs. 20,000 per Caja in 194t4. The elected cooperative board
 

assumed the loan liability.
 

'!hile the government enthusiastically promoted the establish

ment of the Cajos, and viewed therm as a sort of panacea for the 

ills affecting the underprivileged ca,ipcsino, th- co-op system 

n whole oxppnded rather slowly and its performance was disas 

appointing.
 

Uy September 1944, there were 294 Cajas in existence. Their
 

financial situation ,.'s neverthaless very fragile since, of the
 

Ds. 1.7 million received from the Agricultural Sank during that
 

year, only 3s. 360,000 was repaid.
 

Dy 1241 there wore almost one thousand Cajas inexistence,
 
but thEy kept expericncinq financial difficulties to such an
 

extent that the governmcent quietly decided to eliminate them.
 

The reason for their failure was that this European system
 

was not the appropriete cr&odit vehicle fo illiterate Venezuelan
 

campesinos. Furthermore, the required administrative sophistication
 

to manage the organizations was simply not available in the country.
 
for the Cajas,
State governments, which were made rasponsibic 


neglected technical aspects of the co-ops, and used them for
 

political purposes in appointing governing boards.
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Another policy that was simply a continuation of already
 
existing practices was the proclamation, in December 1935, of a
 
coffee subsidy for the substantial amount of 30 million bolivares.
 
After this, the number of products that received subsidies or
 
bounties Increased rapidly. Cacao followed, then sugar, cattle,
 
hides, fruits, vegetables, alcohol, maize, sharkskins and some
 
forest products. The basic scheme consisted of paying a fixed
 
sum per unit exported. By 1937, itwas modified, generally paying
 
a percentage ad valorem bounty on the exported value. Even some
 
articles that were not exported received a subsidy which consisted
 
of granting a fixed sum per kilogram transported within the country
 
from nroducing areas to the urhan centers. :This wave of subsidies
 
came to be considered excessive and very soon itwas reversed. On
 
recember 16, 1937, bounties on olontains were abolished and all
 
other fruits and vegetables which were exported to the Antilles." 27
 
Shortly thereafter, all other products subsidies, except for coffee
 
and cacoo, were ilso eliminated. By 19111 a definite differential
 
exchange rate was established for these two products, the so-called
 
"coffee and cacao dollar." 1olders of dollar exchange arising
 
out of the exports of coffee received Bs. 4.60 per U.S.$] and
 
Bs. 4.30 per U.S.$1 for cacao, while the official exchange rate
 
at the same date was officially stabilized at 13s. 3.7r/U.S.$1.
 
This tyne of arrangement has subsisted until the 1960's with several
 
modifications. It should be noticed that benefits from the
 
differential exchange rate do not necessarily accrue to the
 
produce- because of the existing marketing arrangements. Since
 
the great majority of coffee and cacao producers are small holders
 
who do not have direct access to the world market, they have to
 
rely on specialized coffee and cacao r:rchants who do te exporting.
 
It is not known if the full difference between official and
 
differential exchange rates are obtained by the producer, or if
 
some leakages occur in favor of the exporter. In any event, the
 
subsidies did not exercise the expected beneficial effects on the
 
country's coffee and cacao industries. Since 1936, the total
 
volume of these two export crops has been on a constant decline.
 

The total spent by the government on export subsidies between
 
1935 and 1941 amounted to 122 million bolivares, a substantial
 
amount in vie.i of the relative smallness of gcvernment budgets
 
of those years, and more specifically, in relation to the budget
 
assigned to the 3inistry of Agriculture. Table 11-1 illustrates
 
the case.
 

Th.=r:2 ,w.r. basically two roasons that account for the priority 
recceived .y thes.. two crops: 'the extremely large number of coffee 
Ind cacao producers that .xisted in the country; and the emergence 
of organized pressure groups concerned with these two products. 

The Agricultural Census of 1937 indicated that Venezuela had
 
218,496 farm units. Of these, 62,673 farms were dedicated to growing
 
coffee and 13,495 were cacao units. Thus, roughly one-third of the
 
total farms obtained thuir Income, or part of it, from these two crops.
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TABLE I1I1
 

VENEZUELA: ASSIG!!ED DUDGETS TO THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT
 
A[ID TO AGRICULTURE 
1.35-36 - 1940-41
 
(iIllions of Bs.)
 

Total 1.ational tinistry of Export 
Year Governnent AoricultureJ* Subsidies 

1935-31 233.2 	 -- 30.0 

1936-37 215.8 	 11.6 20.0
 

1937-38 254.6 	 14.0 22.0
 

1938-39 335.2 	 13.6 13.0 

1939-40 361.2 	 25.5 16.0
 

1940-41 344.5 	 22.3 16.0
 

*Includes after 1938-39 the budget of ITIC.
 

Source: 	 For national government and Ministry of Agriculture: 
"IMSTERI.1 DE AGRICULTURA Y CRIA, Los Presupuestos 
dol 'iC in 20 Anos, in El Agricultura Venozolano, 

op. cit., pp. 20-21. For export subsidies: R. VELOZ, 
[conorn in -nzas dk7. Venezuela dcsde IP130 _tasta 
l1] -racas: Impresoras Unidas , 194 pP 412 
4"17, 421, 424 and h27. 

Approximatily one-third of the total value of the product was 

generated in 1137 by the two traditional export crops, and it 
contributed almost half to the value of the agricultural-vegetable 
product. 

This ::conornic importnnce of the two groups and the general 
welfare implications that followi from it were thus already 
sufficiently strong reasons to induce the new government to 
dedicatc: a Ihrge p.3rt of its available resources to the depressed 
coffee and cacao in'dustries. 
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Inaddition, after 1036 producers inthe coffee and cacao
 
growing areas organized themselves into regional associations
 
which merged'into two larga groups: tha Asoclacion de Productores
 
de Cafe and the Asociacion VInezolana de Productores de Cacao.
 
These pressure groups served as grievance transmission instruments
 
between farmers and the government.
 

At the same time, the government used these associations as
 

active partners in policy formulations and implementations of its
 
programs. Thus, a now styla inproblem-solving was initiated,
 
which also has persisted until the present.
 

Because of the greater importance of coffee and the greater
 
strength of the coffee growers' association, itreceived priority
 
from the government. The crention of a new autonomous institute,
 
the Instituto rJacional doi Cafe, took place by Executive Decree
 
of Decemer 67 93&.
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CHAPTER 3: SOJI:IG PETROLEUM 
TO PROMOTE AGRICULTURE, 1940-1950
 

Transition to Mloderni ty 

The decade that fol lowed 1340 c.n be regarded as the period 
when the traditional society of Venezuela was definitely supplanted 
by a new societal fabric. The country was rushed Into the main
stream of twentieth contury modernism in a relatively short period 
of time. The rapidity of this phenomenon of change did not allow 
a balanced transition. *.uvertheless, this lack of balance did not 
produce major social upheavals. 

The autarchic regima of General Gomez was followed by the
 
tradition,l government of Lopez Contreras, which was conscious of
 
change and introduced needed modifications into the political
 
structure. This regic !*as supplanted by a government led by the 
former war minist-r :)dina Angarita, which broadened many of the 
existing r forris nnd at the same time included issues that were 
neglected or even suppressed by its predecessor. This government,
 
in turn, was supplanted after a short and bloodless coup by a
 
regime of populist and revolutionary ton.ts (Accion Democratica) 
which not only followed the pro-rams previously established: but 
used nwv ambitious policy tools and systems of its own. It war 
precisely these= new tools and systems to~at brought about its down
fall in l)4,. ThB .lilitary Junta that foll(o.d the Accion Demo
cratica regim, diH not eliminate all of the new programs put into 
effect during the previous four years. It absorbed quite a few 
of them. Thus, a certiin continuity of pfricius can be observed, 
although the political actors in charge of the docision-making 
process were changed rathar rapidly. 

Economic Expans ion 

In prvio, s chapters, reference has bean made to the main 
charactristics of the Venezuelan economy, induced by the impact
 
of the petroleum sector. Although there seems to have been a small
 
impact by the pctroleum sector on the economy In the 1930's, it 
was not r-ronounced enough to make the Venuzuelan economy different
 
from that irevailing in other Latin American countries with strong 
foreign -.conomic enclaves. Pfy th beginning of the 1940's, Venezuela
 
was still Inrgely a rural society.
 

"ith substantial modifications in the petroleum taxation laws
 
in the mid-1940's and the pronounced world demand for oil there
after, government ruvenues experienced strong increases, initiating
 
unprecedented chin..-s in the economic structure of the country. 
During the Second "orld 'far per~od, forulgn exchange gradually 
accumulated, building up a deferred import capacity. The postwar 
period increased the influx of forcign exchange, and permitted a 
continuous rise in ovarall Imports without any complications in 
the balAnce of paymcnts, as occurred innther Latin American coun
tries.
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While petroleum output doubled between 1938 and 1947, during
 

the same period revenue from the industry to the government
 
The direct
increased by over five times because of new tax laws. 


effect of this increased oil.1 revenue on the rest.of the economy
 

was a rise in real income and th overall standard of living of
 

the population. The scant statistics availhble for this period
 

Indicate that the per capita incomo between 1936 and 1919 increased
 

by almost three times, fron! 446 bolivares to 1,500 boiivares.
23
 

The beneficial impact of the petroleum sector upon the rest
 

of the economy was reflected by a 20 percent increase in the pro

portion of national income added to capital in 1949 (see Table
 
111-1).
 

Table 111-1
 

VEMEZUELA: GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION IN 1949 
(Excludes petroleum sector) 

Iii I I ions 
of oolivares
 

1. N.ew capi'tal goods in the private sector
 
(construction not included) 470 

2. Private construction 2)5 

3. Increase in intern-tional reserves 18.7 

i. Public sector investments 541 

5. Change in inventories 44 

Total 1,537
 

Source: BAWCO CE11TRAL DE VENEZUELA, Annual Report for 1949.
 

Despite increasing national revenues, total agricultural
 
output dropped because of stagnation experienced-by the traditional
 
export crops--coffee, cacao and cattle. Livestock and farming
 
production for internal consumption increased slightly, but
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not enough to cover the increased effective demand, induced by the
 
As a consequence, food imports
improvement of income per capita. 


1948 by over 500 percent.( c Table II1-2).
increased from 1944 to 


TABLE 111-2
 

VENEZUELA: IJUANTUM OF AGRICULTURAL AID AiiMAL OUTPUT
 

(Millions of bolivares at 1937 prices)
 

Internal 	Consumption
Total 

Tota 	 Export
Farm Agricultural Animal 


YVar Output Output Output Farm Agricultural Output
 
. .
,. . .. 

324. 4 2Ml.6 72.3 235.6 162.9 88.7
1937 


6G.O
93.4 243.1 149.7
l9145 311.1 215.7 


297.5 2 3.1 94.4 239.2 144.8 53.3
1946 

1947 293.8 235.4 ,3.: 238.7 150.3 53.1
 

1948 335.n 244.) 90.2 2(,5.1 175.6 69.1
 

191i 336.5 237.. 98.7 278.5 179 .9 57.8
 

Source: 	 CORPORACIOn,'!VFHEZOLANA DE FOtE!T0, Cuadernos de Infor

macion Economica, !o.3 (Sept.-Oct., I'5)and iio. 4
 

Figures are based on sixteen agricultural and two liveflote:" 

stock products. Export output includes only coffee and
 

cacao.
 

It should be noted that because of the axtrem(ly low income
 

levels prevailing inVenezuela, the income elasticity of demand
 

for most agricultural products was probably positiva, the opposite
 

of that occurring in countries with high income levels. Thus,
 

an Increa!:a in disposable Income translated itself into a pro-

Since
portionately higher level of effective demand for foods. 


obviously there ,.r rigidities within the supply sector of the
 

economy, i.e., airiculturc in general, the increased effective
 

demand had to be covered by imports. !3ut, at the same time,
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.food prices experienced a continuous rise because-the government,
 
in order to stimulate national production, had established import
 
quotas for products that were locally produced. Despite thes,
 
incentives, national production did not increase (see Ta1e 111-3).
 

TAOLE 111-3
 

VEIUEZUELA: PRICE INDICES OF AGRICULTURAL
 
AND AAIMAL OUTPUT(1937 = 1m0) 

Total Total Internal Consumption General
 
Agricultural Animal Total Export Wholesale
 

Year Output Output Farm Agriculture Output Prices
 
(1938=100)
 

1931 100 190 100 100 100 

1945 131.4 135.3 132.6 131.4 131.5 135.20 

1946 165.4 132.6 155.0 162.4 173.0 137.10 

1947 209.9 167.7 197.2 203.3 227.9 155.68 

1948 215.2 257.6 227.4 203.3 247.6 164.61 

Source: 	 Same as Table 111-2. For General 'holCsale Price Index: 
3A;M¢C CE ITRAL 71 VEtHEZUELA, Annual Report for 1943. 

Sowing Petroleum
 

The fact that the Venezuelan economy was undergoing obvious
 

changes during the early 1940's, with increasing wealth of the
 
government and the failure qf agriculture to supply a rapidly
 
expanding internal market, brought.about a developwint policy that
 
had as its. essential objoctive the use of the vast resources
 
which w3re received from the extraction of petroleum to impel the
 
rest of the economy. Th: policy became specifically known as
 
"sowing petroleum" (sembrar ol petroleo) and acquired an almos.
 
ideological meaning.
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This policy, already initiated under the government of Lopez
 
Contreras, centered Its attention on both farming and Industrial
 
production. :!verthcless, major emphasis was placed on the tradi
tional economic activities of agriculture and stock-breeding,
 
because of the widesprcad buIicf that the Ptrolaum industry had 
brought about their stagnation. These two activities received
 
preferential treatment, and the restoration of the nation's agri
culture undoubt:ed~y became the principal topic and concern of
 
all the governments during the 1940's.
 

Th,: ideolo;3ic31 formation and backgroune of the 1940 govwrnments 
was very different, but thc:;ir basic concern with the agricultural 
problem and the; policy continuity of approach toward this problem 
area of the economy undoubtedly lands support to ono of the basic 
contentions of this research--the almost pervasivw concern of 
Venezuelan policy makers with the stagnation and backwardness of 
its agriculture. lithin this general agricultur3l stagnation 
framework, the agrarinn issue and thu interlocking question of 
widespread rural pov;3rty, moved to the forefront of public discussion. 
'that probably is of rore significance than anything elso during 
this period is that three agrarian reform bills were passed. The
 
first oni, under the nuspices of the government of Aedina (General 
Isaias ;ledina Anqarita followed Lopez Contreras to power), was 
to be eliminated by the succeeding "revolutionary" regime of
 
Accion Democritica. The second law was approved by Accion [emo
cratica three years latr.,r. It is 3 curious coincidence- that
 
the t,.o ,jovrnmnts that socnsored tase agrarian reform legis
lations were removed from noter a f.:wv months after the bills were 
made into law. The t'hird agrarian re.,form bill was enacted by a 
military dictatorship that was conservative in its outlook toward 
social problems at large. Thasu bills will be exarined in detail 
I.ator. 

Three basic fentur.es characterize this period in relation to 
agricultural policy questions. The first was relianca on already
 
oxisting ,;Oislation ,nd programs to promote economic growth.
 
Second was implenont.tion of new schemes that were in great part
 
introduced under guidance of foreign advisors. And third was the
 
large multitude of prog rams pursued, many of them with an air of 
experimantation. lost soon faded into oblivion.
 

It should be kept in mind that the concern with Venezuelan
 
agriculture; was primarily motivatd by its inability to supply 
a rapidly widening internal market with food produicts. The fact 
that the increas-d market did not stimulate farm output gave rise 
to the belief that somehot there were factors of a structural 
nature that acted as bottlenecks impeding a normal reaction.
 

This undouhtedly permittd the agrarian issue, i.e., wide
spread rural poverty at subsistence ]ovals, to r.ceivu the attention 
it did, and not :e relegated to a secondary level. It was within
 
this problem-conception framework that ;'reform-monqering activities,"
 

http:fentur.es
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as I!irschmann calls them, were openly pursued in order to change
 
the institutional structure undorlying agricultural stagnation.
 

By 1!0 supply capacity of the country's, agriculture was
 
rapidly deteriorating. Increasing demand for almost all kinds
 
of agricultural products, induced by thu constant rise in real
 
income and the expanding cities had created a major disequilibrium
 
never before exporiunced. A transitory balance of payments
 
difficulty In 1"41-42 worsened the situation, when pcndinj imports

of some staple foods by ths government fell behind schedule. The
 
rising shortages drew public attention to inefficiencies of the
 
agricultural production process.
 

The government, which until then had adopted a rather passive

attitude toward market mechanisms for food products, became slowly
 
involved in all kinds of commercialization schemes. By 1946 it
 
was the chief distributor of agricultural commodities.
 

Also, concern over increasing imports convinced policy m:nkers
 
of the necessity of developing programs aimed at import substitution.
 
The first specific programs came into existence during these years
 
with the objectiv of increasing the supply of products by raising
 
average yields.
 

The gradual technification of the government's personnel made
 
it possible to conceive these Programs along modern lines, borrowing
 
extensively from the experience of other countries. The operative
 
sequence of these specific yield-increasing programs was more or
 
'less the following: pilot areas were established where experiments
 
took place, testing different seed varieties, fertilizers, culti
vation methods, etc. The results were then made knevn to commer
cial farmers through the small extension service. For certain
 
crops, credit was ev2n made avnilable, on condition of close super
vision by the technical personnel of the program. evertheless,
 
these schemes were rather limited in scope, since tuchnicians were
 
scarce and so wer other resources assigned to them.
 

It was also during this period that the first foreign technical
 
assistance became available to the country. For several of the
 
above-mentioned programs, foreign technicians werr directly con
tracted by the govurnment, while others were provided directly by
 
the United States government upon special request, such as the
 
Soil Conservation Mission sent by the USDA. Although the work
 
performed by these experts was of great value, their influence was
 
not very lasting. In 1943, the International 3asic Economic Cor
poration, a Rockafeller-snonsored philanthropic venture, established
 
the ConseL de Bienestar Rural (Rural Velfare Council) in Venezuela
 
with the spE fT-TmF t pro0mote, as its name indicates, the general
 
welfare of rural inhabitants. The work undertaken by this institution
 
came to have a profound and lasting influence on the country's

agriculture. Effects ranged all the way from establishing new
 
services within government agencies to undertaking basic economic
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research and Initiating specific programs, such as a tractor drivers
 
school or a feeder road program.
 

Pressure groups at this time had a rathur limited influence
 
upon the government's policies toward promotion of more intensive
 
investment in agriculture, or competing among themselves for the
 

state's resources. The special interest groups existing at this
 
time were small in number, their policies were not very cohesive
 
and well-defined, and most of the time they suffered from
 
financial difficulties. lad it not been for direct government
 
subsidies, they might not have. existed. Their basic demands upon
 
the government revolved around obtaining credit for their associates,
 
and little concern existed for othcr types of services from the
 
official sector.
 

I) Specikfic cropgdt.iad-i.ncreasing.programs
 

Two early programs centered around cotton and sugar cone.
 
The first was initiated in 1939 and the second in 1943.29 At
 
later dates, stockbreeding, rice, and sesame followed. Despite
 
these programs, imports of these products increased throughout
 
the 1940's and even into the 1950's. This, in terms of import
 
substitution policy, these campaigns did not bring about the
 
expected results.
 

It is of si3nificance that specific problem-solving activities
 
during this periobegan to acquire a scientific approach, modeled
 
after the experience of "more advanced" countries. In this sense,
 
Venezuela took the first timid steps to improve the technological
 
backwardness of its agriculture through models that obviously had
 
been successful in other nations. Initially, all of these programs
 
were sponsored by the Ministry ot Agriculture. After 1945, the
 
Corporacion Venezolana de Fomento became involved in agricultural
 
development, and as will be seen, it also reliud heavily on
 
"specific crops" programs.
 

?) Th citl shortage concept as a policy detcs,'minant
 

Probably the strongest concern during the 1940's with the agri
cultural oroblem revolved around capital shortage. Insufficient
 
output was larg,)ly attributed to lack of funds required to increase
 
total production. As government revenues increased, so did the
 
granting of government credits for agriculture. As a matter oJ
 
fact, the capital made available to farming during this lO-year
 
period reached unprecedented amounts. This gives the impression
 
that technological backwardness was largely equated with lack oF
 
financial resourcos.
 

The generous credit assistance given to farmers during this
 

period was usually conceived in terms of technological functions
 
of the 'advanced" countries where capital intensive inputs, i.e.,
 
machinery were predominant. It was assumed that credit recipients
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were capable of employing the capital put at their disposal in an
 
efficient way. The result of this attitude has been a large
 
indebtedness of farmers to government lending agencies.
 

Paradoxically, during this period when the agrarian reform
 
issue was openly debated, the "avils" of the latifundio system
 
were also singled out as contributors to backwardness. ;Jut since
 
the adverse effects of the latifundio were not spelled out in
 
specific terms, it was possible for large, inefficiently managed
 
estates to receive generous crdit grants. This points to a
 
certain overall ambiguity in agricultural policy formulation which
 
can be attributed largely to insufficient insight into the root
 
causes of the problem.
 

The emphasis on the need for agricultural credit was reflected
 
in the lending policies of the Banco Agricola y Pecuario and in
 
the substantial incre'jse of loans that were granted throughout the
 
1940's. U!hcn the pe,'formance of this institution was seen as
 
insufficient, the .,vwly-creatad (in 1945) Corporacion Venezolano
 
de Fomento (CVF), 3n autonomous development agency, also granted
 
agricultural credit,
 

Until 1936 the Agricultural Gank (IAP) was almost exclusively
 
concerned with coffee and cacao ferms. With the overall political
 
changes that took plaze in that year, its lending policies were
 
liberalized, making available production credits in constantly
 
increasing amounts. '!hilc availability of credit up to 1940 was
 
still scarce, thereafter ever-13rgjer amounts became available.
 
Between 1910 and 1945, the total amount of credits granted by
 
the Agricultural ank trebled, reaching a total of almost 34 million
 
bolivares. For the following six years the bank lent out a total
 
of Is. 476 million, or roughly three times the total of the
 
previous five years, '1ith the appearance of the CVF in 11)46, the
 
supply of agricultural credit was even further increased. The
 
emphasis, nevertheless, of the Corporacion's credit program was
 
on large commercial farms (see Table 111-4).
 

Ilith establishmont of the Corporacion Venezolana de Fomento,
 
a clear-cut sp,;cialization of lending activities took place. An
 
agreement was reached with the Agricultural Bank that the new
 
agency would specialize in promotion of large "production units"
 
and would handle only individual credits above 3s. 25,000. The
 
BAP, in turn, would concentrnte on smaller farms, requiring short
term credits (up to one year) to cover production costs. Ho money
 
was lent out to these farmers for investments in fixed capital or
 
for the purchase of machinery.
 



VEI!EZUELA: AGRICULTURAL CfDITS GRANJTED FROMI 1940 TO 1950 
(Thousands of bolivares) 

_j orculturoi 3ank OAP) 
Year lort~gao ?roductionf 'Campesinos"2 Sub-total C V F3 Tote] Index
 

194n 697 9,627 --- 10,594 	 10,594 100 
1941 1,900 15,737 	 17,687 17,687 167
 
1942 1,156 16,524 	 17,630 17,630 166
 
1943 1,937 20,154 --- 22,091 	 22,091 208 
1944 4,500 29,595 -3L,095 	 34,095 322
 
1945 2,104 31,093 --- 33,897 	 33,897 320 
1M4' 3,313 53,716 --- 57,029 5,847 62,876 594 
I047 1,448 74,291 6,169 81,208 25,300 107,298 1013
 
1948 2,127 101,814 12,02C 116,041 19,919 135,966 1283
 
1949 2,246 107,334 --- 109,630 59,813 169,443 1599 
1950 2,004 109,434 	 111,437 71,439 182,876 1726
 

1Refers to short tern (one year) production credits.
 

2"Campesino Credits" wae jointly administered by 3AP and the !nstituto Tecnico de Inmigracion
 
y Colonizacion.
 

3 Refers only to credits given for farming activities.
 

Source: 	 For BAP: Yearly Reports (nformes Anuales del 3anco Agricola y Pecuario).
 
For CVF: Files of Oicina de Estudios Especlales, Corporacion Venezolana de Fomento.
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!Ietween 1940 and 1245 the Agricultural Dank handled yearly
 

between 5 and 12 thousand individual loans. Thereafter, up to
 

1948, the yearly number of credits increased substantially reaching
 

'1ith the overthrow of thd reformist
 
a top figure of MN03. 

Accion Democratica government at the end of 1943, lending policies
 

of DAP became more cautious, and the number of credits given out
 

yearly was reduced to almost half of the 1948 figure.
 

matter of
 
The stagnation of the agricultural sector, as a 


major national calamity. Even the
 
fact, came to h regarded as a 


sedite Ministry of Agrlculture callad for "a radical transformation
 

of Its system," inordor to give agriculture 
its :formir dynamics.'30
 

in the form of credits, became regarded as
 Availability of capital, 

to get agriculture moving again.
the most cxpeditious alternativ 


The main reason w.ihy this alternative was chosen was that
 

increased substantially after the reforms
 government revenues 
 Inthe five years

of the petroleum tnx laws of 1145 and 194,6. 


between 1945 and 1951 the government's income doubled.
 

Expenditures inagriculture consequently registered 
pronounced
 

This can he observed inTable 111-5.
increases. 


But, overcoming stagnation was not only a question 
of making
 
Since
 

capital available for agricultural lending activities. 


agriculture was technically backward in terms of obsolete and
 

traditional methods employed which resulted 
in low physical yields,
 

these methods hnd to be improved. The uasiest means to do this,
 

thought, would be to introduco more capital intensive pro.

itwas 


These inputs werv regarded at that time as mainly
duction mcthods. 

73AP and CVF imported large quantities of farm machinery,
machinery. 


to be sold at almost cost prices. Mechanization of agriculture
 

became regarded almost as a dogma.
 

Vithin this conceptua1 framework of stagnation 
and the need
 

research and extension
 
for more capital, other alternatives such as 


The ajency in charge of these two programs
received lower priority. 
 can be observed
From Table I11-5 Pt 
was the Ainistry of Agriculture. 

147.5 million made available to agriculture through


that of the 3s. 

the national budget from 1945 to 1950, only 

270.5 million bolivares
 

wore rcceived by the linistry, which is equivalent to 32 percent.
 
to the oxnct amount
 

There are prsently no figures available as 


budgeted for research and extension activities 
during those five
 

years. One source indicates that between 35 percent and 45 percent
 

of its budgetary issignments were spent on "programs' 
and "per

these two items do not necessarily indicate that
 sonnel."31 'hil.a 

they were exclusivwly dedicated to extension 

and research programs,
 
thuse two
 

they do indicatn the Vmallnoss of funds assigned to 


doubt, extension, research and vocational train
programs. 'ithout 


innumber and inscope, but their increase
 ing activities increased 

was mainly due to additional funds, and not due to a new policy
 

Inrelation to extension activities,
approach taiard the oroblem. 




7A3LE 111-5
 

VEIEZUELA: "AT. ITAL GOVE... . ;U;GET* AfD ITS ASSIG11EHITS TO AGRICULTURE
 

(ii1 ions "Wlivares)i 	 of 1950-51Sto 


" 7Z -7T 7 .. 	 . . . "---Z:-
Budget !;ational 	 Irrigation Coffee Total . . of Ntl. 

Year I budget ITI C BAP MAC MOP 2 CVF3 Subsidy Agric. Budget 

o45-4e. S89.3 10.1 19.0 29. 0 2.4 28.3 -- 83.6 9.96 

30.9 47.7 9.6 33.4 -- 133.3 13.291946-47 1044.I 12.2 

49.S 	 0.1 185.5 12.57
1947-41 1476.2 18.4 39.0 5q.0 20.4 


2.2 255.6 12.45
1948-49 2r52.0 26.0 55.4 69.0 30.4 72.6 


0.4 66.0 21.5 53.3 4.6 179.0 9,35 	 41949-50 1914.2 25.24 


*Refers to decreed budget and its modifications, which include additional assignments
 

(creditos adicionales).
 

iBudqet year began July 1 and ended June 30.
 

2 Irrigation investments were undertaken by the !inisterio de Obr3s Publicas.
 

3
lncludes all funds budgeted for agricultural development which includes farm credits, agri

cultural machinery, and processing plants--mainly sugar mills.
 

4Assignment to the Instituto Agrario Nacional. ITIC was elimin3ted in that.year.
 

Source: 	 MI4ISTERIO DE '.ACIEHDA,Direccion General de Presupuesto; Yearly Budgets and Internal
 

Files.
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It is Interesting to note that by 1944 only thirty agencies were
 
operating In the country. By 1946 their number had increased to
 
95.32
 

Research programs were small, lacked direction and received
 
little attention. Their basic aim was to reduce cost and
 
increase yields of a few staple food crops.
 

The education of technicians for agriculture was also handled
 
by the Hlinistry of Agriculture. This included university training

and vocational schools for extansion and home demonstration
 
agents. The number of registered students in the Hinistry's

sponsored schools showed an increansu during these years, especially

from 1943 to 1907. For instance, in 1946 there were 2,742 students
 
enrolled in the four educntional institutions of the Ministry.
 
By 1047 their number almost dou' led, reaching 5,733.33 Mfhile some
 
of these figures might seem inpressive, the fact remains that
 
programs directed at improving the quality of human capital in
 
agriculture received low priority. is stated by the first
 
'4inister of Agriculture in 1936, the required basic stimulants
 
to combat the stagnation of igriculture were: tuechnology, credit,
 
and population, the saving trilogy of our impoverished economy."34
 

3) The Cor oracion !onezolana do Fomento
 

The "thesis of capital Impoverishment' of the country's agri
culture and th, imperativw need for its correction became most
 
clearly defined in the programs of the Corporacion Venazolana de
 
Fomento. The Corporacion Wanazolana de Fomento came into being
 
In lay of 1946. Its overall purpose was to increase national
 
production In all of its aspects by promoting and developing
 
economic activities which were needed to accelerate overall
 
development of th. country--"taking advantage of the great natural
 
potential wealth of the country not yet efficiently used.'35
 

Its juridical status was one of an autonomous institution
 
of the government, freeing it from the many bureaucratic procedures
 
to which regular governmental agencies were tied. In this way,
 
a more expaditious and flexible policy could be pursued.
 

It received 3s. 60 million initially as a budgetary allowance,
 
as. 
30 million that had been lent out by the Junta lacional parn

Al Fomunto de la Produccian (a Drecoding ayuncy) and the former"
 
Gozz propertics ndministared 'hy the Administracion dy ;ienes
 
Restituldos. (Oovnlue is given for them.) Further, It was
 
established that it should receive yearly additional funds from
 
the national budget.3 6
 

It engaged in the managament of companies which it had re
ceived from thi\ Restituidos, such as a
Administracion dc 3ienes 
sugar mill, a slaughterhouse and a dairy. It promoted new Industries 
Jointly with private capital and managed them Initially as a 

http:budget.36
http:5,733.33
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holding company. It granted credits for agricultural and industrial
 
production. It occupied itself with regional and urban development
 
schemes, promoted large-scale farm production cooperatives
 
(ComunidadesAgrarias', invested in existing banks, developed a
 
rural electrification szheme, and produced a substantial amount
 
of basic economic research.
 

'!hile it pursued a truly staggering amount of different
 
schemes and activities during its initial five years, agriculture
 
received top priority, while in later years, after 1953 or 1954,
 
it concentrated more and more on industrial development.
 

The agricultural policies of the CVF were enunciated as
 
follows:37
 

1) To stinulate settlement of the countryside by promoting
 
the return to rural areas of experienced farmers.
 

2) To promote "large economic production units"'which would
 
insure an adequate supply of farm commodities that wore in obvious
 
deficit. These units could be of two types: commercial farm
 
units managed by individuals (r2rsarios), and production coopera
tives--later called Comunidades Agrarias--in which small farmvrs
 
(campesinos) would be settled.
 

3) To cooperate with the ITIC and '3A? in matters related 
to agricultural credit so that available funds would also reach 
the campesino. 

The lasting influ.:nca of the CVF on future policy formulation 
can be found in its initiation of development schemes centered 
around a specific 'problem area" in which capital investment 
received almost all the attention, disregarding management questions 
and realistic appraisals of implomentation procedures and problems. 
The policy procedure and approach was hased on the firm belief 
that any problem could be overcome by "injecting" capital into it 
on a large scole. It was assumed, a prior!, that managers of 
resources were going to optimize. Programs framed within this 
context have not boen at all the most efficient way to reach the 
proposed objective. .lthough, with existing information, it is not 
possible to evaluate the economic returns that flowed from the 
projects pursued by the CIF in the 1940's, the fact remains that 
many of them we.rQ discontinued shortly after their initiation because 
itwas openly recognized thit they had insurmountable difficulties, 
or that many of them did not reach the goals for which they were 
put into operation. Probably only a government as wealthy as the 
Venezuelan one, with its almost inexhaustible inflow of cash, 
could absorb such costly experiments in stride.
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Despite inefficiencies in CVF programs, they permitted for
 
the first time in Venezuela the access to long-term credit
 
capital by commercial farmers. In this sense, the CVF's agricul
tural programs contributed toestablishmint of a new class of
 
farmers who were not tradition-bound. Their main motive in
 
pursuing agriculture was to obt.ain profits. In pursuit of this
 
motive they were willing to absorb new and scientific technology.
 
It has been said that this highly profit-oriented farming was
 
exploitative in Its orientation because little regard was 
given
 
to the conservation of the land. The fact, nevertheless, remains
 
that through the farm programs of the CVF a vast new agricultural

frontier was opened w:ich--ispecially in the state of Portuguesa-
became In the late 1950's probably the most progressive farm aroa
 
of th country. These 
new regions acquired a new economic structure,
 
free from the vices inherent in the old latifundia agriculture.
 

'There can be no doubt, however, that the development programs
 
ef rVF have exerted a profound influence upon the agricultural
 
economy of the nation -and It is evident that the present volume
 
of rice and sugar production would have been impossible, except
 
for the projects promoted by CVF.:'33
 

The Venezuelan exnerionce with agricultural development in
 
the 1951's demonstrates that availability of capital alone does
 
not lead to economic revitaliza4tion. Tho root cause of poor
 
economic performance is the absence of institutions and entre
preneurs that would have put capital made available by thu public
 
sector to a more productive anJ intensive use. The lack oF
 
realization by policy formulators and the polity in general of
 
the necessity of stimulating formation of new institutions which
 
would optimize resources put at their disposal is probably the
 
main reason for failure of VeTnezuelan agricultural policy. Yet,
 
it would be difficult to create such institutions in a short five
 
or ten-year period.
 

Three Agrarian 'eform Laws 

The widespread concern with the land issue in Venezuela during

the 100)'s left deep impressions on subsequent policy formulation.
 
To the governments of these years, the solution of the agrarian
 
problem was of utmost importance, and stood at the forefront of
 
their programs.
 

The approach 
to solve it was centered around enactment oF
 
comprehensive agrarian reform bills, but none of these was
 
implemented. 
 in a period of five years, three different reform
 
laws were passed, and several other minor legislative acts concerned
 
with the agrarian issue were approved. it Is worthwhile to point
 
out the main features of these legislative laws and acts and to
 
indicate their similarities and differences since, in general terms,
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they show how the agrarian issue was conceived and handled. It
 
should be kept in mind that thF; three agrarian reform laws were
 
passed by three governments whose basic ideological tenets were
 
quite different.
 

The first of these laws w.s enacted by the progressive Medina
 
regime in 1945; the s;econd agrarian reform law of 1348 was decreed
 
by the reformist government of ",ccion Democratica, which also
 
passed the Legislative Decree on Rentals and Eviction from Rural
 
Properties In 19147; and the third law, the Agrarian Statute of
 
1949, was implanted by a conservative military dictatorship.39
 

.!everthcless, only one of these laws was subject to consider
able public controversy--the first one passed by the Medina regime
 
in 1945. A'%
very snecial (.ffort was required by the pro-reform
 
government to maneuver the agrarian reform bill through a conser
vative-dominated Congress. In the process qtdina lost the support
 
of his own party, alienating large landholders and military
 
officers of the Tachira clique. There are some who believe approval
 
of the Agrarian Reform Law of 10,15 was one of the basic factors
 
that led to the downfall of President !4cdin during the same year.
 
The other two laws, the ones of 1948 and 1949, were approvwd
 
without major controversy. The first of these was practically
 
rubberstamped by th AD-controlled legislative chambers, and the
 
second one came into being by decree of the Military Junta.
 

,.l these laws are chnracterized by lack of preconceived dogma
 
and ar, basically very pragmatic. Their concern Is iiot so much
 
with expropriation of inefficient latifundioi, but with creating in
 
Venezuela a viable family-type farm structure, distributing unused
 
land more equitably and promoting more intensiv- output of food
stuffs. In two of the three laws (1945 and 1949), the grantin.i
 
of rooduction credit was viewed as an essential clement of the
 
reform program.
 

The law of 194ql stated that one of its main objectives was
 
"to promote progressively the social and economic emancipation
 
of the peasantry" who should be endowed with land as recognized
 
by the constitution. This is a clear reflection of the rapidly
 
increasing politicization of the rural population through the
 
Confederacion Campesina de Venezuela. Only the law of 1949 makes
 
specific amon.g its objectives the solution of tenure conflicts
 
between renters and owners.
 

The three laws view the reform as a centrally administered
 
program through an autonomous institute (Instituto Agrario iacional)
 
with broad pow..ers. ;n a typical Latin legalistic manner, con
sidarable space is devoted to the structure of the executive
 
management of the institute, soecitying in detail attributos of
 
nembers of the diri,,ctorate and rxecutive committee. The 194C law
 

http:dictatorship.39
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specified that among members of the directol-ate due representation

should be given to FEDIECAMIRA and the Nat'ional 'dorkers Union 
that controls the majority of the peasant associatlons. FEDECAMARAS
 
Is the nationwidi association combining all commercial, industrial
 
and agricultural chambers or special economic interest groups
 
in the 'country.
 

In regard to the land selected for agrarian reform purposes,

the three laws stated that expropriation could only take place If
 
no public lands were available in the immediate vicinity of the
 
residence of petitioning peasants. If it was not available and 
'expropriation priority" was indicated, only productive land could
 
be used for the reform. To be considered In the first term for
 
exproprintion ware lrge uncultivated farms. In the second term,
 
farms that wer. mnagod by absentee landlords, and in the third
 
term, farms managed by obsolete tchniques or cattle enterprises
 
on productive agricultural land. !evertheless, owners of expro
priated farms could kenp a portion-of their holdings, the size of
 
which varied according to soil type, from 150 hectares for "first
 
class agricultural soils" up to 23,C00 hectares for "'third-grade
 
grazin3 lands." 
 In all of thesw laws, land was classified in two
 
broad categories: farm land and grazing land. Within each,

three land classes weru defined according to availability of
 
vater and rainfall. All of the laws stressed that before expro
priation takes place, a friendly agreement should be reached with
 
tho owner as to ths price of the property. If this was not 
possible, expropriation was 
to take nince through procedures
 
established in the L:w of vublic Utility.
 

The 1941 legislation varied considerably from the other laws
 
in regard to payment procedure for nxpropriated farms. An "agrarian
 
debt" was authorized, alla*ing the Avjrarian Institute to issue
 
bonds. Three typus w';re sp:cified in terms of yearly interest
 
rates of 3, 4 and 5 nrcent. The amount and typ, of bonds given
 
to expropriated ownirs varied according to the total value of the
 
farm. Thus, farms valuid at less than Ds. 100,000 were to be paid
 
in cash. Propertias worth more than a million bolivares were
 
to be compensated with 3s. 
400,000 in cash, and the remainder in
 
'S type" bonds that yielded only 3 percent yearly. The amount in
 
cash and type of bonds paid for farms varied according to its
 
total value. This aspect of the 1948 law 
implied a considerable 
operative flexibility not found in the other legislations, since 
the Law of Public Utility states that expropriations for the 
common good have to be paid in cash. 

All three laws reflected the concern that existed in Venezuela
 
during those years with the sluggish output of agricultural pro
duction. Thus, they all 
included a sction of guarantees against
 
expropriation of efficlently-run large-scale farm ehtcrprises
 
recently established. To these, certificates against expropriation
 
could be granted that would protect the owner up to thirty years,
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w th the possibility of renewal .(Concosiones.deiInefectabilidad
 

The three reforri laws were deeply concerned with the organi
zation of farms to be created through the reform. All of ther.
 
stressed that before proceeding with establishment of an agrarian
 
reform project a detailed feasibility study should be undertaken
 
and a general development plan should be carried out.
 

Farmers tht .re to receive land Ihad .to pe.tition for it 
either Individually or in groups. The 154G law stated that the
 

petition had to h carried out through peasant associations.. Once
 

the farmers had been settled, they were to choose an administrative
 
committee from among tthemsClves that could represent the interest 

.
of the group before the3 AgrriWan Institutu. The Institute was to 

appoint n technical director in each project who would see that
 
production was carriod out efficiently.
 

Nihlle the lQ45 and 1l.9 laws stressed establishment of
 
Individual property in 'centers, units or colonies," they did not
 
explicitly exclude communal property. The 1943 law made specific
 
reference to it, indicating that comunldodes-must have a size of
 
at least 500 hectares, and that all the means of production had to
 

be collective property. Profits were to be distributed propor

tionately according to each ;.mber's effort and work during the 

year.
 

All of the laws made a specific provision for established
 

squatters, either in public or private lands. On these, fracciona

miitos comunes wro to ho created to legalize the squatters'
 
property.
 

Only the 1941 law established a maximum size for the newly

created farm, varying from twenty-five hectares on "first class:'
 

agricultural soils up to 2,500 hectares on oor grazing lands.
 

The other laws Indicated that the optimum farm size had to vary
 
according to local conditions, such that all of the labor would
 
be provided by the family of the beneficiary. The 1945 and 1949
 

legislations stressed that land was to be granted only to "capable''
 

persons. 

Parcels created through the reform were to be sold. Pa.°,ent
 
could take up to thirty years. Nevertheless, all the laws did not
 

exclude the possibility of granting land free of charge. The
 
1945 and 1949 legislations stipulated that while land was being
 

paid for, it could neither be mortgaged, nor sold. Transfer
 

-could take place only with authorization of the Agrarian Institute.
 
.The 1943 land law did not include clauses dealing with.this question.
 

It.stated only that crops, machinery and livestock could be mort
gaged by the beneficiary of the reform.
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All of the laws included a long list of qualifications for
 
persons petitioning for land, such as having no landed property
 
or owning insufficient amounts of it,age limit, possession of
 
no more than Bs. 10,000 in capital, tc. The 1945 and 1949 laws
 
explicitly stated that foreigners had tho same rights and
 
pr--rogatives as Venezue-lans under thase laws.
 

Finally, only the 194i9 law dealt extensively with tha
 
solution of conflicts batwi-on tenants and landowners. In general,
 
it put severe limitations on sharecropping arrangements, allowed
 
the I N to regulate land rontals, permitted evictions only under
 
very specific circumstances, and it specified the procedure to
 
be followed to setti disagreements arising out of land rentals.
 

Without doubt, the three agrarian reform laws are obviously
 
quite sin!lar in spirit, and in drafting each of them the previous
 
law was taken into account. tievertheless, the 194.1 legislotion
 
contained elements that would have made it more flexible in
 
questions dealing with expropriation. None cf the laws were
 
designed to effect a quick and radical transformation of the
 
tenure structure of the country, since many safeguard clauses
 
were built in to protect efficiently-managed property.
 

Regarding the Legislative )acree, or "Rentals and Evictions
 
from Rural Properties of 1947," its real significance is not easy
 
to interpret. The decree was published at a time when the rural
 
syndicate movement wis rapidly becoming n major political force,
 
and obviously the decree come into existence as an instrument to
 
placate peasant leaders t.hile the 1948 agrarian rcform iaw was
 
being drafted. The lcsislation had two basic aims: to prohibit
 
eviction of renters, s-,arecroppers, and squatters from private
 
land, to ''freeze'.' land rents paid in cash at the time of the publi
cation of the Jecree, and to obligate landholders to hand over 
idle lan.ds to petitioning peasants. Rural syndicates were to
 
play a major role in its imp'ementation. In this sense, then, the
 
decree departed substantially from any othar previous legislation
 
dealing with matters related to the land question. It was recog
nized for the first time, at least tacitly, that in the solution
 
of these problems the organized peasantry should have a certain
 
amount of responsibility.
 

The decree wes to be implemented through agrarian commissioas.
 
In each state and territory whore lozal land problems existed,
 
commissions were raominnted which had sweeping powers such as:
 
requiring that idle lands (private, nunicipal- or state-owned)
 
be leased to petitioning farmers' associations or individual
 
camoesinos; allowing ev-ictions from private lands only under
 
most unusual circumstances; not allowing n:odificitions of present
 
rental fees: nermitting rental changes if they wore considered
 
excessive by tie peasant.
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The decree was to be administered by local commissions
 

composed of five members nominated by the following entities:
 

Minlstry of Agriculture, State government, municipal authorities,
 

local landholders, and peasant associations. Politically, the
 
landholders
decree was an attempt to break the power of the local 


when dealing with squatters, renters and sharecroppers. The
 

majority vote in the commission would be binding and it could
 

function with only three members.
 

Decisions from the commissions could be appealed to a five

member state board, each one of whom represented the Ministry of
 

Agriculture, State government, the highest court of the State,
 

the landholders' association, and the peasant unions.
 

In June and October of 1947, the government dictated the
 

resolutions by which the individuals of the agrarian commissions
 

and the board of appeals In each state were nominated,40 but
 

actually very few of these commissions ever convened. There Is
 

no evidence available that major land distribution took place or
 

that any other steps were undertaken to control land rents, prevent
 

The main effect the decree aptually
any kind of evictions, etc. 


had was thit squatters were treated very carefully by private
 

landholders and in farms owned by the Ganco Agricola y Pecuario,
 

and that in the states of Aragua and Carabobo, squatters on lands
 

of former Gomez nroperties received larger tracts.
 

can be cited for the lack of enforcement of
Four main reasons 

the decree:
 

that time lacked a cohesive
a) The Federacion Campasina at 


organization and ,was unable to6ursue a well-defined action program
 

to persuade authorities to implement the decree.
41
 

b) The decrue was dosigned by the government as a palliative
 

to the more radical elements within Accion 0emocratica and the
 

peasant syndicat, movement while thz; 1340 reform law was being
 

drafted.
 

c) Certain technocratik-oriented high level policy makers
 

realized that implementation of the decree probably would have
 

brounht serious disturbances to the countryside with adverse effects
 

on overall agricultural output.
 

d) Pressures were brought upon the oovernment by the Camara 

Agrcola and the Feduration of Commercial and Industrial Chambers
 
oriented interestTF(rDECAMNARAS) which, as conservative business-type 

groups, opposed the decree.
 

To summarize, the drafting of thre comprehensive agrarian
 

reform laws ind one specific decree on tenure conflicts during 

a short period of four years is a clear manifestation of the 

consensus eIstin. during thu period that the institutional
overall 


http:decree.41
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structure of rural areas was quite faulty and inefficient. It
 

was also recognized that the modification of said structure should
 

not seriously endanger the fragile productive capacity of agricul

ture. The approach to the soluticr of the problem was one of pre

meditated gradualism to be carried out through a technical program.
 

That none of these laws was Implemented Is not a manifestation
 

of the existence of a strong opposition by the large landholders
 

or other conservatively-oriented power elites, but is the outcome
 

of national political discontinuity and instability. For while
 

it was recognized that large segments of agriculture should be
 
instrument
transformed to ameliorate rural poverty, and the legal 


was created through which the transformation could take place,
 

abrupt changes in the structure of the power contender: jid not 
permit its implementation.
 

An organized peasant movement might have made a great dif

ference in the degrev. to which reform laws were actually put into
 

effect. However, organized peasants were mainly associated with
 

Betancourt's Accion Democratica, which was forced underground
 
several times during the late 1930's and 1940's.
 

Right from its outset in 1136, the AD party (at that time
 

called ORVE) was strongly union-oriented. It chose the labor
 

movement to consolidate Its power, build up a strong political
 
Influence to the rest of the unorganized
leverage, and extend its 


masses.
 

The initial concern of the party was with the organization
 

of the urban labor movement which it did quite successfully despite
 

persecution of the 137-40 period. The experience gained and the
 

methods employed in sh3ping, controlling and managing the urban
 

syndicates were applied to organization of the peasantry. Local
 

leaders were recruited, who in turn would again recruit other
 

persons to establish 40-man groups, the minimum number required
 

by the 193S Labor Law for recognition :- a syndicate Th3 rural
 

labor movement revolved around identification of local leaders
 

who were guided by experienced "outside" leaders, many of them
 

from cities. The binding element between these two levels was,
 

on the one side, the general populist ideology of the AD party,
 
and on the other, the fact that local syndicate action was
 
directed against specific grievanccs of the locality, such as
 

unjust rentals, unfair sharecropping arrangements, no public
 

hoolth assistance, etc. Thus, the common camposino found out
 
that there was someone who cared for his problems and someone
 
that was openly opposing the wanton action of the local cacique
 
or powerful landholder. To a rural populace which had never had
 
any kind of political or social representation, the appearance of
 

the local syndicate was regarded as a kind of Messiah.
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The organized camposino movement operated at two levels:
 
as a local pressure group to redress grievances, but also
 

closely linked to a national movement which had access to influen
tial decision-makers. At th same time, the party was able to
 
build up a broad and well-organized electoral movement, which in
 
times of suffrage would deliver a well-disciplined vote. "Thus
 
was consummated a near-perfect marriage of functional needs:
 
political Influence and representation for the peasant masses;
 
and the building of a stable electoral base for the developing


42
political party.
 

Organization of the peasantry into a cohesive national move
ment during the nine years after 1936 was rather slow. From 1937
 
to 1940, leaders of rccion Democratica were persecuted by the
 
governmnt of Lopez Contreras, and at the same time the functioning
 
of existing labor unions was severely curtailed through all kinds
 
of legal contrivances. Thus, the scant union and party leadership
 
that was left free to operate concentrated most of its energies
 
on preserving what existed.
 

By 1?1,0 there were a scant twenty-five peasant syndicates
 
onerating in the country, with a total mombershap of 2,858.
 

'11th the return of a morn liberal attitude toward the labor
 
movement under President Mtdina, the active organization of
 
the peasantry started again. Five years later, in 1945, there
 
ware sewnty-scven of these unions operating with 6,279 members.4 3
 
Quitn obviously, the legal organization of the peasantry pro
ceeded at a slovw pace. But at the same time the general political
 
organization of Accion Democratica was being rapidly diffused
 
throughout the country, gaining a considerable popular support in
 
rural areas. "hen power was usurped in 1945 by Romulo betancourt
 
and his military lackers, the political base for a campesino
 
movement already existed. Legal requirements for forming
 
syndicates were waived, allowing a rapid expansion of peasant
 
organizations. At the same time, the government was providing
 
the labor movemont with all kinds of direct and indirect supports,
 
from outright monetary subsidies to government-owned communication
 
facilities.
 

By the end of 1946 there were 312 peasant syndicates, with
 
over 19,000 members. A year later 433 of these unions were
 
functioning with over 3S,000 affiliates, and by November 1948, a
 
total of 515 peasant syndicates were legalized with over 43,000
 
nembers. It is estimated that in 1I'A8 the rural syndicates
 
accounted for nearly half of all the local unions in the country
 
and one-third of all union members.
 

'!hilo these figures might seem impressive, it should be
 
kept in mind that in terms of the overall adult rural population
 
of 2.3 million rural inhabitants, of which 1.3 million were older
 
than 15 years, membership was relativly small.
 

http:members.43
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Scattered statewide peasant movements were fused into a nati,!n
wide federation, the Federacion Campesina Nacional, in 1947,
 
which was Incorporated immadlately into the Confederacion de
 
Trabajador s do Venezuela (CTV), the dominant organization of
 
all the Venezuelan union movements. Thus, the rural union movement
 
did not achieve nationwide prominence until one year before the
 
downfall of the AD government. During these formptive and
 
organizing years, the movement served essentially to establish
 
a base for rural electoral support for the Accion Democratica
 
party. It was not able to act as an effective grievance trans
million Instrument of the peasantry, nor was it able to force
 
land reform. Since it lacked these two essential characteristics
 
needed for Implementation of a broad reform program, it is no wonder
 
that in Venezuela, during the 1945-1948 period, the land reform
 
Issue was only an idea in tha minds of Intellectuals, lawmakers
 
and politicians.
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CHAPTER 4: NEI PRIORITIES II AGRICULTURAL POLICY:
 
THE CAPITAL INTENSIVE APPROACH,
 

1950-1957
 

The Rise of Perez Jimenez
 

The reformist regime of Acclon Democratica was overthrown
 
in 1948 by a military coup which was replaced by a military tri
umvirate. These new power holders did not propose any major ncw
 
economic policies, at least initially, but continued with the
 
ones initiated by the previous two governments. In the political
 
sphere, their main attention was directed toward dismantling the
 
political apparatus of Accion Janiocratica. The usual police
state methods werQ employed to do this. AD leaders ware persec"Lod,,
 
sent into jail and aventually into exile. However, differonces
 
soon appeared among two members of the Junta. Delgado Chalband,
 
its nominal heed, proposed a rather fast returrn to democratic
 
rule, while Pe.rez jimenez, a conscrvativu career officer of the
 
Andean Tachira 5tate, wanted to perpetuate military rule.
 

This conflict solved itself when Delgado Chalband was murdered
 
under most mysterious circumstances, and the new president of
 
the Junta became a civilian chosen by Perez Jimenez. Thus, the
 
road for his presidency was opened without major opposition.
 

A new varty, the Frente Electoral Independiente (FEI) came
 
into life, promotinj Perez Jimenez' candidacy for the 1952
 
election. Other parties were also allowed to campaign, but not
 
•ccion Democratica. After a relatively free and unhindered cam
paign, in which the main opposition to FEI came from a relatively
 
small party (ORD), (which nevertheless had the socret backing
 
of AD) elections weru held. Initial returns showed an avalanche
 
of votes In favor of URD. Shortly thereafter, a tight censorship
 
on returns was Imposed and three days later the Supreme Election
 
Council proclaimed Perez Jimenez' undisputed victory by a substan
tial majority. Leaders of opposition parties wzre "asked" to
 
leave the country, their parties were dissolved, and Venezuela
 
came into the grips of a military dictatorship with all the
 
trappings of representativu democracy (Senate, flouse of
 
Representatives, Supreme Court, etc.), but with total suppression
 
of the most elemuntal and conventional liberties.
 

Perez Jimenaz and his civilian and military cohorts reigned
 
unopposed during an era of unprecedented economic prosperity
 
induced by th. still continuing petroleum boom.
 

Agricultural Policy under Jimn.ez
 

The military regime of Perez Jimenez came into power without
 
a clearly defined development policy or socio-political ideology
 
through which it could justify its existence. Under the military
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dictatorship, agricultural programs initiated in the 1940's were
 

continued and received avon larger monetary assignments. For
 
instance, the Corporacion Venezolana do Fomento (CVF) received
 

substantial budget increases. The linistry of Public 1Iorks pro

grams, which started the planning and study of several large-scola
 
projects in the late 1940's, such as the Caracas-LaGuaira tollway,
 

the expansion of the national highway network, or slum clearance
 
schemes also received more funds.
 

Ihile no major shifts can bd detected in overall develop
mental conceptions during the military dictatorsiip with regard to
 

economic policy, a substantial modification occurred with regard
 
to public investments directed toward fields of social improvement.
 
Thu 'edina Angarita regrmn and thn subsequent AD government paid
 
considerable attention to bettering the impoverished lot of the
 
campesino masses and the urban proletariat. These two governments
 
had channeled substantial resourcas to the rural areas of the
 
country, such as large projects in public health (medical services,
 
water systems, antimalaria sprayings), education programs (school
 
construction, literacy campaigns, teacher education), agricultural
 
credit through the vastly expanded programs of thu SAP, and the
 
promulgation of a far-reaching igrarian reform.
 

The "agime of Perez Jimonez not only brought most of these
 
social improvement projects to a standstill, but in many instances 
denied even the necessary funds for survival of the programs. 
The sight of abandoned rural schools and mudical centers became 
quite common. 

Under Parez Jimenez, rural areas of the country rec.ived more 
official funds throuqh investment schemes that indirectly affected 
agricultural productivity than through orthodox" extension-
research at the farm level. Expansion of the country's highway 

network, continuition of the malaria program, improvement of 

the general living and service conditions of small provincial towns
 
and uncontrolled expansion of the agricultural frontier were
 
factors that led to expansion of commercial agricultural output
 
at low levels of physical efficincy, while expenditures in
 
research, mass communication, and cheap agricultural credit were
 
alost eliminated. At the same time, the urban pattern of investing
 
in showy capital intensive projects that would "nhance the prestige
 
of the regime w.as repeated in n3riculture with projects such as
 
the 25,000 hectare colonization scheme of Turen and the 110,000
 
hectare irrigation project on the Guarico River. The economic
 
feasihility of these investments was nevr officially doubted
 
during its conception, though deficiencies lator bacame apparent.
 

One meaningful way to observe ths change that took place in
 
public policy during the Perez Jimenez regime toward development
 
of the agricultural suctor is to analyze government budgetary
 
expenditures in that sector. The figures indicate that th:
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farm sector continued to receive the sama percentage of the 
national
 

budget durinq the seven years of Paraz Jimcnez' rule as 
it had
 

during the 1945-1950 neriod (except for 19147 and i94,).
 

Thus, throughout the years of the regimC, from six to seven
 

percent of the national budget was channeled to agriculture
 

through five m-.ajor agencies or programs. Official funds investud
 

in the sector increased by li percent b,-tw,.en 1950 and 1957, while
 

thc total national budget grew by 20 perzent (see Table IV-l).
 

an almost parallel growth, and not a relative reduction
This is 

is sometimes claimud.
inagricultural investment as 


1lowevor, the composition of this investment was quite 
dif-


Throughout the period, approximately half of the budgetary

fCrent. 

allotments were received by the Ministry of Agriculture (MAC).
 

The percentage ,!etinivd by the Agrarian Institute diminished slightly
 

parcent of the total, while expenditures in
 from 16 percent to 11 

irrigation works carrie]i out by the Ministry of Public .orks (MOP)
 

to more or less

incrased from around one.-fifth of the total 


%ssignments to tha Agricultural danks (zAP) were
one-third. 

stopped after 1953-54 and the previous oncs were very smali.
 

The '1lnistry o7 	Agriculture and the Agrarian Institute employed
 

almost 1alf of their funds for invastment purposes in irrigation
 

schemes, most of it destined for the Guarico Project, 
the Turea
 

colonization scheme, and amplification and improvemnt 
of alre.ady
 

-uxisting irrigation projucts.
 

A substantial amount of total agricultural expenditures went
 

Into construction of settlement, clearance, and enginuering 
Invest-


Total official expenditures In a.riculture for
 ments in land. 

14'31. 6 million, of which a conservativuthe period amountcd to 5s. 


invested in the abovu-mentioned
estimate of ";s. 	652.3 million ,as 

Inother words, around 115.6 percent of
infrastructure works. 


arua of alriculpublic funds henefited directly only a very small 


ture, and the number of farmers affected was 
even smaller.4
 

'hile total expenditures in agriculture obviously expanded
 

considerably during the period, investment in extonsion, research,
 

education, credit and other similar less spectacular programs not
 

some instances even declined.
only remained at 1950 levels, but in 


For example, in 1950 theire were seventy extension agencies operating
 

Seven years later whon Perc.z Jimencz was
throughout the country. 

ousted, only twenty-three wcre still functioning.15
 

The fate of the 	agricultural credit program of the BAP was
 

In 1951)n total of 39,')37 credits were granted
even morl3 dramatic. 

by that financil Institution, amounting to *s. 11).7 million. jy
 

an equivalent of
 
1)57 only 5,r)15 individual loans wore given for 


7s. 24 million. Agricultural financino dropp,-d by 74 percent in
 

a seven-year period.
 

http:functioning.15
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. nVE:TZUELA: 

TADLE IV-1 

3UDGETARY EXPEIflITURES li!TO'E AGRICULTURAL SECTOP 

1950-51 - 1956-57 
(YKiliions of bolivares) 

BY AGECY 

Year 

Total 
7 i nal 

;uda.t 

Total 

AgjricuI. 

H !n stry; 
of Ag.lc. 

(*.-.C) 

P rerkian 
li-ct;tut 

(ln) 

tg ri c. 
Bunk 
(,AP) 

Irrig. 
(.) 

Coffee 
& Cacao 

Subsidies* 
:iIk 
Subsidy 

195n-51 2221.4. 153.7 31.r. 25.9 1.9 30.7 9.3 -.3 

I051-52 242 3." 17 .3 3.9 30.0 12.5 32. 7.2 7.4 

M952-53 2379.5 171. 194., 33.0 3.5 27.1 3.7 9.3 

1053'54 2461.1 173.1 85.3 33.1 .- 30.3 9.2 11.3 

1-54-55 2n74.9 213.6 107.2 33.0 -- 64.4 0.9 13.1 

1955-56 0 .1 J;7.! 107..") 33.1" 91.2 2.7 15.2 

1-56-57 3921.0 ?T'.3 141.0 33.0 -- 34.5 3.2 17.6 

*Refers to zl,-nda.r year. 

Source: .1 IST0I', .LZ , .A, 
Publica: 2i-,1indFiles of 

r-r.cion General 
.id ngoncy. 

do Presupuesto, Yearly Ilational Zudget 
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The agricultural credit program of the.Corporacion Venezolana
 
In 1950 a total of
de Fometto (CVF) fared In a similar manner. 


Bs. 71.4 million was granted mostly for specialized large-scale
(sugar cane, rice, catt,,. cotton), but by
commercial ventures 


1957 agricultural credit had almost disappeared in the agency's
 

financial program. Only thirty loans amounting to Bs. 2.148
 
million were granted.
 

credit program also reflected a
The implementation of 13AP's 

change in attitude toward the "cimpusino problem." Not only was
 

the overall agricultural loan fund substantially reduced, but
 

time more money was channeled toward large coirviercial
at the same 

This can be seen not
enterprises than in the preceding period. 


only from the fict that the size of th4 average Individual BAP
 
in 1957 alinUsL
loan increased throughout this period, but also that 


two-thirds of the total credits granted by the Agricultural Batiks
 

were received by the coffee and the livestock sectors.
 

In summary, official agricuitural financing during these
 
basically a reflection of the economic-political
seven years wns 


attitudl towards agricultural development and rural improvement.
 

The existence of widespread poverty in the countryside with Its
 

concomizant factors of low productivity, low educational standards,
 

malnutrition, etc., was simply ignored in developing national
 
The benefits of the continuously
economic developmental policy. 


sectors
increasing oil revenues were mostly reaped by those rural 


that had direct access and contact with national decision-making
 
circles or had the good fortune to profit directly from specific
 

social overhead capital investrmnt programs. The land development
 

colonization project of Turen, with its 24,556 hectares not only
 
directly benefited th, 735 commercial farmers that received land
 

within the scheme, hut also gnnratcd such an economic influence
 

In terms of factor-s3rvice donands, that commercial activity in
 

the nearby city of Acarigua noticeably increased. At the same
 

time, it served as an impulse and example for agricultural develop

ment in the whole northern part of Portuguesa State. Jefore 1955,
 

this region was only sparsely settled and Its main economic
 

activity was extrnsive forestry.
 

As in the previous decade, agricultural policy in general
 
was still seriousl], uonctirned with import substitution of staple
 

goods. Although food Imports started to decrease in the late
 
Oecause
19'iO's, their total volume was still quite large in 1950. 


of this, preferential treatment was given to those sectors and/or
 

production areas where internal supply was considered inadequate.
 

The "Rice Plan" of the CVF exemplified the crash program approach
 

to reducing imports. Although the qoal of this program was
 

achieved by 1955, in economic terms It can be considered a fiasco.
 

!ot only were half of the Bs. 135 million loans granted never
 

repaid, but the Increasing rice surplus, purchased under a
 

guaranteed price program, hal to be sold in the internal market
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at substantial losses. 
 'then in 1956 the program was abandoned,
 
a wholesale wave of rice farm bankruptcies took place, which,

combined with the appearance of a devastating fungus disease-
loJa Blanca--and the elimination of price supports, largely

counteracted the gains obtained by the program. 
By 1953
 
Venezuela imported 33,00n tons of th,. grain, while internal
 
production reache;d only 19,100 tons, 
an insijnificant amount
 
considering the 1954 bumper harvest of 102,000 tons, when the
 
"Rice Ilan" was in full swing.
 

Similar results .ere also obtained with another of CVF's
 
specialized programs: 
 the "Sugar Plan" (Plan Azucarero). Its
 
main purpose, like the Rice Plan, was to obtain self-sufficiency

in the shortest possible period of time. The involvement of the
 
CVF in this industry was even more intensive and direct than
 
in other schemes. :ot only were substantial credits granted for
 
the nroduction of sugar cane, but also for modernization of the

refining capacity of axisting plants and for construction of new
 
factories. In 1952, COF entered directly into the sugar industry,

becoming the largest Venezuelan sugar producer by operating six
 
factories producing 60 percent of the total national sugar output.46
 
Such a capital-intunsivo sugar policy, which concentrated on 
the
 
exoanion of refining capacity at the expense of the improvement

and efficiency of cane growing, seriously distorted the structure
 
of the industry as a whole.
 

By 1954 sugar imports had almost disappeared, and two years

later Venezuela had accumulated such a large surplus that it
 
started to export. Since internal production costs were higher

than the prevailing world market prices, the government had to
 
subsidize exports. 
 But at the same time, cane production loans
 
were severely curtailed. Production areas wore abandonud and
 
converted to other uses. 
 'y 1958, surpluses had disappeared,

and a balance qgas rachc'J between internal supply and demand
 
In the sugar market, but by 1959 around one-third of the internal
 
consumption of sugar had to be imported (66,026 metric tons).
 

The experience with the sugar policy is similar to the results

obtained in the "Rica Plan.' 
 The main purpose of the program-
import substitution--was rapidly met. 
 But the after-effects of
 
the capital intensive approach left much to be desired. 
The
 
approach lacked a realistically designed development program for

these particular industries in which long range implications of
 
increased production could be taken into account. 
 Further, tha
 
agricultural production process was not fully understood. 
 It
 
was believed that obtaining larger production was basically a
 
function of the availability of capital. A direct consequence

of this latter attitude was that production was carried out
 
very inefficiently. It attracted many inexperienced people who
 
considered it a "get-rich-quick" scheme. Furthermore, ecologically

unsuitable areas waire put under the plow for sugar cane and rice
 
growing which were not able to sustain economic production when
 
market prices beo.an to deterioratc.
 

http:output.46
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Other €comercial products that received preferentia! rttentiors
 

were coffee and cacao through a differentiA exchange rate; milk
 

production via a direct subsidy at farm lovel; and some minor
 

regionnl cattl, development schemes, consisting mainly of
 

granting long term credits tocommercial ranches. None of
 

these programs reachad the public expenditure proportions-of
 

the Rice and Sugar Plans
 

A more inclusiv3 inricultural policy approach would have been
 

difficult to conceive, given the political, social and institu

tional operational matrix of the military dictatorship. Its con

servative-conventional context precluded more direct concern with
 

the social conditions of a politically potentially "dangerous"
 

campesino population, and thus it relied on the "friendlier"
 

commercial and traditional large-scalu farmers for indirect
 

support of its policy.
 

Undoubtedly, commercial farm groups had direct access to
 
This


the highest policy decision-making circles of government. 


took place through pressure groups ?jnd through direct
 access 

contact by government with this r1.3tively small segment
personal 


To what extent these pressure groups
of the rural population. 
were able to influence the direction rf agrictiltural policy 

is 

difficult to ascertain.4 7 But it is obvious that the design of 

iiport substitution was con
the overll agricultural policy of 


ceived not merely in terms of elimirating said imports 
(this as
 

an end in itself would have been ludicrous), but also to protect
 

the national former from cheap foreign competing products. 
This
 

protected farmer was not the small campesino who did not conduct
 

his enterprise according to the laws of supply and demand of the
 

mnrketpFce, but those producers, regardless of how inefficiently 

they managed their enterprise, who had ijndertaken a certain 

amount of investment in their land, and thus were able to increase 

production in a short period of ti,i. 

It should also be kept in mind that ngricultural policy did
 

not utilize complicated internal market intervention mechanisms,
 

such as guaranteed prices, m.:rketing schemes, direct input-factor
 
Although government
subsidies, and price stabilizntion policies. 


inheritod from the 194}0 decade a rathar complex, but at the same
 
(minimum price program
time inefficient set of these policy tools 


and legislation, silo and storage networks, direct intervention
 

of M\P in the product and input markets, %tc.), these ware aban

doned or hardly utilized. Only protective high import tariffs,
 

exoncrations and prohibitions were used to any large extent.48
 

Lastly, it should be pointed out that almost all of the
 

policies pursued during the Perez Jimomez rogime had been initiated
 

or conceived during the reformist government of Accion Democratica
 

the liberal one of 'Iedina Anoarita. Thus, a policy continuity
or 

can again !)e clearly discerned, that had as its main objective
 

http:extent.48
http:ascertain.47
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and purpose to Invigorate agricultural performance through giving
 
direct assistance, mainly financial, to the commercial sectors.
 
P'o real Innovations can be found during this period, aither in
 
terms of conceiving nay !.;n=g!Ive programs or in relation to
 
new organization; administrative sti,.tures. The basic difference
 
with the previous regimes' approach taiard thr1'agricultural
 
problem" can be found In Lhe almost total neglect of the woes
 
affecting the by-far-greatest majority of the rural population-
namely, the small campasino.
 

How can such a ohenomenon of policy continuity be explained?
 
I-las it a.case of bureaucratic !ncrtin? liost definitely not.
 
More or less constant socio-economic circumstances and a tradition
 
of explaining prevailing rural backwardness in termi of a low
 
man/land ratio and the Inherent low quality of the irative human
 
element over a 30-year period seem to be the two major reasons
 
for policy continuity. Inother words, low agricultural produc
tivity kept on being recognized as being a direct function of
 
underpopulaition of a potentially fertile land and of lack of
 
capital investment. To increase production--as much in the 1930's
 
as In the mid-1950's--heavy capital Investments and an. immigration
colonization (Turen) approach bec3ma thu most appropriate answers
 
to this problem.
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CHAPTER 5: POLITICIZATION, DEVELOPMENT CONSCIOUSNESS
 
AND "AGRARIX1 REFORM--

A E1 I POL ICY COI&TEXT
 

The Downfall of Perez Jimenez
 

The list of grievances against the Perez Jimenez r(gime was
 
large. It included squandering of public funds, unprecedented
 
official corruption, suppression of freedom and civil rights,
 
complete disregard for social needs of the poor, nepotism within
 
the government, etc. Iv,wns precisely this long list of <tornmon
 
grievances that led to formation of a united front against the
 
Perez Jimenez regime, arid which not only led to his dmnfall in
 
January 1953, but served as a coalescing element in the policies
 
and government action of the Junta that succeeded him. The mood
 
of the body politic during 1958 was one of a never-iefcre-seen
 
unity in regard to certain cormon political principlea such as
 
opposition to military rule, the need to introduce social reforms
 
under a democratic system and recognition of the inherent dangers
 
of excessive political bickering. This fraternal democratic spirit
 
led the main political leaders in exile, Romulo Betancourt (AD),
 
Jovito Villalba (URD), and Rafael Caldera (COPEI) to sign in
 
V-ew York in January 1958 an interparty agreement to be known later
 
as the Pacto de Punto FIjoe inwhich signers agreed to form an
 
interparty government regardless of the results of the anticipated
 
electoral campnign. Further, itwas agreed that the new interparty
 
government would be deeply comitted to social change.
 

The military civilian seven-man Junta, under the presidency
 
of Admiral Larrazabal, which was formed after the dictator's
 
dismissal, Immediately granted complete political freedoms. It
 
declared Itself only a "provisional" caretaker government until
 
free elections could be held in the later part of the year.
 

The exiled leaders of the dissolved parties, Acclon Demo
cratica, COPEI, URD, etc., flocked back to Venezuela and had to
 
start to rebuild their dismantled political machineries while
 
working energetically for the forthcoming election. Even the
 
president of the ruling Junta, Admiral Larrazalbi, resigned his
 
high post by midyear, formed his own political movement, and
 
campaigned vigorously for the presidency in an alliance with
 
URD. Undoubtedly, the party which could organize itself and
 
reconstruct its apparatus the fastest had an obvious advantage
 
in the forthcoming election.
 

Itwas within this climate that a new look was taken at the
 
many social and economic Ills that had been plaguing the country.
 
Social isuues were given special emphasis in the formulation of
 
an overall national development policy. Education at all levels,
 
rural-housing, medcal assistance for low incomn groups, agrarian
 
reform, new labor legislation, and broadening of the social
 
security system were some of the topics that drew the attention
 
of new power holders within government and were publicly debated.
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Althoug.h this national onsensus and lack of political antagon
ism was relatively short-lived--by the end of 1959 political
 
bickering of partius became already commonplace--it served to
 
help formulate a whole sat of new policies which influenced govern
ment actions during the rest of the 1960's. Probably the most
 
outstanding and pronounced departure from the overall policies
 
pursued by the Perez Jinenez regime was the definite push of
 
indr'strialization programs via an import substitution approach,
 
end the revival of the agrarian reform issue. Although neither
 
of these two programs was new to Venezuela, and both of them had
 
figured in the development pollcias of the previous government,
 
after 1960 they came into full force as specific and articulated
 
factors in an overall development strategy.
 

A Pej Framework for Economi; Pol cy
 

iconomic policy in Venezuela, up to the emergence of the
 
democratic gove,'nm..nts of the 1960's, had largely been determined
 
and shaped by a relativwly small group of decision-makers within
 
the highest spheres of government, and also by a number of specific
 
interest groups that had direct access to governmentz! decision
makers. This scheme operated even during the short-lived democracy
 
of the AD-controlled government of the 1345-48 era, although there
 
was a certain diffusion of political power.
 

The r.'-:sons for tiF centralization can be found largely
 
in the existence of autocratic governments and in the relatively
 
few economic interest groups that were competing for the state's
 
resources. This last circumstance, of course, was a direct
 
reflection of the small diversified base of the economy. But as
 
the wealth of petroleum started to spread into broad areas of
 
the country in the late 1940's, a more complex and urban-centered
 
socio-economic structure started to emerge, and new power con
tenders appeared which claimed influence in the decision-making
 
processes. This influence was never very articulated as long
 
as government actions remained concentrated in a few hands.
 

!ith the advent of governments that depended on a broader
 
national consensus, interest groups had to exercise their demands
 
within the framework of open public discussion and overt pressures.
 
This by itself cnused the adoption of a net. style by government
 
decision-makers in the formulation of economic policies.
 

These interest groups were, in the first place, the political
 

parties and the social segments they claimed to represent. In
 
the second place, thoy were the economic pressure groups of specific
 
interests. And, in the third, they were a multitude of other 
social groups, often not very cohesive and well-organized, such 
as students, bureaucrats, or the urban middle class. Within this
 
now socio-political framework, economic policy was formulated.
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Often new formulations borrowed heavily from past experiences,
 
but at the same time other approaches to solving old problems
 
started to make their appearance.
 

1ithin this nw framework three areas received top priority. 
First, diversification of the economy through industrialization
 
acquired a new sens, of urqency. Second, the agricultural develop
ment issue received considu,-able attention again; and last, social
 
improvement programs, especially education at all Ivels, became
 
an area of great concern. The latter two issues had been largely
 
neglected by the government of the 1950's. ione of these three
 
policy areas were of an original conception, since antecedents
 
for them existed in the "Plan d. Febrero" of 1937 during the Lopez
 
Contreras government, and in the establishment of the Corporacion
 
Venezolana de Fomento in 1945 under the motto of Sembrar el
 
Potroleo (To Sow Pe.-troleum). 

Thus, the three-pronged approach at curing the major ailments 
of the country should be regarded not as new nd oriinal 
conception, but as a renewal of policy efforts that originated 
in the immediate post-Gomez era. The difference of the 1960's
 
policy formulation, in relation to previous ones, ismore one
 
of emphasis, degree and style.
 

Throughout th,. 1.950's, and in part of the preceding decade 
when government revenues were rapidly increasing, a large propor
tion of the state's resources was directed at creating a social 
overhead capital base to promote rapid economic expansion. Invest
ment priority was nssigned to public works programs, such as the 
expansion of the road network, the substantial enlargement of 
public utilities on a national scale, the improvement of the urban 
physical environm±nt, the building of communication facilities, 
and other related and similar physical infrastructure works. 
These areas probably received excessive attention. In the beginning 
of the 196q0's, further exp-nditures in infrastructure received 
a relatively low priority because it was felt that a certain degree 
of saturation hod been achiuved and attention should be turned toward 
other economic aroas and neglected social improvement policies.1,3 
Thus economic policy in Venezuela after l160 still contained the 
basic ingredients of a problem conception that originated at least 
two decades earlier. This conception recognized not only the
 
economic backwardress of the country but was also concerned with
 
social maladjustments. In other words, it was recognized that
 
despite economic bottlenecks, social change was essential in order
 
to incorporate large. numbers of underprivileged citizens into the
 
mainstrean of twentleth century modernity.
 

Although this problem conception is by no means startlinG and
 
was expounded in broad nonoperative terms, the policy implementation
 
and the tools used to carry it out during the 1960's became much
 
more sophisticated, complex and "rational" than during previous years.
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This was not only the ,result of the new broad power structure and
 
democratization of the decision-making process, but also 3 reflection
 
of the gradual technification of the central bureaucracy that
 
permitted the introduction of professionalism into the process.
 
Probably the most outstanding devices that wure adopted in this
 
sense were the establighmant of a national planning system, the
 
introduction of modern budgetary procedures by the central govern
ment, and the first earnest attempt to establish an unpolitical
 
civil service to be carriud out through a reform of the national
 
public administrative apparatus.50
 

Overall O)av, lopmint and Structural Chane.
 

After 1951 the national economy of Venezuela lost the high
 
growth momentum that had characterized it since 1945, although
 
it kept r:gistering growth rates that permitted improvements in
 
the average per capita income and the generation of sufficient
 
capital for reinvestment and diversification of the structural
 
production base. Two circumstances can be singled out in this
 
new situation. First, after the Suez crisis had been overcome
 
in 1959, substantial changes took place in the world petroleum
 
market which adversely affected the competitive position of the
 
country's petroleum industry. And, second, rapid demographic
 
growth with urbanikation and increased consumption expenditures
 
reduced funds available for capital formation.
 

This new situation again brought to the surface the extreme
 
vulnerability of Venezuela's uconomy caused by the excessive
 
dependency on one single export commodity, but at the same time
 
served as an incentive to promote and suriously pursue economic
 
policies that would diversify its productive base.
 

Dy 1953 the 'enezulan economy started to feel the uffects
 
of the normalization of thu world petroleum market with its fall
 
In prices. By the end of 1951 the country's econony found itself
 
In a crisis or depression that lasted until 1961.
 

The 1951-61 economic crisis pointed out some fundamental
 
we3knesses of the Venezuelan economy which had been largely ignored
 
during almost fifteen years of uninterrupted growth. The crisis
 
also demonstrated that the novernment decision-making apparatus
 
was not prepared to enact ,*ffectiveanti-cyclical economic
 
measures needed to restore stability to Vonezuela's economy.
 
In adoitinn, the crisis showed how necessary it was for the
 
government to maintain and encouragc largo-scale construction
 
industry activitios because of the employment such activities
 
provided for the rapidly increasing unskilled labor force.
 

http:apparatus.50
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After 1960, Venezuela initiated a clearly defined Industrial

ization policy via import substitution. The government became
 

directly engaged in the management of two basic industries--the
 

state-oned steel and petro-chemical complexes--which actually
 

were bogun under tha Perez Jimenez regime, and initiated a large
 

number of specific measures to encourage industrialization, such
 
tax deductions,
as customs protections, quota systems for imports, 


long-term/low-interest loans, technical assistance, and special
 

legislation. The Corporacion Vanezolana de Fomento (CVF), which
 

since Its inception in 1945 had been intimately involved with
 

agricultural and rural development schemes, was completely
 

retired from these fields and bucame the main vehicle through
 

which financial aspects of the industrialization program wore
 

carried out. The Industries Direction of the Ministry of suvelop

ment ('t!nisterio do Fomento) noticeably expanded in its activities
 

and became the governmnt agency that collaborated with the new
 

Central Planning Officu (CORDIPLAO) In the industrialization effort.
 

The rapid expansion of industrial activities can be observed
 

shows the evolution of Venezuela's gross
in Table V-l, w.hc 

Thus government efforts
domestic product between 1959 and 1967. 


at broadening the industrial base of the country were showing
 
Success.
 

Developmcnt and Performance of .rctu yR
 

During the I00 decade, the agricultural sector of the Vene

zuelan economy continued overall general development along the
 

lines of the previous ton years, although global gro.th rates
 

This was the result of the appearance of
 wure slightly higher. 

new modern nnd dynamic factors within the sector that permitted
 

3 "take-off' free from constraints imposed by traditional elements.
 

Neverthcless, development continued most unevenly, bringing to
 

the surface inapronouncad manner the basic structural dichotomy
 

of the country's agriculture. On the onc hand, a ralatively
 

small number of commercially-oriented farmers managed their
 

enterprises with modern technology and rosponded to market prices.
 

On the othc," hand, traditional farmers, who wore mainly sumi
isolated from the mainstream of
subsistence camposinos, were 


modernity.
 

'hile the commercial farmers responded readily to changing
 

patterns of aggregate demands, the traditional sectors were
 

unwilling or unnble to adjust their outputs to the naw dynamic
 
demand elements of the market. 
Their wconomic buhavior was
 
similar to that of the previous two decades.
 

Although overall growth of the sector was quite impressivu
 

(over six percent yearly), agriculture still remained thu most
 

backward and inefficient of all the major sectors within the
 

economy. Although it contributed only seven percent to the gross
 

domestic product, it employed one-third of the labor force.5'
 



TABLE V-1 

VEHEZUELA: GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT, 1553 - 1957 
(lillions of bolivares at 1257 prices) 

Sectors 1959 1960 1961 1362 19S3 1964 1965 1966 1967 Growth % 

PRIMARY 9216 9661 9742 10,574 10,759 1I,434 11,781 11,602 12,200 3.6 

Agriculture 1642 1107 1345 1,979 2,034 2,264 2,395 2,522 2,696 6.4 

Petrol. & mines 7574 7854 7997 3,595 3,675 9,170 9,386 9,080 9,504 2.9 

".ECONDARY 5461 5122 412 5,384 5,855 6,644 7,151 7,538 7,398 4.7 
'ianufacturingl 3418 3311 3454 3,741 4,002 4,527 4,921 5,100 5,338 5.7 

Construction 1707 1444 1097 1,156 1,230 1,473 1,527 1,630 1,665 -0.3 

Power & water 33' 367 417 437 573 644 703 808 895 13.0 

TERTIARY 11,339 11,653 12,171 12,629 13,150 14,058 14,934 15,617 16,424 4.7 

Commerce 4003 3839 3927 4,160 4,160 4,535 4,730 5,635 5,898 4.9 

Other services 7386 7814 8244 7,468 3,990 9,523 10,134 9,982 10,526 4.5 

TOTAL 26,066 26,436 26,881 23,586 29,764 32,135 33,766 34,757 36,522 4.3 

Source: Annual reports of the Banco Central de Venezuela. 

Ilncludes petroleum refinery. 
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This, of course, 	resulted in an extremely low productivity
 
For 1965, the annual product per economically
per employed person. 


active norson Inagriculture was 2.6 thousand bolivarns, while
 

for the economy as a whole, it	amounted to D3s. 12.A thousand.
 
us. 241,000 and for manufacturing
For petroleum and mines it was 


12.7 thousand Pnd 3s. 12.4 thousand,
and services It came to Bs. 

respectivly. Although form output per employed person expanded
 

5.7 percent annually (the economy
rapidly during this period at 


as a whole gro, at 2.3 nerccnt per annum) the productivity 
dis

parities were of such a large m3gnituda that the gap existing
 

between agricultur, nnd other aconomic activities was hardly
 

affected.
 

A further reflection of this low agricultural productivity
 

was the small contribution of agriculture toward national 
income
 

(between 7.5 percent and 3 percent for the 1060 decade) and the
 
As a con

also
reduced existing 	capital per person in agriculture. 52 


sequence, the relation betwen fixed capital and product was 


considerably lower for agriculture in comparison to the other
 

sectors of the economy (0.;:147 for agriculture in 1966 against 0.61
 

for the other sectors).
53 Only around 15 percent of the total
 

fixed investment was in agriculture.
 

The output of the agricultural sector during the 1960's
 

that already became discernible during theaccentuated tronds 
General crops kept on diminishing in importance,
previous decade. 

In 1950 they amounted to
contributing one-half of total 	output. 

At the same
almost three-fourths of thn total (see Table V-2). 


time, the participation of the livostock sector kept increasing,
 
in 1967. Fisheries
froni 23.3 percent in 1350 to 37.9 percent 

were not of major significance 	within
and forest products still 

the sector.
 

the crops group, 	 materials for industry (oilseeds,'lithin 
tubacco, cotton, sugar cans, etc.) registered the fastest expansion
 

This was a direct outcome
(78.4 percent) during these seven years. 


of the industrialization that was taking place under the 
umbrella
 

In several of thuse "agro-industrial" crops,
of protectionism. 

imported during the previous two decades, the country
which were 


became almost self-sufficient (sesame and tobacco), while in others
 
In sugar
(cotton and copra) a reduction in imports took place. 


and rice, with holIp of a subsidy after 1962, the country became
 

a regular exoorter.
 

most commercial farms grew (withThsse wcre the cros that 
the exception of 	sisal and copra) which ware reacting to expanding
 

Contract agriculture became commonplace for
industriil demand. 

man/ of these crops.
 

http:sectors).53
http:agriculture.52
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TABLE V-2 

.'I...VOZUELA: "AVRICULTURAL OUTPUT-1960, 1963, 1965 and 1967 
(1.illions of bolivares at 1957 prices)
 

I'V 3 135"%
1n6) 


I. 	Crops
 

a) 'aterials for industry
 
47.4 	 62.5
Tobacco 	 49., 47.1 

53.3 	 77.4
Cotton and sisal 35.1 	 72.3 


Sugar canu 115.3 143.8 191.6 173.8
 
54.5 72." 110.6
Oil 	seeds 37.1 


Total 	 237.8 304.0 333.3 424.3
 

b). Export crops
 
Coffee 1,69.1 200.6 227.7 231.2
 

Cacao 24.5 52.9 59.3 51.7
 

Total 193.6 253.5 287.0 232.9
 

c) Food crops
 
43.1 88.3 126.5 172.4
Rice 


.aI ze 102., 104.5 143.3 170.9
 

Legumes 64.3 35.4 40.2 51.0
 
218.6 240.7
Tubers 16.0 214.5 

Others 207.1 242.6 23R.2 316.3 

Total 604.7 695.1 316.. 967.3 

Total crons 	 1036.1 12.43.3 1487.( 16711.5
 

I!.	Livestock products
 
and cattle
 

a) Cattle 426. . 443.6 533.7 6207 

1j)'1311" 214.6 279.0 361., 434.1 

c) Eggs 	 37.9 70.2 8,.°4 90.4
 

679.3 792.8 934.1 1145.2
Total livestock 


50.2 56.4 69.0 78.4
III. Fisheries 


17.1 73.9 107.7 123.4
IV. Forastry products 


GIRM TOTAL 	 1832.7 2169.4 2648.4 3021.5
 

Source: !'anco Central de Venezuela, yearly reports, and Anuarlo
 

Estadistico Agropecuario of the 1linistry of Agriculture.
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The traditional export crops, coffee and cacao, dropped pro
to 9.4
portionally In total output from 14.9 percent in 1951 


their joint output inmonetary terms
percent in 1967, .lthough 

Coffee production
Increased by 46 percent during these years. 


remained virtually stagnant during this period, while cacao
 direct
expanded. Stagnation of the coffee industry, despite a 


subsidy through a diffoerntial exchange rate and a special 
credit
 

program, was evidence that serious structural imbalances still
 

Coffee production was maintaineJ only because of heavy
existed. 

governmental assistance.
 

Food crops In ,enernl registered an increase of 60 percent
 

during this savwn-yo'r period, with increases pronounced 
Inrice
 

All of these were
 
and othr crops, mainly vgatiblas and fruits. 


basically grown by conmercial farmers. Rice receivud a vary high
 
incentive thit by
guaranteed minimum nrice, which was such an 


1965 surpluses appeared, and the Banco Agricola y Pecuario, 
the
 

official purchasin5 agency, had to export its rapidly accumulating
 

surpluses at considerable losses.
 

One of the most noticeable effects of the expansion of 
agri

change

cultural production was i decreass in food imports and a 


in import composition. Yearly agricultural import averagus for
 

1960-65 were 35 percent lower than those for 
the 1950 decade.54
 

In 167, total imports of agricultural products showed a considerable
 

713.4 million yearly avrage for the 1959-161
drop from the :3s. 

This includes not only foodstuffs
period, to us. 570.3 million. 


but also animal breeding stock, improved seeds, fisheries and
 

forestry products.
 

The ranid expansion of agricultural output inoverall terms,
 

although quite impressive whan considering the difficulties 
that
 

were being experienced inminy other Latin American countries, 
by
 

indicates that production had reached high efficiency
no means 

levels or that modern technology was being employed 

extensively
 

throughout the sector.
 

Physical yields inalmost all crops were rather low when 
com

oared to those nrevailing inmost developed countries, 
and indica

tions were that modern yield-increasing inputs wore still not
 

3mnloyed very extensively.55
 

increasing
leverthelss, the use of modern technology was 


at a rapid but most uneven pace. The adoption was most readily
 

undertaken in the so-called anrl-industrial crops 
(tobacco, sesame,
 

cotton, sugar cane, ric., vegetables and fruits), while in the
 

traditional products (corn, manioc, beans, coffee and cacao) a
 
A similar situation omerged In the
 

very slow absorption occurred. 

'bile cattle raising and dairy production were
 livestock sector. 


still using primitiv. husbandry methods based mostly on grazing
 
intensive methods were employed
of unimprovcd pastures, capital 


http:extensively.55
http:decade.54
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in the broiler and egg industries and extremely high output rates
 
in all of these four areas,
were achieved during these years.5

6 


production Increased at rates above population growth, indicating
 

that average nutritional standards were improving.
 

As during the 1950's, increases in overall agricultural output
 

were due in large measure to expansion of cultivated areas. It
 

has been estimated that between 1960 and 1965 cropped land increaqed
 

at a yearly average of 4.8 percent (from 1.3 million hectares
 

to 1.6 million hectares), while phy:ical yields for.the same period
 

showed a yearly Improvement of 4.3 p,rcent and total agricultural
57 
 It can
 
crop output expanded at an annual rate of 7.4 percent.


be concluded, then, that 55 percent of output increase was attribut

able to the expansion of the area under cultivation, and the
 

remaining 45 percent to yield-increasing technology.
 

Continuation of the Two-Sector Approach
 

Public economic policies directed at the agricultural sector
 

after 1960 did not show significant departures from those previously
 

Policy relied heavily on programs and experiences of
implemented. 

the past, largely because the problem framework of the agricultural
 

sector had not been substantially modified from that of the previous
 

two decades. Nevertheless, the style employed and the emphasis
 

and priority given to bring about changes among the different
 

departed in many instances from previous experiences.
problem areas 

This can be attributed largely to two basic circumstances: 

the
 

as a result of the demodiffusion of the decision-making process 


cratic regime and the appearance of technocratic elements within
 

the government apparatus that approached problems through 
applica

tion of rational scientific methods. Probably the first of these
 

and pronounced. The
two circumstances was more influential 

resources was an additional factor
increasing availability of state 


that not only permitted a more intensive pursuance of already

existing schemes, but at the same time allowed initiation of some
 

new programs.
 

One of'the main departures from policies of the previous
 

regime was the considerable stress given to programs of 
social
 

improvement and other fields almost completely neglected by the
 

military government. But this by no means implies that the
 

commercial sectors, or empresarios (entrepreneurs) as they came
 

to be known, were neglected by public policy. As a matter of
 

fact, strong emphasis was given in differentiating. for policy
 

purposes, two types of producers: the empresarios and the
 

it became openly recognized that two basically
campesinos. Thus 

different production structures existed in the country's agricul

included large commercial farmers who had an
 ture. The first one 

acceptable level of management on'their forms, and an adequate
 

base at their disposal and were capable of combining them
 resource 

at a rather "efficient" level. Consequently) the assistance they
 

limited basically to financial capital
required from the state was 


increase production and protection from foreign compntition of
to 

lorer-priced prod!:ts.
 

http:years.56
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was perceived, needed a completely
The campasino sector, it 
 was admitted
its problems. It. 

different public approach to solve In
that backwardness existed and that 

this ws caused by social 


Further, the campesino's poverty excluded 
him from a
 

justices. 

A mixture of altruism, economic 

urgency
 
massive consumer mnrket. 
 te policy
d'tre of 

and political expediency shaped 

the raison 
causes of the 

approach toarA the camposinos. 'Recaus, the root 
than those affecting the 

ware differantpeasantry's problems 
farmer, policy tools employed 

for solving them were 
commercial 

also different. Thase differences wore expressed 

in the Agrarian
 

Reform Law possed in 1960 and in specific programs based on 
that
 

legislation.
 

seen, this approach tcward solving 
the rural problem
 

As can b During

th, one presented in the 1540 decade. 


was quite similar to 
 also made between the two
 
period a clear distinction was 
 sectorsthat s agriculture. These two

of Venezuela'distinct scuctors 
soen as contradictory for policy 

purposes, although
 
wore not Theboth of these categories.

wns excluded fromlatifundlaism as in thethe 1940's, 

backwardness of agriculture 

contained in 
commer- inefficient low-yielding 

1940's, two elements: first, th
 
decade made massive imports
 

forming sectors which in the IiQ40

cial poverty problem
 
of foodstuffs necessnry and, 

second, the rural 


its social, institutional and economic 
implications.
 

with all of 


was helioved thit while improvements in economic efficiency of
 
It 


sectors could be brought about, 
mainly by making
 

the commercial 
available to them, the solution of the 

campesino's
 
more capital 

problem centered around the Implemjntation 

of the agrarian raform,
 

which not only implied giving 
him land, but also technical assist

ance and credit. The agrarian reform can be viewed 
not merely
 

a policy scheme to provide some 
20,000 peasants with their
 

as 

integrate economically, socially 

and
 
an effort to 
own land, but as 


the country's population into
 
politically this largo segment of 


the mainstream of modern life.
 

"!hilo agricultural development 
apparently w3s being perceived
 

in issu, of great national urgency during 
the first two or
 

as assignments
three years of the now democratic system, resource 


not show a pronouncedto the sctor did 
by the central governmant 


change from pr,.-vious patterns. During the 195 0 's, total
 
overall 

budgetary assignments to agriculture had fluctuated around 

7 porcent
 

For the 1958 to 1967 period, this 
per-

of the nationil budget. 

to around 10.5 percent (sea Table V-3).
 

centage increased slightly 
 6097 million in 1957-58
 
As the national budget expanded from Bs. 


to Vs. 8186 million in 1967 (a3h.2 percent increase), 
overall
 

expenditures in agriculture rose by 43 percent (from Bs. 579
 

831 million).
million to Bs. 




TA3LE V-3
 

VEHIEZUELA: BUDGETARY EXPENDITURES IN THE AGRICULTUPAL SECTOR, BY AGENCY,
 
1957-53, 1967
 

(Millions of bolivares)
 

Percent of
 

'inistry Agri- Total Agri-


Total Total of -gri- Agrarian cultural Irriga- Coffee culture to
 
National
Institute Bank tion nd Cacao Milk Rural
Budget Aational Agri- culture 	 Subsidiesb Subs .idy'Housingc Budget
Year ...... Bud t culture (AC) (IAN) ((HP) OP) 

1957-51 6,0q7.? 579.2 323. 59.4 36.2 71.8 6.3 21.2 --. 5 
1953-59 6,619.1 467.3 259.5 100.3 0.3 69.3 1.6 27.3 9.0 7.0 
1352 .) 5,716.1 530.0 254.2 121.1 61.3 65.9 10.0 32.4 27.4 3.6 

112.4 13.9 36.3 25.0 11.4
1360-61 7,114.3 313.7 326.1 199.5 100.0 
1561 (sem) 3,187.8 331.3 135.3 78.0 39.9 51.4 19.8 13.9 10.6 

1962 5,553.4 .S79.1 254.8 139.3 63.0 13%. 3.3 43.6 33.0 10.5 

1953 6,633.3 623.6 224.2 107.3 50.f 143.3 5.3 42.0 46.0 5.4 
67.9 	 11.1
1964 7,202.5 793.5 232.3 150.1 130.0 153.0 3.5 40.0 

1965 7,537.3 867.3 279.6 150.3 150.0 153.2 11.2 40.0 77.5 11.4 

196S ",019.5 393.1 274.5 163.7 100.0 217.5 13.0 40.0 79.3 11.1 
.l.d 	 40.0 4.I. 10.11967 a 3,136.0 331.2 290.9 163.7 100.0 231.6 

aDecreed 	budget, January 1967. CRural Housing Program.
 
bRefurs to c3lendar year. 	 do information.
 

"!OTE: 	 Up to July 1961 the Venezuelan budget year was from July I to June 30. Semester 1961 was
 

transitory (July to December). -.fter In2, the budget year equaled calendar year.
 

Source: 	 ;inisterio de Hacienda, Dircccion General de Presupuesto: Yearly ;4ational Budget Law and
 

files of said agency.
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The internal composition of agricultural expenditures,
 

however, showed a considerable modification from that of the
 

Inthe first place, thv Agricultural 3ank (BAP)

previous decade. 

again sterted receiving regular appropriations, although these
 

They amounted to
fluctuated considerably throughout the period. 

As expected, the Agrarian
around 15 percent for the last six years. 


budot also increased considerably, but for
Institute's (1..!) 

the last four years of the pariod under consideration 

their
 

appropriations stabilized after having 5cen curtailed by Congress
 

in 19",2 and I1,3 from the all-tima higjh of Us. 199.5 million in 
Throughout the whole period, approximately
1960-61 (s::c 	 "nbl, 1-3). 

to this
 
one-fifth of 	te total agricultural budget was assigned 

was in charge of exccuting the agrarian roform. The 
aoekncywhich 

in the funds 	of the iiinistry of
 
most noticeable change occoirrad 


(W.C), :.tich failed to increase proportionately.Agrlculture 
from over half in

Its shire of the -iricultural pie decreased 

in the last years of the period. Expendi

1957-1 59 to one-third 

tures in irriuation, a program being carriud out 

by the :iinistry
 
in former

of Public 'Jerks (i0P)..and not jointly with the MAC, as 

In ten years 	it trebled, amounting
years--expanded impressively. 

agricultural
to a little over one-fourth of the total
in 1.67 


budget.
 

The rural housing program, exe,,cuted by a specialized 
agency
 

He.alth, dramatically increased
(lHalarialogia) of the Ministry of 

to almost
 . million in 	I53-5:
its :;xpcnitures from a mere Us. 

The milk subsidy, after showing a con-
Ds. 80 million in ]Y,3.G 


to 1903 when 	 it reached Bs. 42 million, became
tinued rise up 

year. Coffee andat 3s.stahilizod thereafter _ 40 million per 


n.jor export crops, continued to receive an
 cacao, the only 

I.ank (CV) through a:differential
indirect subsidy by the Central 


thefluctuated considerably according toexchange rate which 
volume of exports.
 

Th.-. previous discussion gav only an overall viev, of the
 

quantitative changes that occurred in the distribution of the
 

resources in the; agricultural sector, witliout
state's monetary 

to how much of them were channuled toward the


makin! r..fcr,-nce 

Although op ;r3tivoly it becomes difficult to
 campesino sctor. 


an .ex3ct amount in this sonse because of the lack of
determine 

some

detailed figures, ind also because of the dual purpose of 


of the specific pr:)grams (such as extension, research and irriga

1963 to 1967
tion), : tuntative figure would be that during the 

period between 50 and 60 perccnt of the total government budget 

in agriculture was specifically directed toward programs dealing 

with th; improvement of the socio-oconomic condition of the small 

peasant. So, for example, the -nxtension -;ervice of the Hinistry 

1962 doalt almr,.t .-xclusively with beneficiariesof Agriculture aft,,r 

of the agr3riin reform. The ).-abitious irrigation program of the
 

its emphasis 	 toostablishingMinistry of ?ublic "orks raoidly changed 
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small peasant holdings, in accordance with provisions of the Agrarian
Reform Law. 
 The Banco Agricola y Pecuarlo (BAP) after 1959 instituted a specific credit line, the credlto campesino, for financing
short-term cash crops. 
Over fiftyprcent of'iT
ts yearly lendings
went into this field. Even the special long-term credit programs
jointly administered by the GAP and Ministry of Agriculture for
improving performance of the cattle,coffee and cacao subsectors
(originally conceived in 1958 for only large commiorcial 
farmers

because they required a nortgaqe guarantee) became increasingly

accessible to small farmers by.changing the mortgage provisions.
 

Cy 1966, most of the specific programs carried out directly
by the Vunezuelan government through its diverse specialized
agencies In the rural 
areas had become involved with the
campesino sector In
one way or another. The number of these
schemes is quite largo, as well 
as 
the number of agencies involved
 
in them.
 

The basis for this problen-solving approach was not only the
1960 agrarian reform bill, 
but was also an outgrowth of the democratization and politicization process that was taking place 
in
the general sphere of policy decision formulation and Implementation.
The Federacion Campesina de Venezuela (FCV) and the two major
palitTcalt -(D -b'Ty
s 
 d a decisive role in the
problem-solving process of the peasant sector, as will be demon
strated in
a later section. 
 It may be posited, nevertheless, that
the lack of proper coordination of this 3ffort left much to be
desired, because the politicization of the allocation process had
spillover effects for implementation of technical aspects of the
various programs. Consequently, investment maximization considerations often played only a peripheral role in the implementation
procedures,. leaving the possibility open that the State's resources
 were either bting squandered or were being invested in such a manner
th-t thcir benefits or effectiveness were quite low. 
 Additionally,
the government lacked the administrative capability to match the
rapidly expanding demands imposed upon it. Various attempts to
improve the state's administrative c3pability ran into political

difficulties nnd tere not effective.53
 

Commorcial Agriculture and Pressure Groups
 

11hile the stace was significantly augmenting the amount of
resources made available to the campesino sector it was also
undertaking policies to.directly benefit and increase the productive
cfficiency of commercial agr!culture. Commercial farmers demanded
.increases in profits and a climate of security of expectations
that would precisely makn.possible said profit augmentation.
 

The demand for security of expectations arose out of the
uncertainty that accompanibd implementation of agrarian reform
and was initially centered around land invasions and later around
legal provisions to control 
the advancement of the agricultural
 
frontier.
 

http:effective.53
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Since the main concern of the commercial farmer Was with
 

Improving his economic position, his demands from the government
 

were directed nt those spheres of policy which would insu.e him a
 

more favorable competitive position in the market.
 

In the first place, a more effectivu protection was demanded
 
Second, the Increasing availability
from lower-priced imports. 


of "cheap and expedient credit" was regarded as essential. Third,
 

secure outlet for his production.
the state was asked to provide a 
And, fourth, the availability of "reasonably" priced inputs was 

.,n these
 
to be secured by government intervention. In order to o 


benefits, pressure was applied via producers' associations.
 

As has been already mentioned in previous chapters, several
 

of these,pressure groups were establ;shcd in the late 1930's 
and
 

generally led i very insecure and innocuous existence throughout
 

Because of the highly autocratic decisionthe 1940's and 1950's. 

making process that prevailed during those decades, and because 

of
 

the smallness of the associations, demands put forward during 
those
 

years were not very articulate and quite often had little 
effect
 

Producers' associations either
 on governmental decision-makers. 

formulated their demands individually or through the Camara 

Agricola
 

or Federacion Venezolana do .Camarasy Asoclaciones de Comerclo 
y
 

Producclon (FEDECAMRAS).
 

Dut as cop-ierclal agriculture increased in importance and
 

speclalized production regions appeared in the 1950's, the producers'
 

associations gained in strength, consolidated themselves, and became
 
By the middle of the 1960's,
very vociferous in their dem:,ds. 


even conflicts among these groups became frequent and the state had
 

to intervene as a mediator.
 

The almost-dormant Camara Agricola, which never showed a clear
 

leadership, disappenred in 1351 and was replaced by FEDEAGRO
 

(Federacion 'acional do Asoclciones de Productores Agropecuarios). 

At the same time, as FEDECAMARAS became more actively involved in 

national policy questions, so did the "agricultural group" within
 

the Faderation, gaining prominence and prestige.
 

A new agricultural policy decision-making matrix thus became 

established through which pressure was exercised upon the state
 

quite effectively on matters of direct concern to commercial farmers.
 

The matrix also functioned as a grievance and problem transmitter.
 

.ut, at the same time, it allowed the government to act as an
 
The most
arbitrator when conflicts arose between pressure groups. 


predominant aqricultural producers' associations were the following:
 

Asociacion Hacional de Ganaderos (cattlemen), Sociedad Rural del
 

Zulla 'representing mainly comrfimercial milk prod-ucers of that state),
 

AsoE-facion do Cultivadores de Algodon (cotton growers), Asociacion 

de Productore, PRuralos do Portugus'a(uniting the highly commercial,
 

successful rice, sesame and corn-growing farmers in that state),
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Union do Cultivadores de Tabaco (tobacco growers), .;sociacion de 
Canicultores (suar cane f-irmrs), Ascciacicn V;nazolcna Jo Cafi
cultre-ccoffae growers), Asociecion :!acional de Criadores ... 
.an.do Porcin,) (hog far,. rs), an. tto rionai potato farmers associa
t i ons. .n,,nu :,f th.: nroduco'rs' associhtions l.., a vary 
.pho:ral exi!t-.nco or cx-.to into action only ".,hen a specific 
problem 6r.)sf- that nffect..2d the intorersts of their associates, 
it becor;.s ratr difficult to sco.rt3in eit'..r the ,xact nunoor 
of them or th. num. er of mem - r fnrm-urs. 

Dy 19( 5, at least seventeen national associations existed,
 
representing specific commodity producers such as tob3cco, coffee,
 
cacao, cattle, tc., and around twenty-one statewidz or regional
 
groups, of which no more than six were actively engaged in represent
ing the interests of their associations.
 

As pressure groups kept increasing their demands for state
 
action, an Institutional apparatus emerged within government that
 
tried to formalize their demands through clear agreements. This
 
system consisted of "routinizing the resolution of recurrent types
 
of interest demands and conflicts"59 through the institution of the
 
Junt-as_!aciouales de la Produccion (National Production Juntas) in 
, These were special boards, constituted under the auspices of 

the 'linistry of Agriculture, in which the different and conflicting 
interests for a specific problem aroa were brought toaether and 
formal agreement ,.as sought to which all involved parties had to
 
adhere. 60 

;:eafore the est.blishment of the "Junta de Produccion Conflict
 
Resolving System" for commercial agriculture, direct and personal
 
contact between association r,.presentatives and high government 
officials was the most frequently used mechanism.
 

Two governmunt ngencie dealt almost exclusively with conflicts 
concerning agriculture: the economics department of th. linistry 
of Agriculture and tho Industries and commerce departments (direc
ciones) of the Ministry of Production (Fomento). "loth of thes.e 
offices became more important wvithin the Junta's procedures as 
the import substitution policy of the government exercised influence 
on dev lopment and grovth of maanuf.cturing industry, witlh its 
repercussions on i more pronounced demand for agricultural products. 
It was precisly the ;Iinistkrio do Fomento thnt b.;cama the agency 
for regulating 3nd directin.-; the imoort substitution effort. 

A considerable -imount of the ,rootth tht occurred in the 
agricultural s.::ctor, as has been indicated previously, originated 
from th. increased demand for arro-industrial corlmodities by 
industries. :.ut this had as a consequence the emergence of agri
cultural pressure groups opnosinq the oligopsor;stic position of 
several of the industries. This brought out conflict, and the 
mann,r in which th-se conflicts were resolved as they became more 
frequeont was the Junt, do 2roduccion system. Another origin of 
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the rising friction between industry and commercial agriculture
 
was the desire of the latter to obtain guaranteed prices through
 
specific contracts, while the former often complained about the
 
lowq and varying quality of thu notionally produced commodities,
 
besides the higher prices in relation to foreign produced goods.
 
Thus, clearly defined conflict areas emerged, which often were
 
made more acute by the novrnmznt's :'import substitution at all
 

costs" approach to stimulating national agricultural and industrial
 

output.
 

Jhilc undoubtedly many of the igreemcnts reached in the Juntas!
 
bargaining procedure served only to keep promoting inefficiency in
 
agriculture and contributed to the high cost ot industrial output,
 
they undoubtedly also served to avoid impasses and provided the
 
required stimulus for higher agricultural output. An additional
 
beneficial aspect was that the industrial demands requirement
 
obligate.' farmers to adopt modern technology, which in some cases
 
actually reduced production costs, as in Tobacco, eggs, sesame and
 
cotton. In the first two of these, periodic surpluses appeared and
 
efforts were made to dispose of them on the world market. Never
theless, not all of the conflicts were with the industrial sector. 
For some nroducts that did not require in intermediate manufacturing 
process, conflicts arose between government, producers and commurce, 
when pronounced price increasrs developed and the official sector 
insisted on regulating the price, such as in potatoes (before 1962)
 
and bef meat, or when tcomporary surpluses -appaared with their
 
downward pressure or the price, such as in eggs and poultry moat. 

In summary, during the 1960's, with emergence of a more complex
 
demand-suoply structure in the co.m.ircial agricultural sector, more
 
possibilities of conflict appeared bot-,-ecn that sector and industry.
 
The mechanisms that evolved to solve these conflicts and s:3ape
 
policy were special arbitrating boards, the Juntas Nacionales de
 
Produccion. !hile they might seem to be an innovation in solving
 
conflicts, they ,ore basically an outgrowth of the. personal contact
 
system that existed when conflicts were less severe and frequent 
b"cause of tha rather simple demand-supply relationship for agri
cultural products. This personal contact system between the highest 
government officials an 1 the representatives of the producers kept
 
on operating in exceptional cases when a complete impasse was 
reached within the Juntas, and the direct intervention of the 
:linister wzs required. '.ut generally, solution of conflicts was 
sought through "giv-and-take" procedures. That the results 
obtained through this wera not nlwys the most satisfying, either 
to the groups involved or to the nation as a whole, can be readily 
understood.
 

Economic P1anning nd Frustrated Administrative Reform 

Commercial agricultural policy, although greatly influenced 
by the subtle interplay of pressure group interests, was also 
strongly motivated by othr goals that emerged from within the 
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government through the political parties and through the newly
 
established national planning system.
 

The 1958 national consensus on the need to improve overall
 
soclo-economic conditions in the country directed its attention
 
to the very obvious archaic public administration and a lively
 
discussion emerged on how to increase its efficiency. As a result
 
of these discussions, two very important commissions were appointed
 
by the provisional government of Admiral Larrazabal to study the
 
means to reorganize the national bureaucratic structure and to
 

Inquire into the feasibility of establishing a national econcmic
 
planninj system.
 

The outcome of the work of. these two study groups was, on the 
one hand, the establishment of the National Commission of Public
 
Administration (Presidential Decree 287 of June 27, 1958), and on
 
the other hand, the promulgation of Decree mo. 412, the Law of
 
Coordination and Planning. 2oth of these Innovative features In
 
the public administration were met with difficulties inherent in
 
any attempt to reduce discretionary and centralized power within
 
the established national bureaucre;y. Furthermore, both of these
 
reforms were implemented during a period of intense politicization
 
of public life, -hen the political spoils system and patronage
 
was spreading rather fast throughout the country's bureaucracy
 
as an outgrowth of the long-established and ingrained tradition
 
of personal favoritism and nepotism within the country's public
 
administration.
 

Rational reform through establishment of modern administrative
 
procedures and the spoils system :Ire incompatible. Thus, the
 
inltial impetu to carry out these two reform attempts within the
 
government were lost at an early stage, and the implementation
 
procedures and tactics had to be extensively modified in order to
 
achieve some limited success. 'fithout doubt, the work of the
 
Administration Commission, because of the wide scope of its under
taking, encountered particularly strong opposition, and Its program
 
was substantially modified as its reform attempt bucame more and
 
more frustrated.
 

In the three agricultural agencies (11C, IAl and BAP), the 
Commission undertook serious attempts to reform existing organiza
tion and administrative procedures. After the required studies
 
were finished and presented to the agencies' executives for
 
implementation, they were completely rejected by the Ministry of
 
Agriculture. In the Agrarian Institute only those proposals for
 
streamlining the central office services in Caracas were adopted,
 
while the field services went untouched. In the Agricultural Oank,
 
which underwent a most severe financial crisis due to mismanagement
 
in 1959-, most of the proposals were put into effect under the
 
ab-le direction of Dr. Alejandro Osorio. As a matter of fact,
 
several of the closest collaborators of Osorio In changing the
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!ink .,fficials ofOdministritivw structur. of the .art fqrnmor t e 
of the Imperative need to
Commission. "evertheless, the ide. 

increase efficiency of the archaic national bureaucracy was never
 

fully given up, and the Commission kept functioning 
even after 1962,
 

when much of its power and resources were s.verely curtailed. It
 

important role in the implementation of 
program budgtts


played an 

In all of the national agencies and did substantial work in the
 

Also,

reorganization of some autonomous institutes and 

ministr3es. 

Kational School of Public Administraa
itprompted the creation of 


tion,, Its initial goal, nevertheless, to completely revamp the
 

ntion's administrative anoaratus and proceedings, 
to establish
 

independent civil service, and to decentralize and coordinate
 an 

decision-making processes did net meet with success.
 

Th.s nchievements of the central economic planning system, 
under
 

the guidance of the Central Office for Planning and Coordination
 

(CORDIPLAI) w.ere more encouraging. And this occurred largely
 

because the nature and extent of the adopted planning 
system did
 

not antagonizc the political leadership. On the contrary, it had
 

the full backing of the president. The implementation of the
 

operative procedures was gradual and carefully geared 
s.o that
 

ere directly affected by it
 support of the different parties that 


(Government buraaucracy, autonomous institutes and private business
 

sectors) could be obtained. Furthermore, the economic, social or
 

political doctrine or ideology, was flexible in its approach to
 

problem-solving procedures.
 

The basic function of the Central Planning Office was to 

a nationil development olan with the cooperation andformulate 
 private sectors
 
consultat!on of existing government agencies and th": 


The settinj of policy goals and the 5election
of the economy. 
from among alternative means for achieving those goals 

was ultimately 

the responsibility of the Prosident and his Council of Ministers. 
.. .."1 

ioas to be tha top level advisor to these decisions 

CO!DInLA 
C3RDIPLAU as established as a staff agency directly attached to
 

tie presidency, and as such itwas able to wield considerable
 

influence on the overall national policy formulation and implementa-


This role was even further strengthened by its specific
tion. 

functions of coordination of the different government agencies,
 

Economic planning inVtenezuela In its first
economic programs. 

six years of cxistence emerged as a National System of 

Coordination
 

and Planning inwhich the interrelated functions of data 
collection
 

and analysis, program formulation and implomentation 
are carried
 

out through the ministries and autonomous institutes, and all the
 

way down through regional, state and municipal planning 
agoncies.
 

Itwas to be the responsibility of thQ central planning office to
 

promote, ,uide ind coordinate these scattered planning 
efforts." 62
 



Thus, the work undertaken by CORDIPLAJ can be divided into two
 

large areas: the formulation of a national economic plan inwhich
 

specific goals to he achieved were spolled out i n terms of avail

able resources (thes-, were presented in four-year plans, known as 
the Plan do la 11acion), and the coordination of tha government 
agencies' programs for achievino the established goals. 

limited
The formulaticn of t0, .tconomic plans was severely 

by th.z lack of adequate nnd rcliable statistical data, so that 
In many sectors the established growth targets were nothing more 
than axtrapolati.ns of past trends. Furth,3rmore, partially because 

of the lack of data on investment and savings in the private s,.ctors 
of thu economy, no clear-cut implementation policies and procuedings 
were indicated. Special emphasis was given to the direct allocation
 
of resources -only in thos. economic activities that depended heavily
 

upon the budget of the national government. As a consoquence,
 
COUIPLAN became most concerned with the management of the national
 
budget and instrumental in the firm establishment of the program
budget technique throughout the government. This, of course, is 
not surprising, given the trcm,.ndous influence that the state 
monetary resources have on the country's economic development. 

5on other characteristics of the four-year plans are the 
followinr: a sectoral approach, from which the overall plan is 
built unward; no major financial constraints, precisely because
 
the plans based themselves henvily on :expected government revenues 
and expenditures; no domstic saving generation; and no attention 

to input-output interrelationships betweecn sectors. In other words, 
little concern isplaced on "planning consistency,;' because of the 

peculiar position of the country in rojard to the continuous and 
massive foreign exchange inflow and the derived bene;fits from it 

(capital formation, imports of capital goods, foreigjn exchange,
 
etc.). Lastly, it should b,-! pointed out that th.- Plans Cuatrienales
 
do not discuss the "mechanisms by which their implemantation might
 

" bh checked or evaluated, although th- adootion of the program 
budget may be a firsit step ir that direction.'"3 

From the foregoin, it can bo seen that CORDIPLA1.1's efforts 
to formulate wOll-conceived development plans were not successful. 
Undoubtedly, when measuring the growth taryjets expressed in the 
Plans with te actual achievements of the econoiay for the 1962-66 
period, they missed their marks. In this way, then, they were 
not very effectiv,-. So, for instance, the Plan de ]a iacion 1960
64 indicated an achievable Growth rate of 7 percent per year, while 
th- obtained rate came to only Itpurcent. Similar discrepancies 
can be pointed out for most sectors of the economy. (The growth
 
tarcget for agriculturoe was sot at r! p.rcent -1er annum for 1963-66, 

"while th, achieved rate :as (." percent.) 

'.;ut the idea behind the Venczuelan planning system went a 
little furth,.er than ;laboratinj n'chanicnl plans that should 
achieve some proposud targuts. This, of course, would be an 

http:furth,.er
http:axtrapolati.ns
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extremaly technocratic and naive criteria for 
conceiving planning
 

instrument of rationalizing decision-miking criteria 
and/or


as an 

accelerating economic growth.
 

Given the hasically fre..-market-orientcd Venezuelan 
economy
 

and the relatively strong position of the private 
suctor in the
 

policy decision-making process-
through the pressure group system--


Venezuelan planning necessarily had to persuade 
those sectors to
 

adopt some of the Implementation procedures 
and policies outlined
 

in the plans. Concerning the governmunt sector in this sense, 
its
 

task was much easier because of the close attachment of CORDIPLAM1
 

to the president's office.
 

'.!ithin this framework, then, the planning process becomes
 
that its success and/or


relevant for operative purposes in the sense 


failure can be ap:)reciated according to the following criteria:
 

(a) to what extent has the planning office influenced 
the establish

ment of tangible and economically rational 
policy goaIs for the
 

(hi)I:as the planning process
different sectors of th,. economy' 

allocation and/or d'stribution of resources 

within
 
influenced th 

the outlined eccnomic policy?
 

In relation to the first, the policy goals and their content
 

hid been established outside the planning technocracy. 
They were
 

th. social, economic and
 basically the outcome of the evolution of 


political institutions of the country, often finding 
their roots in
 

the historical matrix that determined th, present-day 
stage of
 

Thus, perception of Venezuelan economic development
development. 

in terms of the past (Pomez era, agrarian reform, and the 

rural
 
was for economic diversi
poverty issue, import substitution and the n;:ed 


fication through industrialization, broadening 
of the whole educa

tional s'stfl, expansion of ;erployimant opportunities, etc.).
 

sl.,O's we;r2 alre.Ody part of the ideo.
rhese planning goals of the 


logical baggage of most political parties and firmly 
entrenched
 

within the middle class "!eGtanschauvn9 of the national 
elites. 

them only as a type of neo-orthodoxy in modern-
COREIPLAii expoundud 
day development jarion.
 

Concerning the. second criteria--rational allocation of scarce
 

the pl anniog agency became quite pro
resources--the influence of 

Two factors

nounced and in certain quart,.;rs, even effective. 


probably accounteo. for this: the prestige of t','agency because 

of its close attachment to the president's office, and the image
 
was able to create for itself
 of seriousness and objectivity that it 


through scholarly pronouncements and presentation of 
its arguments
 

by its technical and executive staff.
 

In thu government sphere, the firm implementation of the 

an cx:n"le of the successful actions of program-budg.t system is 

CORDIILH. The installation of -;iany intergovrnmental boards or
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committees for handling specific problem areas is another example
 
of the agency's work, such as tha .4.ltional later Resources Committee,
 
the Agrarian Reform Coordination Committee, the Aajaguas Irrigation
 
Project Joint ".dministrative Board, the Comraittee for Metallurgical
 
Industries and the various r , .ional dev,.:lopmrit .n.1encies.
 

The establishei government investment targ.ts, the composition
 
thereof, and th,. avoidance of costly duplication of expenditures
 
was another area in which COR)IPLA1J was rather successful. In
 
other words, its impact on thu work done by oporational agencies
 
was strongly felt, forcing executives to formulate special programs
 
and policies within the general policy framework established in
 
the development plan.
 

"Taking a still 
larger view of CORDIPLAN's role, it has been
 
a major promoter and salesman of the development 'mystique.'"6 4
 

The agency was abl; to stimulate debate and commentaries on a large
 
variety of economic and social issues, making especially strong
 
cmph.isis on the dwindling petrolum reserves and the need to promote
 
rationally conceived policies that would replace that 
resource as
 
the prime development promoter. The plan became the center point
 
for m,-aningful and frank discussions between even the most antagon
istic eintities. tith ever-increasing frequency it was cited by
 
political parties., labor unions, economic pressure groups, and
 
other segments of society, thus crating a consciousness of the
 
urgency of employin~i rational moans for accelerating development
 
in view of dwinJlinL. Petroleum res. rves.
 

The presence of CORDIPLAA officials became more frequent in
 
meetings between pending economic inter~est groups, such as the
 
Juntas de "roduccion, and often the intervntion of the a=/ency
 
was asked to settle conflicting interests.
 

Thus. the rol.. of CORlIPL,:! was that of a teacher, politician,
 
diplomat and promoter of a new planning mystique and consciousness
 
rather than the promoter of a specific :-lan. Its success cannot
 
be attributed as much to its work in economic a-nnlysis as to Its
 
role as a promotier of the imperative nocess ity te :Kike economic 
decisions within a framework of developmental rationzale. 

,'t first, the effects of the central planniny system on the 
dicision-mnakinj process and implementation procedures in the agri
cultural sector were pirtially neutralized by the main ngencies 
concerned with agricultural policy. The political coalitions that 
were necessary for the .,D party to yp)v.-rn had a strong influevce 
on this. In adlition, the long tradition of centralized authority 
within each aguncy where the ciief executive considured himself 
a supreme master hindered central planning. 
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the Office for Farm Development in the Irrigation Systems (ODASIR),
 
the Agro-Industrial Commission, thc Fondo Nacional de Cafe y Cacao,
 
the ;'.ational Marketing Commission, the oiftional Fund for Agricul
tural Research, the Fund for Cotton Development, the Fund for
 
Fruit Development, and the Agrarian Reform Coordination Committee.
 
Although it is difficult to ascertain the number of these special
ized bodies in existence, becausa of the provisional nature of
 
somc of them, by 1965 there were approximately fifteen of them 
that carried out a regular working program, and at least thirteen
 
additional ones that conv-ned rather irregularly. 

The three basic :jricultur.l s 't',r ;.,v.rn.v.nt n,3inci-s and 
their structures w.re all diruct descendants of agencies of the
 
late 1930's. !Ihile the internal administrative structure of the
 
.Agrnrian Institute had been substantially changed to meet the
 
requirements of the new agrarian reform program, the internal
 
organization of the .!inistry of Agriculture and Agricultural Bank
 
remained amazingly similar to the ones of some twenty years earlier.
 

Thus, the M.inistry's main problem-solving approach was through
 
specialized offices, called directions, dealing with specific fields
 
of competence (extension, research, animal husbandry, engineering,
 
natural renewable resources and agricultural economics). If the
 
need for a new service arose, it was grafted onto one of the existing
 
directions. So, for example, the establishment of a national
 
cadaster system became the responsibility of the Direction of
 
Natural Renewahle Resources, as well as a widely expanded ocean 
fishing and national parks program. Similarly, the special cattle
 
development credit program (Plan Ganadero) was administered by the
 
anim.l husbandry direction (Di-7accion dzCGanaderia), and the simul
taneously conceived coffee and cacao progr.m became' attached to 
the extension direction. The dishursement of funds and recuperation 
of the individual loans was undertaken by th Agricultural Bank. 

Knowledgeable insiders at the .linistry of Agriculture insist 
that the organization of that agency has been largely determined by 
the professional associations (colegios rofesionales) that consider 
the different directions as their domain. So, for example, foresters 
lay claim to the '?irectionof Renewable Resources and opposed its 
reorganization or the nomination of a nonforuster as its director. 
The .lireccion de Ganaderia has been the traditional fiefdom of 
veterinarians, who not only have openly rejected the transference 
of some of its divisions to other directions within the Ministry-
extension, for example..but have opposd the incorporation in its 
st3 '"f of animal husb.andry technicians, a profession not taught 
in t6 Venezuelan universities. The conflicts between these associa
tions within the linistry has en a constant source of friction 
that has made needed restructurinly extremely difficult. As a direct 
consequence of all this, all modiFication attempts since the 1960's
 
have been haphazard, amounting only to name changes in many cases.
 
The opposition encountered in the ilinistry of Agriculture to the 
reforms proposed by the Public ",dministration Commission can largely
 
be attributed to these professional associ, tions.
 

Preceding page blank 
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Nevertheless, the level of profossionalization throughout the
 

Ministry of Agriculture has continued to increase since the middle
 

of the 1950's, largely ns a result of the increasing numbur of
 
the output of universities and
technlcinns that b.came available as 


vocational schools expanded.
 

In the l9;:,0's a distinction !becamaclear in the Ministry of
 

to which of the twio 'asic s,-.ctors should recelve
Agriculture as 

resources. The commercial agriculture sector continu-d to receive
 

in order to increasu its lovoproductive
somu of tic st.nte's resources 

the s.ar.. poverty-ridden campesino
efficiency. But, at time, tlit.. 


sector obtained increasing attention and resource assignments within
 
iere the representathe framework of the agrarian reform program. 


tives of the campesinos, through the Federacion Campesina de Venu

zuala, cam.. to exercise a dlirect influence on problem-solving
 

procedures.
 

The ,.Agrarian Reform Latw.i of 1%:_0 

The agr'rinn reform lat of 190. hereafter referred to as the
 

intense public discussion and the
Law, was preceded not only by an 


nomination of broad commissions to p-cpare the legislation, "ut also
 
Instituto
by an intensified land settlement program carried out by the 


Agrario l-acional, based on the -irarinstatute of 1049.
 

! .,griculture,In 1953, the government, through the :Ministry 


nominated a large and ideologic3lly vried commission to undertake
 

an inquiry into existing agrorinn probloms, with the purpose or
 
The
presenting a proposed agrarian reform law to the executive.

6 6 


Agrarian Reform commission divided itself into four subcommissions
 

for working purposes: legal, economic, social and ajro-technical.
 

'"ithin th,. group were representatives Qf all major parties and of
 

almost all 
social and economic intcrests. There was the Archbishop 

of Caracas, th :,co:innnder of the 1uardia Ilacional of th Army, 

respected university profussors, the ho:,d of the Federacidn Camnpesina 

de Venezuela, representatives of FEDEC! ,' ARAS, the ovner of the 

lagrgest sujar nterpris.' in the countr,, public officials, politically 

independant lnwyers, e-)nd promin.2nt businessmen and figanciers. Even 

two foreign economic .ndvisors of the 1tinistry of A\griculture became 

actively engaged in it. The work of the four subcommissions was
 

coordinated by an outspoken ,conomist--a member of the Communist
 
party.
 

The outcom. of the research and dcliheration of such a hetero

geneous group ,,s nucessari ly a compromise. However, the three
 

previous agrarian reform lu-oislntirns were contained i.1 many
 
features of the lSQTO Law. Thus, a certain legal continuity was
 

r.aintined, aithough new elenments appeared to b. influ,.nced by
 

th:- recent devel. 2mental consciousness that was quite ,;trong among
 
the memnbers of the economic subcommission.
 



One of the most distinctive features of th( 1960 Venezuelan
 
agrarian reform legislation is the procedure prescribed for
 
distribution of land amon.g the peasantry. Unliku othcr Latin
 
American agrarian laws, wh-re the initiative for distribution 
emanates from the iuthorities h4o decide which land should be 
subdivided and among which persons, the Law explicitly places
 
the initiative on the farmers (Chapter li-Articles 93-101). 
They, either InJividually or in association, petition for a
 
specific property or piece of land, mnakinj a specific Indication
 
If It is not fulfilling its 'soci-l function." The petition pro
cedures are rather simple, indicating the name, age, number of
 
dependents of the petitioner, etc.' T.ie petition has to be verified
 
by the IA;'s field office within ninety days and has to be sent 
to the head office In Caracas where a decision is made according 
to th,- Ie...l situation of the land and the financial possibilities
 
for acquisition. Ince the petition has been granted, the campesinos
 
elect an administrative committee among themselves which serves
 
as liaison on administrative matters bet.,een the newly established
 
settlement (asntamiento) and the Agrari-In Institute. In practice,
 
the administrative committeeIs functions have been taken over
 
by the sindicetos.
 

This ,)rocedure has -een responsible for the pecullir dynamics
 
of the Vene.zuelan land distrl!.ution process. Through it, peasants

have become directly inv'olved In the agrarian question and it has
 
greatly facilitated the politizaition of the camplsino by the Federa
clon Care.-)esina de V.nezuela. The organization of the landless 
peasants in agrarian syndicates almost aLways preceded the petition 
for land, thus makin3 syndicaliztion quit,-- pilatable to the indi
vidualistic campesino. At the early stages of the reform, wh,;n 
the Agrarian Institute simply could not hndle the avalanche of 
petitions, the syndicates of the cam-c-sin:)s took rnatL,.rs into 
their own hands and took the land over (invasions), disregarding 
procedures outliner! in the La.,j. 

TheJRol of th:..Fle:eracion Campesina de Venezuela in.,'Ararian Reform 

In 195,l the FCV had orgnnized 130 syndicates with 4,536 
members, which accounted for 16 percent of all labor unions operating 
in the country. The following year, 732 syndicates were operating 
with 39,000 members, and in 1960, when the rgrarian reform was 
promulgated, there were l,"13 rural unions with 3i,000 affiliates, 
th,.t comprised 68 percent of all the syndicates of Venezuela. By
 
19(,5, the Federacion Campesina controlled almost 3,510 syndicates,
with ever 171,O110 nmmbers, which compris,d almost three-fourths 
of all nitional unions.
 

The Feduracid'n ^am,)csina, at th;, national level, is governed 
by the ;lational Executivea Conmmitto.i (CEiN), which is elected by the 
4 ;;egatus it the national conventions that take place approximately 
every three ye-ars. 4At the state level, the prevoiling organization 
is called a Sccional and Is govcrne:J usually by a fivw-man executive 
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committee. Members of these committees are elected in regional
 
conventions by representative delegates of the local unions. These
 

are Ooverned by a fivw-mam-er Junta Directiva.
 

The Fuderation's role in tho rural problem-solving of Venezuela
 

through the agrarian reform progr3m was that of a 'feed-back problem
 

formation-transmission system" from the Individual campesino,
 

leader, to the higher echelons of the Federation's
through his local 

structure (seccionales and headquarters). "Thc. campehierarchical 

sino who lives in the probiem-environment Is In a more valid 

position to gncrate such feedLack than any other system pnrtici

pant .. . ."67 i;ut the efficiency of the feedback information 
or efficiently the localtransmission is conditioned on how well 


sindicato loader calls the attention of the higher-ups to the
 

specific problem situation.
 

At the interm-2,11inte level of this feedback through the
 
be solved through
lccionalos, sev-ril of the specific problems can 


the direct and formal lUnkigos that exist with other public agents
 

of the proble,-solving system--Agricultural Bank, Instituto Agrario,
 

.Ministryof Agriculturc (all of these also have regional offices)-

or through informal connections that exist between regional campe

sino leaders and novrnment buraucrats. If these ara of the same
 

party, the proble.m solution I;unctions rath(:r rapidly. So, for
 

of the reform, IAJ officials
example, during the first y'.nrs 

knowing th;. relative slowness of the petitioning process often
 

same
encouraged local leaders (who, by the .way, belonged to the 


party--they wore comp..feros) to invade private estates, in the
 
knowledge that the Institute would not proceed to evict the
 

farmers, and thei'r ne 'ly acquireJ possession of the land would
 

be sooner or lat.r rc.cognized. In some states, campesino loans
 

had to be petitioned through the local leader at the re3gional
 

offico of r.'P, wlher.. the petitions were screened by a campesino
 

credit committe-, in which the FCV had official representation.
 

Theare are many inore instances that could be pointed out, whoro a 
close linkng; existeJ between the Fderation and other agents of 

thQ rural problem-solvingsystem. U;evertheless, where no formal 

feedback system was establish,d, the intensity at the regional 

level was largely conditioned !)y tile personal initiative of the
 
FCV leaders. "!here these were strongly motivated, the d hoc
 
system functioned s.tisfactorily.
 

If a problem could not be resolved at the regional level,
 

the problem situation, or information, was transmitted towards
 

headquarters of the FC1I in Caracas, which then initiated action
 

in the government agencies. 1aatlonal loaders, having personal
 

connections or direct access through the multi-party system to
 

high govwrnment administrntors, were able to pass the problem
 

Information to them, and wure in a nosition to obtain responses
 

to their requests. These national leaders devoted a considerable
 

amount of their en,.rnies to try to solvw local problems brought
 

to their attention.
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Powell suggests that feedback communication channels through
 
the established government bureaucracy were not employed because
 
that "system seems relatively unresponsik, to these reports-
that is, does not take them into account in subsequent behavior-
they do not constitute feedback."' 3 '.!ithout doubt, although an
 
Ideological, personal and nd hoc institutional linkag. do,3s exist 
between regional FCI leader'sandpublic administration officials
 
in the orovinces, action through the proper channels has always
 
been unbelievably slow because of Inefficiencies prevalent in the
 
state's bureaucracy and because of administrative irartia and
 
dilution of responsibility.
 

,ithin this problem situation, then, the FCV acted as a rather
 
efficient "institutionalized brokerage vehicle" during the first 
stages of the reform. The local leader, most of the time a spon
taneous social phanorenon, emerged during a period when the basic
 
aspirations of his rural community wi.re simple, namely, a piece
 
of land and some money to till it. Once this aspirational horizon 
was reached, the local leader quite often became inadequate to 
fulfill the more complex functions expected of him--namely, 
obtaining and channelizing the stat(--'s assistance to Increase, 
on the ona side, th3 economic productivity of his clientele, and 
on the other, to improve social conditions. The pressures exerted 

by the FCV to obtain land and scrvices for campesinos conflicted 

with t% n.hility ," tie nntion t) rovi'e sorvicds Oxt~nde, b9 law. 

The Law emphasizes the obligation of the state to provide
 
agricultural credit regulariy, preferably supervised, and every
 
beneficiary of the Law has the right to obtain said cr(.dit either
 
as an individual or through an association (Articles 109]-10). 
Furthermore, the state is obligated to provide all necessary
 
infrastructure in the ne\.'ly-cr:.-ted sittlement--including housing-
in order to insure the ,conomic success of the3 projects (Article
79). 

'hi le these principles undoubtedt'y are in line with the 
noble objectivs put forward in the Law, they imply an expenditure 
of gigqntic m.agnitude, probably not realized by tha well-meaning 
legislators, but which served, nevrthluss, to lead to an ox
trernely important program of thu IA;,.-thc "consolidation'' schemes. 

In relation to expropriation of privatQ estates, the concept 
of "social functions" lays a pivotal role (Articles 19-23). 
Only land that is not fulfilling its :social functions" can be 
,expropriated. Fivu criteria have to be mat for this fulfillment': 

a) Land has to be efficiently "exploited so that all pro

duction factors are employed rationally;
 

b) 'o absc:ntee owvnership and management is taking place; 
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c)	The natural resources of the property are being properly
 

protected against erosion and mismanagement;
 

Is complying with existing labor law requirements;
d) The owner 


o) The property is registered in the national cadas '.r.
 

functinn concept and "incompatibleContrnry to th( social 
lands arc kept idle, as well

with the national-well beingi; are that 
as 	ones that are exploited through sharecropping or other 

indirect
 

The social function of property as operatively
tenzre systems. 
 Law becomes the legal
concoivel In the Vanezuelan Agrarian Reform 
corner3tone on which this legislation isbased, and represents 

a
 

substantial modification in '!en'-zuela's jurisprudence, where the 
late as
 

absolute rights theory was upheld by a superior court 
as 


concept making land ownership subject1911. The "social function" 
to certain social obligations introduced i completely new dimension 

in the country's agrarian question.
69 

The Law isvcery specific on the inexpropriability of estates
 
dever

that are fulfilling their "social function" (Article 26). 

no 	 lands of public

theless; expropriation can only take place when 
proper

ownership are available (national, municipal and other rural 

There are maximum
 

ties of state ovnership) (A;rticles 10-12). 


property size limits that are also inexpropriable, varying 
according 

to soil conditions from 15,0 hectrres for first class land to 5,000 

for s,-'vcnth class land (.,rticles 29 and 198).her.tares 

7,afore proceeding with expropriation, according to the pro
existing Law on Expropriation for Public
 ceedin7s established in th: 


',grarian Institute has to try to reach a frienCly/
Utilit!, the 


th.e own-r (Article 35). Expropriated owners mayagreement with 	 Thse "reserveas"land for their use. 
keep a minimum amount of 

percent l'hen the land is localized in
 can be reduced up to 50 

areas of hi.2h demographic pressuro.
 

Detailed provisions are established 
in rolation to financing
 

methods inorder to compansat; partially expropriated 
properties,
 

incur a public debt by issuing
allowing the Agrarian Institute to 


agrarian bonds (Articles 172-179). Thrje types of bonds were
 

a1IoWed in the original legislation: "Class C," the most
 

favorable ones, which ar, transferrable, with a yield to be
 
and their value to b: redeemablecon, itlons,established by market 

in ton years. 'Type ;"bonds are non-regotiable, yield four percent
 

3nnually, and .i.ture infifteen years; and "Type A" bonds, also
 

non.-negoti.n.1le, with three percent yearly interest 
and becoming
 

Thea amount of 'bonds paid for comrede,.;mable aftiir twenty ylars. 
pensation is in inverso rronortion to the value of the property.70
 

provisions, nevertheless, were changed inpractice
Th Initial 

as budgetary liitatlions m.de itvery difficult for the Agrarian
 

Institute to mnot the cash requir,;ments. "Class C" bonds were used
 

as 	 part of the stipulated cash payments. 
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The Agrarian Reform Commission provided an Initial target
 
figure of 35n,000 families that would become the beneficiaries of
 

the program, although no cbar axplanation is available as to how 

that figure was obtained.71 In 19(:) the /%grarian Institute cal
culated that 221,001 families did not own any land -t all or that 
the size of their narcel %iisbelow ten hectares, and thus they 
were able to obtain the 1,anefits of tha program. Detailed figures
 
we.re oresented for each municipio on a statewide basis.72 Finally,
 

census
the ambitious CEI!DES-CIDA study troup employing the 1 6l 

figures presented two extreme hypotheses. The first one included
 
all salaried farm workers and the second only 50 percent of them.
 
The calculations showed totals of 384.2 thousand families or
 
264.4t thousand famili s.73
 

These figures indicate that the problem to be solved was quite
 

large, but by no muans insurmountable, given the broad land base
 

available and the largeness of te state's resources.
 

The Agrarian Institute, when it initiat-d Its program in 1960
 

under the new Law, proposed a thrce-stage approach to solving the
 

problem. The purpose of its first stage was to be to "stop the 
providing peasants with their
 

own land. The second stage wculd consist of "stabilizing the
 

families that have received land" by providing them with credit,
 

housing and technical assistancu, and last, to "convert thr." campesino
 

Into an ictive factor within tha economic development of the country"
 

through special production plans that would result in small and
 
redium-sized entrenreneurial farms, as well as cooperatives.74 In
 

other words, the implementation of the program was optimistically
 

conceived as a smooth transition of the technologically backtard
 

subsistence pcasant toward an economically productive farme-r throuJh
 
the application of the three agrarian reform precepts: larid,
 
credit and technical assistance.
 

campesino exodus to the cities" j',y 

For 60, the Institute calculated that 10,000 families would
 

be settled in such an orderly manner, but it turned out that it
 

was aval3nched by *iround 55,000 petitions, and at the Qnd of the
 
year 24,116 of th._se netitions had been granted, and the Famili.s
 

supposedly settled. !3ecause the administrative structure of the
 

Institute was not abie to cope with such a volume, land distribution
 
took place without regard for procedure established in the Law,
 
such as technical studies of thei land, establishment of administra

tive committees in the new settlements, careful subdivision of rh'
 

land in individut.l parcels of appropriate size, etc.. As a cons,'

quence, essential technical settlement criteria were completely
 
disregarded and the result in most of these newly created asunta

mientos was one nf chaos and discrder. The situation was even
 
further complicate-1 when expectant campesinos became ,.npati,;nt
 
at delays in fulfilling their petitions and invaded private estates,
 
regardless of whether or not they ware protected by the "social
 
function" clauses of th.:; Lat%. These invasions were usually quickly
 
formalized by the government, through expediting payments to thu
 
former owners.
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Land was handed over to the directors of loc'al syndicates
 
In much-publicized formal ;,Jabrations, but thereafter the campesinos 

had to declde b%, th' selves hott the land would be divided among them. 

Th-C 1gricul':ural '.;ank (n.P), also under jrort political 
pressure to satisfy too evor-incr, asinh d.eman," for campesino loans, 

and also witth an inadequate administrativ, structure,and experience, 

had to cope ,ith this unprce:untud demand for its survices. It 

applied improvised systems that disregarded the most basic principles 

of finnncinl prudence:. Its pro2ram w.s oft:,n jokingly referred to 

Fnrih de. los Cr. itos, (The Credit FFir). Act only did
as "l.a 
this administrative irresponsibility lead the BAP to the brink of 

bankruptcy, but It.caused d.r,,. indebtedness arong campesinos, which 
in later years taxc;luded them from the bank's services. Loans were 

giv.n almost froely, without /nycontrol. .Asa result, the 

consumer -eods-.tnrvwd campesino, already exposed to the niceties
 

of urban life through mass communication, finally saw a chLnce to
 

partilly fulf;ll somna of his consumption aspirations. ills newly

received land wnt unattended, or was cultivated with the primitive
 
techniques of his ancestors.
 

Probabl'* the most disquieting aspect of the first two tumultuous
 

years of the nararian reform' implementation ws the continuous.
 
occurrence of land invasions whilch not only caused open friction
 
betwe(.n commercihl pressure groups and t'nt;
-ov.rnmcnt, but gave the
 

impression that the oro.ram had as its nurpose th. destruction of 

uxisting prosperous farms. .atinoff and Rios7_5 calculated that 
betwean 195' and 1_191 "approximately 40 percent of .1l the land 

purchased [by If;J] had been previously invadud -,7the peasants, 

which amounts to approximately sixty to seventy of the respectiva 

farms." In some st-tes where th:! iioasantr'/ was ;',Ktter organized 

in cohesivu syndicat.,s, such as :\rague, CaraboEo, %Thracuy,Trujillo 

and Zuli,!, almost 'O,.nercent ,f tie forms purchased by lA had been 

previously invned.J-K) lovertatless, invasions in 1962 w.re very 
fei1, and after l they ceased completely. 

Althou.!h the; Fc..leraci..in C'mrnesina de Venezuela in 195.), during 

its first nationnl conv;ntion, solemnly stated it would respect 

the-- content of the cominj .nrarian reform lan and.would actively 
support agencies ,:ntrusted with its implementation, it was not able 
to control illegil actions of its 3ffiliats.
 

The basic motiv for th,; occurrence of those invasions can be 
found in awakoned aspirations for land in the campesinos following 
t:he active discussion of the coming law for almost to years, the 
rapid organization of the- syndicates by the FCV under the slogan of
 

"Tierra Dara l cam;nesino," -nd the impatienco of thc peasantry 
with th:. l eta, but slo;, procedures of the IA. 



In 1961, the numbt:r of settled families came to 11,074 and 

the Agrarian Institute invested 'Os. 5*..7 million in infrastructure 
in the ncwly-creteJ s.ttlements, a noticeable decrease from the 

This was a reflection of two circumstinces: first,previous year. 
as part of the antirceassion policies of the governm..nt, the budget 

of the agency wns curtailed from 3s. 190.5 million in 1960-01 to 

U.s. 	 139.3 million the following year. Second, conflicting ideo-
IAW and the flamlogies and personalities of the pre.,sident of the 

boyant Ramdn Q(uijada, m:mber of the directorate of the Ogency and 

at the sam: time oresident of the FCV, became pronounced. As a 

result, no land was 	 distriibuted for several months during that 
crisis of the land reform agency was a reflectionyear. The internal 


of th,_e growing split that wras occurring within the AD party.
 

.uljada asked for a more rapid and radical distribution of private
 

property, while the president of IAN, a sympathizer of the conserva

tiv:. wing, showed preference for strict application of the Law. 

'hen the split in AD was finally formalized, .uljada had to 

leave the dire-ctorate of IAHl and eventually was even outmaneuvered 

from his controlling r.-sltion in the FCV. The Agricultural Bank, 

which w.as =xperLencing increasing financin! difficulties came 
under a new cost-conscious management, which put an end to the 
previous lax lending practices, although it di'd not curtail the
 
total amount of funds lent to the campesino sector.
 

A's open criticism mounted against the agrarian reform pr.)qram, 
the ",inistry of lgriculture tried to h:,ve a stronger voice and 
levcara in the. affairs of ,.N. For that purpose., and at the end 

of 19-V), the Agrariin Reform Coordinat'on Commission was estab
lished, but it was not accepted by the ;igrarian Institute, and
 

its existence was ev.-:n ignored in the annual reports of that agency. 

,%fter 19'2, the program's implmenatntlon underwent consider

able modifications, 	caused in part by reduction of its budget and
 

in part by nominating a more cautious directorate as an outcome 
of congressional hzarings.
 

The split of th-e AD party brought about a loss of parliamentary 
and when at the end of 1962 the budgetmjority for thi government, 

of IAIi for the coming year was again severely curtailed, a new 
implementation policy had to be devised. For 1963 the Agrarian 

Institute r;ceived an approprintion of only Ls. 107.8 million, 
the lowest since IT58. 

The reasons for this curtailmcnt were quite obvious. Ilith
 
the upcoming presidential election in the following year, AD's
 
power in the rural areas tws faared, and increased budgetary
 
aopropriations for the aijrarian rcform agencies would have increased
 

this strength ve;n furth.-r. So, a mixture of pre-electioneering 
considerations, and 	genuine concern with poor mnagement and waste, 
caused this reduction.
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Also, during 1962, the doors were opened at the Agrarian
 
Institute to the Commission of Public Administration inorder to
 
straighten out the disorderly administrative structure and pro
ceedings of the Institute.
 

To summarize, the 1961-63 years in the 	program's implementation
 

can be consldorcd as a pcarlod of administrative readjustment
 

during which Initial emphasis on rapid and massive distribution
 

at all costs came to an end. Rationally conceivad investment
 

programs started to make their apponranca, priority was given to
 
public lands in the distributive phase of the program, attention
 

was given to disentangling and controlling the chaotic tenure
 

conditions in public land areas of recent settlemant, and the
 

first timid steps ware undertaken to rationalize administrative
 
procedures. Land invasions came to an end.
 

The followinj official fijures give an 	indication of the
 

magnitude and expenditures incurred during the 1959-1963 period:
77
 

i!umber of families settled: 66,428 

Mumbor of settlements 703 

Total aroa distributed: 1.67 million hectares 
of which: 

912,000 	hectares were former
 
private property, and
 

758,000 hectores came from
 
state lands.
 

Total settlement costs: Is. 511.5 	million, of which:
 

Bs. 291.7 million were for
 
land purchases, and
 

Ds. 219.5 million for infra
structure investment
 
(consolidation of
 
settlements).
 

Tenancy regulation: 14,353 	families received
 
titles on
 

233.5 thousand hectares
 
of land.
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In 1963, President Leoni initiated his four-year period of
 
government with a small precarious majority of AD, and had to form
 
a coalition with two othur oartles (URD and F.!D), COPEI having
 
been excluded.
 

A new government also meant a now directorate for the Agrarian
 
Institute. Substantl31 improvements bccame noticeable during this
 
period with regard to procedures, administrative control, planning
 
and coordination with other agencies. Technification at almost all
 
levels became quite noticeable, but so did bureaucratization. Uhile
 
the lAH's administration characterized itself during its first
 
years by its improvisation, haste, instability and internal disorder,
 
after 154 itmoved into calmer waters, acquiring the complacent air
 
of other and older government agencies. The optimistic and almost
 
revolutionary f.rvor of its first years disappeared.
 

The aims of the land policies of the ew administration were
 
quite clearly stated in the 11.64 annual report of IXI:7 8
 

1. Expropriation of private productive estates that are ful
filling their social function will take place only under very
 
special circumstances;
 

2. Priority will be given to the "purchasu of private
 
property farms that have been occupied and worked for many years
 
by campesinos, inorder to lc~aiize their precarious tenure;'
 

3. Preference will b.- given to public lands in the distributive
 
process;
 

It. Attempts will be mada to create a more idequate land base
 
in those asontamientos that lack sufficient land, by using private
 
or public land when necessary Inorder to ensure the project's
 
economic feasibility.
 

The last point isan open recognition of the precariousness of
 
many projects because of the lack of planning that characterized
 
the first years of the program.
 

The new policy gave special emphasis and priority to establishing
 
the basic overhead social capital in the asentamicntos, and intensiva
 
programs were initiated in areas of deforestation, road-building,
 
housing, etc. ror these purposes the Institute neuzded external
 
financial nssistance from the Inter-American iOevplopment Dank,
 
and a joint orogram was established. The agency, by 1967, was
 
engaged In the following specific activities:79
 

1. Land acquisition (277 thousand hectares of public and 102
 

thousard hectares of private Innd).
 

2. Land distribution (14,100 families).
 



3. Cadaster on public lands and within existing asentamientos.
 

It. Titulations for sttlac peasants and squatters on public
 

lands (3,40n titles).
 

5. "Physical consolidation' (infrastructure investments and 

programs amounted to Ps. 49.4 million in 1967). 

0. Joint Il-ID; program, oiving heavy .-mphasis to investments 

in irrigation systanms. 

7 'Zocion-conomic consoli.lation" which consisted of the 

fol 1o.n. projc ts: 

a) "Maiz, . plan," a jointly executed special credit program 
uiAP;to incroas, .sentamiento s? corn yi=.,Ids, with -MAC and 


b) "Ground '!uts Plan,' similar to the aforementioned, but
 

on 	a smller scele;
 

c) 	 Certific.d -aize Seed Production Program, also directed 
at increasing yields; 

one animald) 	"i!ntional Cov: Plan" to provide peasants with 
for hine milk consumption; 

e) 	 -1reeding farms for qoats and beef cattle. 

had8. "Socio-Economic -Oraanization and Orientation" which 

the following projects:
 

n) Self'improvem'nt of rural housing;
 

b) ooperativs (;,ress cnmpesinas);
 

c) ;:ommuni ty-"dev- lonmrcnt schenes.
 

To undertake such 2n extensive program in an orderly manner, 
took pl3ce within IAl, mostseveral administritiv.a restructurinjs 

notably the estahlishm,.nt of a planning and hudget office, the
 

Division of Land (')otncin.) ind tho Division of Consolidation. 

a unified manner with questions
The Land )Ivision dealt in 

related to land purciases and exproorintion, subdivision, titliza

latter division handledtion, valuation ind cr0ast,r, while the 
all questions related to providing the required infrastructure
 
for the nrojects.
 

Stotew.ide agrarian r:;formi coordination committees, In which
 

the other agricultur.il aU.;ncies participated, were zstablishd
 
The CI;,2A (The Center for Training andthroughout the ccuntry. 


Appli.A Research in ',-rari3n R2eform), a CORDirL%:l-promoted agency 

http:agricultur.il
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to train middle echelon officials on agrarian questions and project
 

formulation, by 1965 started playing an active part in the consoli
so far as to promota and
dation asnects of IAN and oven "ant 


supervise snveral of IAA!'s consoliJation projects.
 

The IAN also actively promoted the supervised credit program
 

of :AP. The much-horalded Tanancy Regulation Plan of 19,2 c3me
 

elmost to a standstill after 1955, because the implementation was
 
was
becoming exceedingly difficult and the manner by which it 


executed left much to be :desird. 
 As the consolidation program
 

received more emphnsis, the concept of solving the problem of
 

squatters by simply providing them with a title lost quite a bit
 

of Its initial appeal. Furth,.rmoro, wh2n consolidation was to be
 

areas where squatting had been legalized, and changes
undertaken In 
of existing farm boundaries bucame necessary, the peasants stronoly 

opposed It. 

Results of tha 1960 .rarian Reform
 

By 1967, according to official figures of the Agrarian Insti

tute, 145,350 peasant families had benefited from the program,
 

and the area employed for settlement came to 3.3 million hectares.
8 0
 

Of these, 1.7 million hectares were of former private ownership
 

and 2.1 million hoctares had been previously public lands.
 

1367 the agrarian reform
The CENDES-CIDA study claims that by 


had benefited 96,273 persons and the area affected by the reform
 

came to 2.7 million hactares of which 1.1 million hectares used to
 

be of national ownership (ejidos and baldfos), and 1.6 million hec

tares of former private esttes.3l Quite obviously, the differences
 

between these two sources is considerable. It Is believed that
 

the CEUiDES-CIDA fioures are more reliable and they will be used
 

in the following paragraphs.
32
 

influence
The land distribution program had in overall moderate 

Nevertheless,
on national land use, as can be seen in Table V,-4. 


more detailed comparisons indicate that 30.5 percent of the
 

in I261 had been used for agrarian reform
useable agricultural area 


purposes by 1967. y including improved pastures and lightly
 

forested areas under useable agricultural urea, this percentage
 

is reduced to 10.0.33
 

In relation to the quality of the land transferred to the
 

agrarian reform program, the CENDES-CIDA study estimated that
 

around 72 percent was agricultural useable land (a similar per

centage to the national average) and of this area (1,228 million
 

hectares), 2.1 porcent was irrigated, 51.1 percent used for dry
 

crops, and the remaining 46.3 percent not utilized but adequate
 

for exploitation.
 

http:paragraphs.32
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TAOLE V-4 

VENEZUELA: AGRICULTURAL AREA AFFECTED BY LAOD REFORM BY 1967
 
AND AGRICULTURAL ,USE BY 1961
 

('lillions of hectares)
 

Tot.il. Ajrarien Mform Land 
2!at i onal i'rcent of 

;atiunalAcricultural ,.ffact.-d 
T(o:7)_TotalLand an 

10.
Total 26. 2.3 


1.1 42.4PublIc 2.7 

Private 23.3 1.7 7.3 

Source: L. Pj,TlilO!F P-1-D P. RIOS, op. !it. 

The foregoing is a reflection of the process employed in
 
As will be recalld, the initiative
the land distribution process. 


for distribution originated with the campesinos' petitions, and
 

during the first years by invading a specific private estate.
 

It isquite obvious that campesinos were mainly interested in
 
infirms that had a high productive
land under production, or 


a much larger
potential. Consequcntly, the agrarian reform had 


effect on existing amr3rian structure than the national averages
 

indicate.
 

A more detailed ralationshin of the reform and its impact 

on existing land use by regions indicates that inareas of low 
'demographic and aoricultiral crop density" (most of the Llanos and
 

Zulla), 39.4 percent of the 1961 crop land was taken over by the 

reform, but only 21.2 norcent in the zones of high density (the 

Andes, Central 3tates and Sucre State).84 This is a reflection 
that more low p)riced land was available in th- regions of "low" 
density and consequently the resistance of landlords was less
 
when expropriation took place. On the other hand, in the states
 
of "high" density, more farms were fulfilling their social functions, 

landlord resistance was higher, and overall private farm size was 

smaller so that many of them vere pre.cluded from any agrarian 
reform action. 

http:State).84
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Another meaningful and essential relationship of the Incidence
 

of the reform on the prob!cm to be solved Is the number of bene

ficiaries in terms of the total peasantry subject to the benefits
 

Sinco there are several estimates as to tha number
of the program. 

in need of land when the reform was
of rural persons that were 


initiated in 1960, th, CENES-CIDA "conservative" estimate of
 
Of these 101,000 were farm
264,453 families will be taken. 


laborers without any land, 12S,000 witi percels below ten hec

tares, and 35,000 with preczrious tenure arrangements (squatters,
 

sharecroppers, etc.).
 

fly 1967, there were 96,273 families that had received land
 

from the Agrarian Institute, being equivalent to 36.4 percent 
of
 

the total 1960 familios subject to the benefits of the program.
 
a considerable number,
Even this estimat, of 9S,O00O families is 


especially in view of the nonviolent characteristics of the reform
 

and the administrative disorder of the first years of the program.
 

Of those 96,000 farmers, 94 percent had individual plots, 4 percent
 

were in cooperatives, and the remaining 2 percent of the bene

ficiaries had received title, and most of these had received It
 
tils process.
since 1964, when tha Institute put great stress on 


Contrary to general belief, itwas not in the more populous
 

regions of the country where the highest number of reform-settled
 

They were more or less evenly distributed
farmers were living. 

among the three regions employed by the CEINDES-CIDA study.
 

The yearly rhythri of settlement was in direct proportion to
 

the budget appropriations of the Institute. During the 1961

1963 period, when these were substanti.lly reduced, the number
 

of settled farmers pr year fluctuated between six and nine
 

thousnnd. For 1960, when IAW received almost Bs. 200 million,
 

17,500 farmers were provided with land, and when IAll's budgetary
 
in 1965, 13,000
allotments increased again, 19,000 were s,ttl-d 


and 11,000 in each of the folicing two years.35
 

The existin) conditions in the reform projects regarding
 

parcels, titles and ownership patterns can be appreciated from
 

r, based on the nationwide CENlDESthe following figures for 19 

CIDA agrarian reform survey.'Rn 

Typeof neficiarics in 1965 [lumber Percent 

Mlth prop.3rty title 13,161 18.33 

"ith parcel but no title 20,356 28.43 

On nonsubdivided land 25,701 35.90 

SU,TOTAL of individual lots 59,218 182.71 

http:years.35
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On collectives 2,474 3.46 

Salaried workers of IAN 1,413 1.97 

SUBTOTAL 63,105 88.14 

Occupants with more than 50 hectares- 2,885 4.03 

Abandoned parcels 5,599 7.82 

GRAND TOT,%L 7,589 100.0 

Undoubtedly, conditions were quite heterogeneous in this
 
,respect, a reflection of the first years' haste in implementing
 
the program. M1oreover, a high number of beneficiaries with
 
individual parcels (54.percent) lacked ownership titles and/or
 

didn't even have the limits of their land clearly established.
 
The almost 3,000 farmers with parcels above fifty hectares can
 

be attributed to settlements undertaken in the Llanos for cattle

raising purposcs, or due to uncontrolled conditions on some projects.
 
According to the above figures, 7.8 percent of the existing farms
 
at the time of the survey had been abandoned by their owners, a
 
figure that undoubtedly is inconstant flux and is closc;v related
 
to thc economic success obtained during the harvest.
 

In general, the size of the individual lots that emerged
 
within the asentamientos seldom was the result of detailed agro
economic studies. Because of the haste of the program, the lack
 
of sufficient and %,ell-trained personnel and because of the absence
 
of income-taroct criteria for the beneficiaries, the size structure
 
of the parcels became one of minifundia.
 

Half of the individual lots ,ere under ten hectares, a size
 
that can only be economically justified with present-day technolo
gies for truck farming or some other type of intensive agriculture.
 
One-fourth of the reform-created farms had a size between ten and
 
fifteen hectares and the remaining 25 percent were larger than
 
fifteen hectares, but only 6.7 percent had areas above twenty-five
 
hectares.
 

Farms in the mountainous region of the country, on the average,
 

tended to be smaller (almost three-fourths of them below ten
 
hectares). In the inturmediate region, only 115 percent had
 
sizes smaller-than ten hectares', and in th, Llanos not even
 
one-third did. These size distributions by regions are largely
 

the outcome of purchasing cost and land scarcity during the program
 
implem.ntation, when peasant pressure was strong.
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Farm size, In order to be economically meaningful, has to be
 

related to cropping patterns, technology employed, capital avail

ability and operator's income. With the given conditions existing
 

In most asentar1entos, in terms of low knowledge of modern farming
 

technology, lack of credit and sufficient working capital (credit)
 

that would permit more intensive cropping uatterns, the income
 
can be
provided by the reform-created farms was uxtremely low, as 


seen inTable V-5.
 

Low farm incomes have obligated a considerable number of
 

beneficiaries to complemant their Income with work outside of
 

their parcel, as farm laborers, storekeepers, construction workers,
 

In a case study of six different asentamientos undertaken
etc. 

by Schuster in 1,064-65,37 in the central part of the country,
 

income came from work undertaken outside
ona-tenth of gross fimily 

the farm. In this study, production credit was considered as an
 

income and amounted to 25.6 percent, and the remaining 64 percent
 

of the income came from farm operations. Similar conclusions
 

are reached in th. CEiIDES-CIDA sample survey, where the national
 
3,373 per annum, and
 average farm gross income amounts to Bs. 


nonfarm family income obtained comes to Bs. 1,645 per annum.38
 

TABLE V-5
 

1965AGRARIAN REFORM BENlEFICIA.RIES 1ET FARM 111COiE DISTRIBUTION, 

Farm Incoa, (;s.!family) 
Less than -1.'0C 1,00 ;lore tian 

4,000
"-,000 to to
4,000____+l,YY) 

405 172
Number of families 78 518 


Percentage 6.6 44.2 34.5 14.7
 

-445 1,924 31501 11,224 3,554a
 Family income (0s.) 


ational averag,;. 

Source: CF1!ES-CIDA, 4ational Survey, 1565 (Trabajo 'No. 15). 

http:annum.38
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Schuster found that indebtedness was extremely high in the 
six settlements, although a considerable variation "-as noticeable 
among them. Excluding one project where farmers had just received 
long-term supervised credit loans, average indebtedness per
 
campesino camie to :Is. 3,170, w!Tich is siginificantly high in view 
of the fact that annual net family income amounted to ds. 4,h09.8G 
Over half of total indebtedness (58 percent) origjinated in unpaid 
production credit loans obtined fron the Agricultura' iank. 

Fixed -indworkini canitril at the beneficiaries' disposition 
was very low. In four of the nsentamicntos it was below Us. 9,000 
and. in the remoinin.1 two, it was Bs. 12,307 and 15,030. 1I1cause 
of the 'deconmodizatin:' of land received by the beneficiaries of 
the agrarian reform, it w.nas excluded from the, inve;ntory In 
Schuster's surv;y. Th-, percentage distribution of existing 
capital, and the categories employed can be seen from the following 
list: 

•atqorj Percent 

.A13l I i n.1 52.17 

Other constructions 3.62
 

Land im:irovements 2.50
 

SU !TOT"L 53.2")_ 

Tractors 26.40
 

110h IcIas 3. 41 

SY.I3TOT:'%L 30.. 8 

Lives tock. 10.73 

TOT,;L 100.00 

If dwellings are .xlude, the survey points out, existing 
capita.l in three of th projects reaches figures between ;is. 2,500 
and Is. 890 per fnrner. In two of the. other settlement projects, 
capital receive'd through official credit programs (machinery, 
barns, fences, etc.) played a decisive role in tic existing 
structure. In only one asentamiento had existing capital been 
mostly from savings and reinvestment ofprofits. Mhis indicates
 
that the rate of capital accumulation had been decisively influ
encei by officiml credit programs, for in those asontamientos that
 
did riot benefit from medium-term credit programs for machinery
 
purch-se and/or construction of barns and land improvcments,. 
capital formation v.,s extremcly slow, at rates of below Us. 800 
per yeiar. 

http:4,h09.8G
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The Intensity of utilization of the plot throughout 
the year
 

availability

was basically conditioned by the following factors: 


of working capital (credit), amount of capital, types of crops
 
Since r,iatively few
 

used, and availability of irrigation. 


asentamlentos had irrigation schemes, and dry season cropping 
was
 

very limited, nost production took place during the r3iny season.
 

types of crops that ware planted were influenced, 
to a very


Th 

largo degree, by the amount of short-term production credit
 

was rather
B;ecause credit available 	throujh the ;;AP

received. 

limited, even through the campesino credit 

,program,reform bene

ficlarles were obligated to concentrate on 
crops that required
 

-elatively little r-.roduction credit, such as the traditional
 

crops of maize, tubers and beans. S.ontraditional cropping patterns
 

the exception. Furthermore, because of the
 on asentamientos t-ero 

reduce2-amount of Individual loans, evon for traditionnl crops,
 

as fertilizer,

the employment of yield-increasing inputs such 


improv,.d seeds,, herbicides, etc., was extremely 
Iimi ted.
 

Although no.comprcoensive evaluation is yet -available on a
 
r-source utilization
 

national scale of the oroductive structure 
nnd 


indi
scale in the as..ntamientos, all available information tends to 


these projects were low and that
 cate that productivity levels on 

few traditional


production patterns tended to concentrate on i 
The size
 

crops that do not allow a sustained increase of 
income. 


.ith prevailing patterns of traditional crops
of the holdings, 
 for
 
agriculture, pres,-nt almost insurmountable difficulties 


substantial income improvements.
 

1t thi, same time, different crop patterns with higher 
income
 

producing capacities require better-skilled farming 
methods and
 

The supply of thesu could be incruasad in Venezuela
 
more credit. 


a relatively short period of t;.ie by increasing the efficiency

In 	

the lending practices
of the (oxteansion service and rustructurin 

shown that changing and
 

of tho 3AP. but post ,;experience has 
reforming the administrative capacity of the state 

is by no means 

an easy task. 

Out what is probably tha 	greatest hindrince to increasing
 
run in the agrarian reform sector
 farm productivity in the 	long 


As the ipplication of more
 is the size of individu.31 holdings. 


sophisticated tcchnology takes place, especially iachlne-intensive
 

technology as undoubtedly is the trend in Venezuela, the size of
 

Since the typical farmer's .plot
holding will have to increase. 

have to take place. TFhure
 

Is ncY4 ten hectares, readjustm.ents wsill 

isolated Instancas where 	these readjustments -ire
 are already som 


occurring .0
 

Inmind, the minifundia
11ith the foregoing considerations 


farm structure that is heing created by the agrarian 
reform
 

an impediment to improvement of living
endoubtodly will act as 

conditions of the beneficiaries. ;3ut agrarian reform, viewed
 

in the long run of economic d;valopment, could and should 
also
 

http:individu.31
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be considared as a program that slows down rural migration by
 

creating a noticeable but tem.plorary impact on consumption patterns
 
-


that will permit an increase in industrial output with its employ

:.,ver, increased consumption
m,-nt multiplication -.ffects. 

.patterns by the beneficiaries of the rt.form will only take place
 

if the ijiplomentition of the reform does 
bring about drastic
 

structural changes within agriculture by allowing 
.:n increase,
 

if slight, in oroluctivity and income of the raform-benvfited
 avan 

It is difficult to 	ascertain tihethcr or not the Vene

paasantry. 
 in the
 
zuelan 3.grarian reform has succe..ded in increasing incomes 


levnls of productivity. There is soma
 
peasant sactor by raising 


the, avarage value,of production per settled 
peasant
 

,evidencu the;t 


family increased thr-aughout the l,"A's, although the figures 
on
 

is ..asud ar.- su'ject to doubt.
which tOis 

effects on stemmingto the pr,o)jrnm's!levrth elAss, in regard 
that the rural urbdnavilable avidcnce 	 suggestsrur.:l e.xodus,the 	

at rather high rates, causing an almost 
mijration kens Flowing 

For the 10601s, annualrural population.negljiblo -rc,:th of 
was only 0.7 percent p..r annum, while 

grd(wth for thi1s ;opulation 
1 3t c,yarly rate 	of 3.5 percent.
the national yrowth increase
 

this trend will continue throu iout the
 
Proj.ctions indicat.; that 


p,rcent
 
In 1161, tho. rural population accounted for 42. 
I.)7r),s. 	 1 

and fur 1970 it wans ;.pcctad to be 	 32 p,.rcent.>of the total, 
:ire anjrarian reform beneficiariesnot neost rural riorants'Ih-ther or 


is not known.
 

reform law has 3s one of its main objactivcs,
The agrarian 
the rural popula

as stated in the prcamhle thk, incorporation Zf 
of the nition by providing thom 

into 'oa economic devlopm,.nt
tion 
!nd technical nssistance. This undoubtedly is
 

, th land, credit 
commrci3l independent pro

takon to mean converting thom into 	a 

h.,s state,! on more thrin ona


IAN's administrationducer, is th.-
h:s hecn viWvjed as 	 jradual, thus implying

occasion. This convursien 
to modern
 

a transition from tr.ditinaPsubSistencC agriculture-
indicates
 

mark-t-ori.:nted aqriculture,. Th. evidence examined 

that t',e. first steps toward this transition are takin2i place, but 

it is m-ost inprobnble that 
.*f land basu linitations,
t'iat because 

sgment of agrarian reform comnmurcial farmers will appear 
a broad 
in the foreseeahle 	 future. 

CE..'DFS
sug(,.s ts- KSch'ustur's, rhi'senhusen' s, and

ividience 
The large

C[:)AIs--that n peasant stratification is merging. 
incomes
 

vriation encounter.-LI in thu ivailable statistical 
data on 


and output of the raf,-,rmls hi-n:;Ficiarius points toward the appear

types or groups of 	cam,,.-sinos situated 
ance of different economic 

b'y the. concupt of tranaition from sub
along thet continuum impli..d 

Undoubtedly,toward corrxrcialization and modernity. pat' for asistenc, 	 movement alon. this
the reform mrogram 	 has induced a 

of peasants that previously ,acre located close 
substantial number 

-	 of t6ue scale. 'acause of land base 
to the, subsistence, extrem,. 

,)rsonal aspirational constraints and 
lirlitntions -)nd biceuse of 

http:devlopm,.nt
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cultural circumstances, it is doubtful that the mjority of.,the 
beneficiaries will be 'pushd" toward tha other side of th" spec
trum. Thus,' the reform is cratin.I a newt peasantry at higher 
economic and Income levels than before, but which will kce-p on 
requiring n)nrecupcrabla .cononic assistance from th. state, which 
of course amounts to a subsidy. This probably is the prica th6 
Venezuelan polity will h-1va to p!,y in the long run for initiating 
the agrarlan rtform program, z.nd for hjvin made it possible to 
partially satisfy long-suppr,-ossad aspirations of the peas-)ntry. 

.The cost of this subsidy ',-iii tjecline as tho rural population 
gradually is absorlod into the nonagricultural sectors of the
 
economy. I. m-y have boon a high price to pay, but the consaquun'.us
 
of not undert3king such.a reform might have boun even moro costly.
 

http:consaquun'.us
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CN'!CLUS IC,! 

In conclusion, the Vonozuj-in cxpc:rienc- in n riculturai 
pnlicy suggests th.'t th; hanomnon of brinJin ; about chanyc in 
an economic sector th-it disolays rnny fV.atur,-s of tradition-lism 

and technical hack,.ardness is clos%'.ly associatod ,ith th diffuslon 
of political poer within t. '.-cision-rrnkin.j prec;ss. 'hange and 
economic expansion is not only : quostion of makln. moru capital 
availablo or modifying the socio-polltical structure within which 
the productivw process tnkes plicu--thse varian1 ,.s undoubtedly 
are lriportant--)ut is also intimatel'/ relatld to th-, state's 
action, through its huroaucratic appratus, to cr,-ate a ncw 
institutional framework that m.iks chonge viable. in Venczula, 
the-,-ffcctivnes. of th-2 state's -urc.ucracy was never too pro

nounced. Durin.. th,. first years of .gricuItural policy formula

tion and impli,.mentatirn, thQ jcvernment administration was sevur,..Jy 
hamporicd by lick of ;x:.'ri 2nc,;d personnal and absencu of technical 
knt-hoi In iith Inmatt.rs dealinG .. agricultur.l d,-velopment. 
lat.Lr ycars, w!ikn thesz. initi.,1 drawbacks w,,re ovrcome and bureau
cracy started to ,ic*uir.; administratl': and tuchnical skills,thc 
politicization of th.; il-cision-r.aking nroc,:ss lrgely offset 
gains ohtninaJ thirough tuchnification. *hil; this politicization 

mid; optinality solutions most difficult and p.erhaps even .:ccantu
ated certain inherent vices within bur,-aucracy, such as the spoils 
systam and pntrong,., it servod to acc.']lurata the implemantation 
of many programs th,'.t hiad roceiv.' lowi prrity. In othr words, 
the prcssure ox.,rttd %y political prties and int.rest groups upon 
th state's resources came to play a vital function in t_ conception 
of agriculturil economic nolicy in :jnuril, thus ov,.rcomin.3 internal 
in'-ertia inh'erunt in the ,,ovrnm,nt's administrative ,ichinary. 

.nothr;r b.'sic fotur3 of the 'enezu, Ian "'rural problnm.-solving 
syst-m" that might ',-,r ti other devuloping countrieswcvx'nt is 
thr- dual approach t.:ard agricultural backwardr.-ss. Applying 
diffurent ,pollcies tl th. commrcial and subsistence-traditional 
sectors of .griculturu midc a rapid and sustain.d growth of farm 
output possible w oile
maintaining a considerablc amount of "sucurity
 
of eYpectations" ".ithin both of these sectors. Thus, it was IWO 
possible to avoid stagnation in ;)roduction and at the samu timed 
'rovide an institutional frz-mwork for subsist.nce agriculture 
that insured a difonse ajainst the most flagrant social injustices 
and permittAd a sloi and -jradual improvment of living conditions 
of th,- canp-sino mzsses. This pr,.v,.nted emerg,nce of a disruptivk. 
socin-nolitical situation. This dunl approach was not t;v_ -;nd 
product of a cloir-cut policy desi'jn, but !i.js th outoroittii of 
almost thirty years of policy continuity and incrementalisni, 
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